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1994 and provided advice to Mexico; describes the U.S. and international response to the crisis,
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portion of the assistance; provides an analysis of the statutory authority for the Secretary of the

Treasury's use of the Exchange Stabilization Fund (esf) to fimd the assistance package; and
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international capital markets.
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of International Relations and Trade Issues, at (202) 512-8984. Other mqjor contributors to this

report are listed in appendix IV.
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Johnny C. Finch
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Executive Summary

Mexico's devaluation of the peso in December 1994 precipitated a crisis in

Mexico's financial institutions and markets that continued into 1995.

Investor confidence collapsed as investors sold Mexican equity and debt

securities, and foreign currency reserves at the Bank ofMexico were

insufficient to meet the demand of investors seeking to convert pesos to

U.S. dollars. In response to this crisis, the United States organized a

financial assistance package of up to $48.8 billion in funds from the United

States, Canada, the International Monetary Fund (imf), and the Bank for

International Settlements (bis). The multilateral assistance package was
intended to enable Mexico to avoid defaulting on its debt obligations, and

thereby overcome its short-term liquidity crisis, and to prevent the crisis

from spreading to other emerging markets.

In Ught of U.S. commitments to lend Mexico up to $20 billion, the

Chairman of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services

asked gao to prepare a comprehensive report on Mexico's 1994-95

financial crisis. In response to this request, gao (1) examined the origins of

Mexico's financial crisis; (2) assessed the extent to which the U.S.

government and IMF were aware of the severity of Mexico's financial

problems throughout 1994 and provided financial advice to Mexico;

(3) described the U.S. and imf response to the crisis, and provided an

analysis of the statutory authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to use

the Exchange Stabilization Fund (esf) to finance the package and an

assessment of the terms and conditions of the various agreements

implementing the U.S. portion of the assistance;^ and (4) examined the

initial efforts of Mexico to recover firom the crisis, which included a

discussion of Mexico's access to international capital markets, gao did not

address the issue of whether Mexico would be able to repay the United

States for the assistance.

To achieve its objectives, gao reviewed documents and spoke with

officials about (1) the risks encountered in international finance; (2) the

history of U.S. and imf financial assistance for Mexico; (3) the recent

economic and financial reforms in Mexico; (4) the economic factors

leading to Mexico's financial crisis, including monetary policy, fiscal

policy, exchange rate policy, foreign exchange reserves, debt financing,

and current account balance;^ (5) the political factors contributing to the

^In the past ESF has been used to buy and sell foreign currencies, esctend short-term swaps to foreign

countries, and guarantee obligations of foreign governments. Its use must be consistent with U.S.

obligations in IMF regarding orderly exchange arrangements and a stable system of exchange rates.

countiy*s current account measures its transactions with other countries in goods, services,

investment income, and other transfers.

Purpose
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Executive Summary

loss of investor confidence in Mexico; (6) the financial health of the

Mexican banking system; (7) the U.S. and IMF assistance package,

including statutory authority, objectives, funding, and terms and

conditions; (8) congressional and other criticisms of the package;

(9) implementation of the package; (10) Mexico's post-crisis economic

plan; and (11) the initial effects of the package on the Mexican economy

and Mexico's ability to borrow on international capital markets.

GAG interviewed officials firom (1) the U.S. Department of the Treasury,

Mexico's Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico (Ministry of Finance),

the U.S. Federal Reserve System, and the Bank of Mexico; (2) the U.S.

Department of State and Mexico's Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores;

(3) IMF; (4) the Mexican Banking and Securities Commission as well as

officials oftwo government-sponsored development banks in Mexico;

(5) 10 investment and commercial banks based in the United States,

Mexico, and Europe; (6) 2 U.S. global bond and equity funds with sizable

investments in Mexico; and (7) international and Latin American economic

experts at universities and private research organizations, gag reviewed

U.S. and Mexican government, international organization, and private firm

documents, including correspondence, memorandums, testimony, cable

traffic, reports, books, regulations, and laws, gag was provided copies of

and access to large numbers of U.S. government documents—^about

15,000 pages of information—^from the U.S. Department of the Treasury,

the Federal Reserve System, and the Department of State.

Historically, the U.S. and Mexican economies have been closely integrated.

In 1994, the United States supplied 69 percent of Mexico's imports and

absorbed about 85 percent of its exports. U.S. investors have provided a

substantial share of foreign investment in Mexico and have established

numerous manufacturing facilities in Mexico. Also, the United States has

served as a large market for Mexican labor. U.S. economic dependence on

Mexico has been less substantial. Nonetheless, Mexico has been the third

largest trading partner of the United States, accounting for 10 percent of

U.S. exports and about 8 percent of U.S. imports in 1994.

Mexico has experienced several financial crises since 1976 and on a

number of occasions has received U.S. financial assistance to help it deal

with such crises as well as other difficulties. Mexico's last msgor financial

crisis before 1994 was in 1982, when Mexico was unable to meet its

obhgations to service $80 billion in mainly dollar-denominated debt

obligations to U.S. and foreign banks. At that time, the United States took

Background
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the lead in developing axi assistance package. The package included

short-term currency swaps^ from the Federal Reserve and esf, a
commitment from Mexico to an IMF economic austerity program, $4 billion

in IMF loans, and a moratorium on Mexico's principal payments to

commercial banks in the United States and other countries. It also

included $5 billion in additional commercial bank loans, hquidity support

from central banks in Europe and Japan, and prepayment by the United

States to Mexico for $1 billion in Mexican oil.

By the late 1980s, Mexico had largely resolved its debt crisis and was able

to resume economic growth. Mexico continued to rely to a great extent on
foreign investment to finance such growth. To attract foreign capital, the

Mexican government undertook major structural reforms in the early

1990s designed to make its economy more open to foreign investment,

more efficient, and more competitive. These reforms included privatizing

many state-owned enterprises, removing trade barriers, removing
restrictions on foreign investment, and reducing inflation and government
spending. In 1994, Mexico entered into the North American Free Trade
Agreement (nafta) with the United States and Canada, nafta further

opened Mexico to foreign investment and bolstered foreign investor

confidence in Mexico because investors perceived that with nafta,

Mexico*s long-term prospects for stable economic development were
likely to improve.

Mexico also adopted an exchange rate system intended to help stabilize

the economy. In 1988, the nominal exchange rate^ of the peso was fixed

temporarily in relation to the U.S. doUar. However, because the inflation

rate in Mexico was greater than that in the United States, a peso nominal

depreciation^ against the dollar was needed to keep the real exchange rate^

^Short-term currency swaps are repurchase-type agreements through which currencies are exchanged
Mexico purchases U.S. dollars in exchange for Mexican pesos and simultaneously agrees to sell dollars

against pesos 3 months hence. The United States earns interest on its Mexican pesos at a specified

rate.

^The nominal exchange rate of a currency is the actual price at which one currency can be exchanged
for another currency at any point in time.

^Depreciation is a decline in the value of one currency relative to that of another in foreign exchange
markets. Devaluation is the downward a4justment in the official exchange rate of a nation's currency.

change in the real exchange rate of a currency takes into account the impact of both a change in the

nominal exchange rate of that currency as well as the impact of domestic and foreign inflation. For
example, if over the course of a year the inflation rate in Mexico were 20 percent higher than the

inflation rate in the United States, and the peso price of dollars increased by 20 percent, the real

exchange rate of the peso would not change. However, if the inflation rate in Mexico were 20 percent
higher than that in the United States and the peso were to depreciate by only 5 percent, the real

exchange value of the peso would increase, or appreciate, by about 15 percent
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of the peso from increasing. Since the nominal exchange rate of the peso
was fixed, the real exchange rate of the peso appreciated during this

period. In 1989, this fixed exchange rate system was replaced by a
"crawling peg" system, under which the peso/dollar exchange rate was
adjusted daily to allow a slow rate of nominal depreciation of the peso to

occur over time. In 1991, the crawhng peg was replaced with a band within
which the peso was allowed to fluctuate. The ceiling of the band was
adijusted daily to permit some appreciation of the dollar (depreciation of
the peso) to occur. The Mexican government used the exchange rate

system as an anchor for economic poHcy, i.e., as a means to reduce
inflation, encourage a disciplined fiscal poUcy, and thus provide a more
predictable climate for foreign investors.

Before 1994, Mexico's strategy of adopting sound monetary and fiscal

policies appeared to be having its intended effects. Inflation had been
steadily reduced, government spending was down, and foreign capital

investment was large. Moreover, unlike the years before 1982, most
foreign capital was flowing to Mexico's private sector rather than to the
Mexican government to finance budget deficits. Although Mexico was
experiencing a very large current account deficit,"^ both in absolute terms
and in relation to the size of its economy, this did not appear to present an
inunediate problem for the following reasons: Mexico's foreign currency
reserves were plentiful, its exports were growing rapidly, and there did not
seem to be significant risk that Mexico soon would have trouble attracting

and retaining foreign investment. The situation changed in late 1994.

Results in Brief According to GAo's analysis, Mexico's financial crisis originated in the

growing inconsistency in 1994 between Mexico's monetary and fiscal

poUcies and its exchange rate system. Due in part to an upcoming
presidential election, Mexican authorities were reluctant to take actions in

the spring and summer of 1994, such as raising interest rates or devaluing

the peso, that could have reduced this inconsistency. This fundamental
pohcy inconsistency was exacerbated by the Mexican government's
response to several economic and poUtical events that created investor

concerns about the Ukelihood of a currency devaluation. In response to

investor concerns, the government issued large amounts of short-term,

dollar-indexed notes called "tesobonos." By the beginning of

December 1994, Mexico had become particularly vulnerable to a financial

country can respond to a current account deficit in a number of ways. These include (1) attracting
more foreign capital; (2) allowing its currency to depreciate, thus making imports more expensive and
exports cheaper; (3) tightening monetary and/or fiscal policy to reduce the demand for all goods,
including imports; and (4) using foreign exchange reserves to cover the deficit
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market crisis because its foreign exchange reserves had fallen to

$12.5 billion while it had tesobono obligations of $30 billion maturing in

1995.

Throughout 1994, the U.S. government monitored economic and political

developments that affected the value of Mexico's peso. In early 1994, U.S.

officials had some concerns over the sustainability of Mexico's exchange

rate policies in the short run. They were aware that Mexico was

experiencing a large current account deficit financed mostly by short-term

portfoUo capital that was vulnerable to a sudden reversal of investor

confidence in Mexico. However, a number of other considerations pointed

to a more optknistic view of Mexico's near-term economic prospects.

Concerns grew during the year as pressure on the peso increased, as

Mexico's foreign exchange reserves were drawn down, and as its current

account deficit widened. During March and August, the Federal Reserve

and Treasury made two large swap facilities potentially available to

Mexico that woidd allow Mexico to improve its ability to cope with

short-term pressure on the peso in international foreign exchange

markets.® Mexico did not use these facilities during this period. During

October and November, high-level U.S. officials cautioned Mexican

officials that the peso seemed overvalued and indicated that it was risky to

continue the existing exchange rate policy. U.S. officials, however, were

undecided about the extent to which the peso was overvalued and if and

when financial markets might force Mexico to take action. Moreover,

Federal Reserve and Treasury officials did not foresee the magnitude of

the crisis that eventually unfolded. IMF was less aware of the seriousness

of the situation that was developing in Mexico during 1994 than was the

U.S. government and, for most of 1994, did not see a compelling case for a

change in Mexico's exchange rate policy.

The objectives of the U.S. and IMF assistance packages, following the

December devaluation and the subsequent loss of confidence in the peso,

were (1) to help Mexico overcome its short-term liquidity crisis and (2) to

limit the adverse effects of Mexico's crisis spreading to the economies of

other emerging market nations and beyond. Some observers opposed any

U.S. financial assistance to Mexico. They argued that tesobono investors

should not have been shielded firom financial losses, and that neither the

danger posed by the spread of Mexico's crisis to other nations nor the risk

to U.S. trade, employment, and immigration were sufficient to justify such

assistance.

^he August facilities were provided on a contingency basis in cooperation with other countries.
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The U.S. and international response to Mexico's financial crisis was one of

the largest midtilateral economic assistance packages extended to any one

country. The United States pledged up to $20 billion in loans and securities

guarantees firom esf. As part of the amouait, the Federal Reserve agreed to

provide up to $6 billion in short-term swaps from its preexisting swap line.

The Treasury Department ^eed to provide backing for the Federal

Reserve swaps as part of the esf program by assuring repayment of any

short-term drawings that were counted against the $20 billion limit. U.S.

assistance was offered through three mechanisms: (1) short-term currency

swaps for up to 90 days, with renewals allowed for a maximum term of 1

year for Treasury swaps and renewals up to three times for Federal

Reserve swaps; (2) medium-term currency swaps for up to 5 years; and

(3) securities guarantees under which esf ftmds could be used to back up

securities issued by Mexico's government for up to 10 years, imf pledged

up to $17.8 billion in financial assistance in the form ofa standby

arrangement for Mexico to be disbursed over a period of 18 months.® imf

assistance was designed to bolster gross international reserves and was
conditional upon several things, including Mexico's reducing its current

account deficit and its inflation rate, and strengthening its fiscal policy.

Mexico has been effectively charged the same interest rate that other

countries pay for short-term currency swaps, a rate tied to the most recent

issue of U.S. Treasury bills, which was 5.25 percent as of the end of

October 1995. For its medium-term swaps, Mexico was charged interest

rates intended to compensate the United States for the risks of longer-term

lending to Mexico—7.55 percent in March, 10. 16 percent in April, and

9.2 percent in July 1995. Similarly, Mexico has been charged standard rates

and fees for its imf assistance package, drawings under which have a

maturity of up to 5 years. Interest rates for imf drawings have been about

5 percent per year. In addition, Mexico was charged an annual 0.25 percent

commitment fee for IMF funds remaining available and a 0.50 percent usage

fee on each of its imf drawings.

As part ofthe assistance package, the United States and Mexico entered

into an oil agreement to ensure that in the event of a default by Mexico,

the United States would be repaid both principal and interest from oil

export revenues that flow through an account at the Federal Reserve Bank

of New York. Mexico has funds on deposit in the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York generated by the export sales of Mexican oil. Funds flowing

through this account would be used to pay down Mexico's obligations in

standby arrangement is a conunitn\ent by IMF to provide funds that is conditional on the country's

performance—particularly with respect to targets for economic policies (performance criteria)

specified in a letter of intent.
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the case of a default. More than $6 billion has flowed through this special

account from its activation on March 9, 1995, to November 30, 1995.

However, the amount of funds flowing through the account during any

single day would not be sufficient to cover a mgjor default by Mexico.

' Legal opinions from Treasury's General Counsel and the Department of

Justice stated that the Secretary had the requisite authority to use esf to

provide assistance to Mexico through the three financing mechanisms

previously described. GAG has no basis to disagree. Under the Gold

Reserve Act, as amended, 31U.S.C. § 5302, the Treasury Secretary has the

authority to commit esf funds if the commitment is consistent with imp

obligations of the U.S. government on orderly exchange arrangements and

a stable system of exchange rates. The act provides the Secretary, with the

approval of the President, the broad discretion to decide when the use of

ESF is consistent with imf obligations and states specifically that "the fund

is under the exclusive control of the Secretary "31 U.S.C. § 5302(2). In

accordance with the discretion afforded him under the act, the Secretary

concluded that the assistance package was consistent with the U.S.

obligations to imf because the Mexican financial crisis had a destabilizing

effect on the peso's exchange rate and negative repercussions for the

overall exchange rate system.

Mexico's economic reforms and the financial assistance package initially

enabled Mexico to satisfy its external debt obligations and to begin to

restructure its short-term debt into longer-term obligations. Furthermore,

as a condition of the assistance, Mexico was required to adopt a strict

economic plan to resolve its economic problems. While the short-term

result has been a severe recession and economic hardship in Mexico, the

plan is intended to lead in the longer run to sustained economic growth

and an economy that will be attractive to foreign investors. The assistance

package and the implementation of Mexico's economic plan have enabled

Mexico to begin to return to international capital markets. Mexican

development banks were able to borrow again in international capital

markets by the spring of 1995. In addition, the government ofMexico and

its agencies were able to return in the period July through November to

international capital markets to borrow $4 billion. Although the

government of Mexico has taken steps to improve the Mexican banking

system, the banking sector has remained burdened by a nonperformuig
loan level estimated by the World Bank at about 27 percent of total loans

as of September 30, 1995.
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Despite the progress to date, Mexico still faces many difficult challenges

before its financial crisis can be resolved. Interest rates continue to be

high, the peso continues to be volatile, the banking sector remains

strained, and economic growth is weaker than predicted. Thus, it remains

to be seen whether Mexico will be able to maintain economic policies that

will allow the economy to recover from the crisis.

Principal Findings

Origins of the Financial The evidence gao reviewed showed that the origins of Mexico's financial

Crisis crisis can be found in the interplay of a number of complex financial,

economic, and political factors during 1994. In combination, these factors

made Mexico's monetary and fiscal policies inconsistent with its exchange

rate policy. At the beginning of the year, Mexico was experiencing a boom
in foreign investment. The boom was related in part to investors'

perceptions that Mexico's economy was fundamentally strong. The

investment surge was also bolstered by approval of nafta. However, a

substantial part of the financial inflow was in the form of equity and debt

portfolio investments^^ that could be withdrawn quickly.

The first significant drop in investor confidence in Mexico in 1994 and the

related drop in Mexican foreign currency reserves occurred following the

assassination of Mexican presidential candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio on

March 23. On March 24, U.S. authorities agreed to make available a

temporary short-term credit facihty of $6 billion. Mexico's foreign

currency reserves fell $7.1 billion, from $24.4 billion at the end of March to

$17.3 billion at the end of April. Mexican authorities attributed the decline

in investor confidence primarily to the shock ofthe assassination and took

several actions to stem the outflow of foreign exchange reserves. The peso

was allowed to depreciate less than 1 percent against the dollar to the limit

imposed by the exchange rate band. This followed a 7-percent

depreciation that had taken place in the month preceding the

assassination. In April 1994, in connection with the establishment of the

North American Financial Group, a consultative body consisting of finance

ministries and central banks of the United States, Canada, and Mexico,

these three partners established a trilateral agreement to make available a

^^Portfolio investments are assets held in the form of marketable equity and debt securities. Portfolio

investment—in contrast to direct investment—tends to be more liquid in nature and more likely to be

short term. This is not to suggest, however, that selling pressures on a currency are more likely to arise

or be more severe in the presence of substantial foreign portfolio investment. Historically, there have

been market-forced devaluations when portfolio investment has been almost nonexistent.
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short-term credit facility of $6 bUlion from the United States and one

billion Canadian dollars. Also, the Bank of Mexico increased domestic

interest rates from 9 percent to 18 percent on short-term,

peso-denominated Mexican government notes called "cetes" in an attempt

to stem the outflow of capital.

However, in spite of higher interest rates, investor demand for cetes

continued to lag. Investors were demanding higher interest rates on newly

issued cetes because of their perception that the peso would eventually be

subject to a relatively large devaluation. Options available to the Mexican

government at this time included (1) offering even higher interest rates on
cetes; (2) reducing government expenditures to reduce domestic demand,

decrease imports, and relieve pressure on the peso; or (3) devaluing the

peso. From the perspective of Mexican authorities, the first two choices

were imattractive in a presidential election year because they could have

led to a significant downturn in economic activity and could have further

weakened Mexico's banking system. The third choice, devaluation, was
also unattractive, since Mexico's success in attracting substantial foreign

investment depended on its commitment to maintain a stable exchange

rate. In addition, a stable exchange rate had been an essential ingredient of

long-standing policy agreements between government, labor, and

business, and these agreements were perceived as ensuring economic and

social stability. Also, the stable exchange rate was a key to continued

reductions in the inflation rate.

Rather than adopt any of these options, the government chose, in the

spring of 1994, to increase its issuance of tesobonos. Because tesobonos

were dollar-indexed, holders could avoid losses that would otherwise

result ifMexico subsequently chose to devalue its currency. The Mexican

government promised to repay investors an amount, in pesos, sufficient to

protect the dollar value of their investment. Tesobono financing effectively

transferred foreign exchange risk from investors to the Mexican

governments^ Tesobonos proved attractive to domestic and foreign

investors. However, as sales of tesobonos rose, Mexico became vulnerable

to a financial market crisis because many tesobono purchasers were

portfolio investors who were very sensitive to changes in interest rates

and risks. Furthermore, tesobonos had short maturities, which meant that

their holders might not roll them over if investors perceived (1) an

increased risk ofa Mexican government default or (2) higher returns

elsewhere. Nevertheless, Mexican authorities viewed tesobono financing

"Foreign exchange risk is the risk of unexpected adverse movements in exchange rates, causing a loss

of value of assets or income denominated in the foreign currency.
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as the best way to stabilize foreign exchange reserves over the short term

and to avoid the immediate costs implicit in the other alternatives. In fact,

Mexico's foreign exchange reserves did stabilize at a level of about

$17 billion from the end ofApril through August, when the presidential

elections came to a conclusion. Mexican authorities said they expected

that investor confidence would be restored following the August

presidential election and that investment flows would return in sufficient

amounts to preclude any need for continued, large-scale tesobono

financing.

Following the election, however, foreign investment flows did not recover

to the extent expected by Mexican authorities in part because peso

interest rates were allowed to decline in August and were maintained at

that level until December. During the fall of 1994, it became increasingly

clear to some Mexican government officials that Mexico's mix of

monetary, fiscal, and exchange rate policies needed to be at^justed. The

current account deficit had worsened during the year, partly as a result of

the strengthening of the economy related to a moderate loosening of fiscal

policy, including a step up in development lending. Imports had also

surged as the peso became increasingly overvalued. Mexico had become
heavily e3q)osed to a run on its foreign exchange reserves as a result of

substantial tesobono financing. Outstanding tesobono obligations

increased from $3. 1 billion at the end ofMarch to $29.2 billion in

December. Also, between January 1994 and November 1994, U.S. 3-month

Treasury bill yields had risen from 3.04 percent to 5.45 percent,

substantially increasing the attractiveness of U.S. government securities.

In the middle of November 1994, Mexican authorities had to draw down
foreign currency reserves in order to meet the demand for dollars. On
November 15, in response to U.S. economic conditions, the U.S. Federal

Reserve raised the federal funds rate by three-quarters of a percentage

point, raising the general level of U.S. interest rates and further increasing

the attractiveness of U.S. bonds to investors. Then in late November and

early December, renewed fighting in the Mexican state of Chiapas and an

unfolding scandal surrounding the September 1994 assassination of

Institutional Revolutionary Party Secretary General Francisco Ruiz

Massieu renewed apprehension among investors regarding Mexico's

political stability. These concerns were compounded on December 9,

when the new Mexican administration revealed that it expected an even

higher current account deficit in 1995 but planned no change in its

exchange rate policy. This decision led to a further loss in confidence by

investors, increased redemptions of Mexican securities, and a significant
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drop in foreign exchange reserves, to $10 billion. Meanwhile, Mexico's

outstanding tesobono obligations reached $30 billion, with all coming due

in 1995. However, Mexican government officials continued to assure

investors that the peso would not be devalued.

On December 20, Mexican authorities sought to reUeve pressure on the

exchange rate by announcing a widening of the peso/dollar exchange rate

band. The widening ofthe band effectively devalued the peso by about 15

percent. However, the government did not announce any new fiscal or

monetary measures to accompany the devaluation—such as raising

interest rates. This inaction was accompanied by more than $4 billion in

losses in foreign reserves on December 21, and on December 22, Mexico

was forced to freely float its currency. The discrepancy between the stated

exchange rate poUcy of the Mexican government throughout most of 1994

and its devaluation of the peso on December 20, along with a failure to

announce appropriate accompanying economic policy measures,

contributed to a significant loss of investor confidence in the newly

elected government and growing fear that default was imminent.

Consequently, downward pressure on the peso continued. By early

January 1995, investors realized that tesobono redemptions could soon

exhaust Mexico's reserves and, in the absence of external assistance, that

Mexico might default on its dollar-indexed and dollar-denominated debt.

U.S. and IMF Advice to As 1994 began, U.S. officials were somewhat concerned that Mexico was

Mexico vulnerable to speculative attacks on the peso and that Mexico's large

current account deficit and its exchange rate policy might not be

sustainable. However, these concerns largely were outweighed by other

considerations. For example, U.S. officials generally thought that Mexico's

economy was characterized by sound economic fundamentals and that,

with the m^or economic reforms of the past decade, Mexico had laid an

adequate foundation for economic growth in the long term. Further,

Mexico was attracting large capital inflows and had substantial foreign

exchange reserves. Concerns about the viability of Mexico's exchange rate

system increased following the assassination of Mexico's presidential

candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio in the latter part of March and the

subsequent drawdown of about $10 billion in Mexican foreign exchange

reserves by the end of April. Just after the assassination, Treasury and

Federal Reserve officials temporarily enlarged longstanding currency

swap facilities with Mexico from $1 biQion to $6 billion. These enlarged

facilities were made permanent with the establishment of the North

American Financial Group in April. The initiative to enlarge the swap
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facilities permanently preceded the Colosio assassination. Mexican foreign

exchange reserves stabilized at about $17 billion by the end of April.

At the end ofJune 1994, a new run on the peso was under way. Between

June 21 and July 22, foreign exchange reserves were drawn down by

nearly $3 bilUon, to about $14 billion. In early July, Mexico asked the

Federal Reserve and Treasury to explore with the central banks of certain

European countries the estabUshment of a contingency, short-term swap

facility. That facility could be used in coryunction with the U.S.-Mexican

swap facility to help Mexico cope with possible exchange rate volatihty in

the period leading up to the August election. By July, staff in the Federal

Reserve had concluded that Mexico's exchange rate probably was

overvalued and that some sort of adjustment eventually would be needed.

However, U.S. officials thought that Mexican officials might be correct in

thinking that foreign capital inflows could resume following the August

elections. In August, the United States and bis established the requested

swap facility, but not imtil U.S. officials had secured an oral understanding

with Mexico that it would acjjust its exchange rate system if pressure on

the peso continued after the election. The temporary facility incorporated

the U.S.-Mexican $6-billion swap arrangement established in April. At the

end of July, pressure on the peso abated, and Mexican foreign exchange

reserves increased to more than $16 billion. Significant new pressure on

the peso did not develop immediately following the August election, but at

the same time, capital inflows did not return to their former levels.

According to the documents GAO reviewed, between August and

December 20, 1994, U.S. government analyses generally concluded that the

peso was overvalued. However, analysts were not sure to what extent the

peso was overvalued and whether and when financial markets might force

Mexico to devalue the peso. Estimates of the overvaluation ranged

between 5 and 20 percent. As the year progressed, U.S. officials thought it

increasingly likely that Mexico would have to devalue in the near future.

However, as late as mid-December, U.S. government analysts and senior

officials beUeved that Mexico might make it into early 1995 without having

to devalue.

In spite of these uncertainties, during October and November 1994, U.S.

officials advised Mexican officials on several occasions that they thought

that their exchange rate policy was risky and indicated that they believed

some sort ofpolicy response was in order. However, as a senior Treasury

official has testified, the U.S. ability to influence Mexico's economic policy

decisions was limited because Mexico is a sovereign country. In addition,
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it is not apparent from the evidence gag reviewed that, at any time in 1994,

U.S. officials believed they could argue with certainty that the peso was
overvalued and that Mexico should devalue. U.S. officials were aware that

investors in Mexican government securities perceived relatively small

risks of a Mexican devaluation or default on its debts as measured by
interest rates demanded on Mexican securities relative to interest rates for

U.S. government securities. Furthermore, based on records that gag
reviewed and interviews with U.S. officials, the Federal Reserve and
Treasury did not foresee the serious consequences that an abrupt

devaluation would have on investor confidence in Mexico. These included

a possible wholesale flight of capital that could bring Mexico to the point

of default and, in the judgment of U.S. and IMF officials, require a msgor
financial assistance package. One reason Treasury and Federal Reserve

officials did not pubUcly reveal their concerns over Mexico*s exchange

rate system was that they were concerned that they might have provoked
an immediate flight of foreign investment from Mexico.

IMP did not conclude that there was a m^jor problem with Mexico's

exchange rate situation during 1994. Although Mexico was repaying IMF

loans, Mexico was not receiving new imf financial assistance in 1994. This

limited the amount of economic information that imf was receiving on
Mexico. In an annual country review completed in February 1994, imf

stressed the need for Mexico to lower its current account deficit

However, according to a Treasury official, imf officials thought that

Mexico's sizable exports meant there was not a need to a(ijust the foreign

exchange policy. According to imf and Treasury officials that gao
interviewed, imf, like many informed observers, did not foresee the

exchange rate crisis and, for most of 1994, did not see a compelling case

for a change in Mexico's exchange rate policy.

U.S. and IMF Response to Although Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and imf did not anticipate the

the Crisis magnitude ofthe peso crisis that unfolded in late December 1994, they

soon concluded that outside assistance was required to prevent Mexico's

financial coUapse. Further, Treasury and Federal Reserve officials testified

that the crisis threatened to spread to other emerging market countries.

They also believed the Mexican crisis could undermine market-oriented

economic reforms that the United States and IMF have urged those

countries to adopt. In addition, Treasury and Federal Reserve officials

were concerned that Mexico's financial crisis could escalate into a
prolonged and severe economic downturn in Mexico that would put
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important U.S. interests at risk—including trade, employment, and

immigration.

Some observers argued that the United States should not have provided

financial assistance to Mexico at all. They said that it was inappropriate

for the U.S. government to place tajqpayer funds at risk to prevent

tesobono investors from incurring financial losses—even if not lending

assistance meant Mexico would default on its short-term debts. In fact,

they contended that supplying financial assistance to Mexico to pay off

tesobono obligations could make future Mexico-like crises more likely,

because it would create a "moral hazard" problem, i,e., it would encourage

future investors in emerging markets to make riskier investments than

they otherwise would have made because they would expect to receive

U.S. government assistance during another crisis. Also, critics of U.S.

financial assistance contended that the effect of Mexico's crisis on other

nations was either a temporary market overcorrection that would have

reversed itselfbefore seriously harming U.S. investors or otiier emerging

markets or that it was an 2q[)propriate market correction because investors

had overinvested in these markets in the first place. Lastly, some people

argued that the threat a Mexican government default posed to U.S. trade,

employment, and immigration was not sufficient to warrant U.S. financial

assistance to Mexico.

At the beginning of January 1995, Mexico activated and drew down its

$&*billion short-term swsqp facility with ti:ie Federal Reserve and Treasury

and its swap facility with the Bank of Canada On January 12, 1995, the

President announced a U.S. assistance package for Mexico consisting of

loan guarantees of up to $40 billion. Implementation of this initial

assistance package required congressional approval. Although the

bipartisan leadership of both houses of Congress endorsed the package, it

ran into substantial congressional opposition.

Subsequently, on January 31, 1995, President Clinton announced a

$48,8-bLllion multilateral assistance package. Under this package, the

United States would provide up to $20 billion to Mexico through the use of

ESF and the Federal Reserve swap network. The package was a

combination of short-term swaps with renewals allowed, medium-term

swaps of up to 5 years, and securities guarantees with terms of up to 10

years. These swaps and securities guarantees were conditioned on strict

economic, financial, and reporting requirements. On February 1, 1995, IMF

approved an 18-month standby arrangement for Mexico for up to

$17.8 billion. This arrangement, also conditioned upon Mexico's adherence
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to Strict economic performance targets, was the largest financing package

ever approved by IMF for a member country, both in terms of the amount
and the overall percentage ofa member's credit quota—^in Mexico's case,

688.4 percent over 18 months (the usual cumulative Umit is 300 percent).

The primary purpose of the U.S., imf, and other assistance was to allow

Mexico to overcome its short-term Uquidity crisis and thereby prevent

Mexico's financial collapse.^

The government of Mexico has drawn on the international assistance

offered by both the United States and imp. As of December 22, 1995, $13.5

billion in U.S. funds had been disbursed to Mexico under the support

program. Of this amount, $11.8 biOion remained outstanding: $1.3 billion in

short-term swaps and $10.6 billion in medium-term swaps. As of December
31, the United States had not extended any securities guarantees to

Mexico. Through the end of 1995, Mexico had not missed any interest

payments or required principal repayments under any of the swaps. As of

December 31, esf had received $447.4 miUion in interest payments from

Mexico for short- and medium-term swaps, and the Federal Reserve had
received $46 miUion in interest on its short-term swaps with Mexico. On
January 2, 1996, $242.4 million in interest was due to Treasury on the

medium-term swaps; a Treasury official confirmed that that interest

payment has been received. In early October 1995, Mexico prepaid

$700 million of the $2 billion in swaps coming due October 30 anticipating

the proceeds from a German mark-denominated bond issue. Mexico had
also drawn $13 billion fi:om imf by the end of December, none of which
had fallen due or been repaid.

In connection with the implementation of the financial assistance package,

the Secretary ofthe Treasury received two legal opinions that addressed

his authority to use esf. The Treasury General Counsel and the

Department of Justice opinions both concluded that the Secretary had the

requisite authority to use esf to provide assistance to Mexico as contained

in the support package, gao has no basis to disagree with this conclusion.

Under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, as amended, 31 U.S.C. § 5302, the

Secretary of the Treasury has the authority to commit ESF fimds ifthe

commitment is consistent with imf obhgations of the U.S. government on
orderly exchange arrangements and a stable system of exchange rates.

The act gives the Secretary, with the approval of the President, the broad

discretion to decide when the use of esf is consistent with the imf

^^Other industrial countries, under the auspices of BIS, agreed to provide a short-term facility of

$10 billion, and Canada had already provided $1 billion in December, under its Canada-Mexico swap
arrangement
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obligations of the United States and states specifically that "the fund is

under the exclusive control of the Secretary. ..." 31 U.S.C. § 5302(a)(2). In

the case of Mexico, the Treasury Secretary determined that the assistance

package was consistent with U.S. obligations to IMF on assuring orderly

exchange arrangements and promoting a stable system of exchange rates.

Particularly, in this regard, IMF members agree to "seek to promote

stability by fostering orderly xmderlying economic and financial conditions

and a monetary system that does not tend to produce erratic disruptions."^^

In accordance with the discretion afforded him under the statute, the

Secretary decided that the assistance package was consistent with these

purposes because the Mexican financial crisis had had a destabilizing

effect on the peso's exchange rate and negative repercussions for the

overall exchange rate system. In addition, IMF announced its OAvn

assistance package that served the same primary objective as did the U.S.

assistance package.

To put the U.S. assistance package into place, the United States and

Mexico entered into four financial agreements that provide Mexico with

up to $20 billion—^the framework agreement, the oil agreement, the

Medium-Term Exchange Stabilization Agreement (medium-term

agreement), and the Guarantee Agreement, which are collectively referred

to as "the agreements." The agreements provide that Mexico may utilize up

to $20 billion of esf resources in the form of short-term swaps,

medium-term swaps, and securities guarantees. In order to have access to

this funding, and during the period that any loans are outstanding, Mexico

must satisfy certain economic, monetary, and fiscal conditions, as well as

meet certain reporting requirements.

The short-term swap transactions may be provided in an aggregate amount

of up to $9 billion, through either the resources of the Federal Reserve or

esf, with maturities of up to 90 days. The Treasury and Mexico may enter

into medium-term swap transactions with maturities of up to 5 years up to

an amount that, when added to the amount of outstanding short-term

swaps and guarantees, does not exceed $20 billion. In connection with any

medium-term swap transaction, Mexico is required to maintain the dollar

value ofpeso credits to the United States, adjusting the amount ofpesos

on a quarterly basis, to reflect changes in the peso-doUar exchange rate.

Finally, esf funds may be used to guarantee the payment of all or part of

the principal ofand interest on debt securities denominated in U.S. dollars

"^Article TV of the IMF Articles ofAgreement

"Under the framework agreement, short-term swaps are available from the Federal Reserve in an

amount up to $6 billion and from ESF in an amount up to $3 billioa
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to be issued by the government of Mexico. No guarantee may be issued

with respect to principal or interest payments due more than 10 years after

the date of issuance of the debt securities. The swaps and guarantees may
be disbursed for a period of 1 year, with an optional 6-month extension,

after the effective date of the framework agreement—^February 21, 1995.

The interest rates applied to the short-term swaps are intended to cover

the cost of funds to Treasury and therefore are to be set at the inception of

each swap transaction based on the then-current 91-day U.S. Treasury bill

interest rate. This is the same rate that the Federal Reserve and Treasury

charge other countries for short-term currency swaps. As ofAugust 1,

1995, the annual rate for short-term swaps was 5.45 percent.

Mexico is to be charged a higher interest rate for medium-term assistance

that will be at least sufficient to meet the current U.S. goverrunent credit

risk rating for Mexico. Interest charges, which are to be determined at the

time of disbursement on the medium-term swaps, are to be designed to

cover the costs of funds to Treasury plus a premium for the risk associated

with the extension of funds. For each medium-term swap disbiarsement,

the premium is to be the greater of (1) a rate determined by the U.S.

government's Interagency Country Risk Assessment System (icras) to be

adequate compensation for sovereign risk^^ of coimtries such as Mexico or

(2) a rate based on the amount of U.S. funds outstanding to Mexico from

short- and medium-term swaps and securities guarantees at the time of

disbursement. The rates for medium-term swaps were 7.8 percent for

funds disbursed in March, 10. 16 percent for funds disbursed in April and

May, and 9.2 percent for funds disbursed in July.

Under the guarantee agreement, Mexico is to pay to the Treasury

Department a guarantee fee calculated using a present value formula The
variables in the formula include the amount to be guaranteed, the maturity

of the debt securities, Treasury's borrowing rate for the same maturity,

Mexico's cost ofborrowing with the guarantee, and an appropriate credit

risk premium, which is to be the greater of the icras premium, or 225 to

375 basis points, depending on the total amounts outstanding. As an

example, if the United States were to guarantee $8 billion of debt

securities issued by the government of Mexico, the agreement provides for

^^vereign risk is the risk of default by a foreign central government or an agency it backs.
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Mexico to pay the Treasury Department a guarantee fee of about

$1.9billion.^^

In circumstances such as the Mexican financial crisis, in which financial

markets essentially ceased to function in terms of Mexico's access/*^

markets cannot be relied on to provide a measure of the risk, gao beUeves

that the use of the icras rate as a starting point, followed by adjustments,

was a reasonable approach to establish the risk premiums.

The Treasury and Mexico entered into the oil agreement to help ensure

that if Mexico defaults on its obligations, the United States will be repaid

from oil export proceeds earned by Mexico's state-owned oil company,

Petroleos Mexicanos (pemex). In Treasury's view, the oil proceeds

payment mechanism, while not providing an absolute assurance of

repayment, does provide the United States with a high degree of

repayment assurance. According to Treasury officials, the current oil

facility's reliability has been improved compared to oil facilities used in

the past.

Under the oil agreement, proceeds from pemex's sales of oil to export

customers are to be deposited into a special account at the Federal

Reserve Bank in New York, Export customers have to acknowledge

irrevocable payment instructions from pemex, and for the benefit of the

United States, to deposit payments into pemex's account at a mgjor

international bank in New York, pemex has also irrevocably instructed this

major international bank to transfer these payments into a special account

of the Bank of Mexico at the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York. The

United States has a right of set-off^^ against funds in the account if Mexico

defaults on the assistance package.

The oil agreement does not require a minimum balance and, absent a

default, proceeds should regularly flow out of the account to the Bank of

Mexico. Since the initiation of the facility, Treasury records show that in

any one day, an average of $25 million to $30 million has flowed into and

*^his example assumes (1) a maturity for Mexican debt securities of 10 years, principal repayment at

the end of 10 years, and interest payments annually; (2) an interest rate on the debt securities of

6.5 percent per year, comprising Treasury's cost of borrowing of 6.0 per cent plus a premium of 50

basis points to reflect the fact that these securities would be less liquid than U.S. Treasury bonds; and

(3) a credit risk premium of 375 basis points.

^^According to Bank of Mexico data, for three successive weekly auctions between December 27, 1994,

and January 10, 1995, the quantity of bids fell far short of the amount of tesobonos offered at auctions

for all maturities.

^^et-off clauses give the bank or lender a right to seize deposits owned by a debtor for nonpayment of

an obligation.
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out of the account. About $6.8 billion flowed through the account during

1995. Under the terms of the ^reement, there are no controls over the

funds in the account if Mexico is current on all its obUgations to Treasury,

and money need not accimiulate in the account even until the end of the

day; at most, a single day of proceeds may be in the account.

Treasury officials maintain that the mechanism depends on the flow of

funds following any default. They point out that the coverage provided by

this flow is greater than outstanding obUgations of Mexico to the United

States. A threshold mechanism allows Treasury to require prepayment if

export volumes or oil prices decUne 15 to 25 percent from 1994 levels.

Changes in future flows may affect the time needed for obligations to be
repaid and Treasury would be compensated through late charges.

Consequently, a single day's flow would not be sufficient to cover a mgjor
default by Mexico. Once a default has occurred, the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York has been authorized to use the funds in the special account to

repay all amounts due and payable under the assistance agreements. The
account could be used over time to cure a default provided that pemex

continued to produce and export oil to the customers covered by the oil

agreement. Changes in the world price of crude oil and petroleum

products could affect the amounts of the deposits made and thus the time

that would be needed to pay offany default. Because of these

uncertainties, in gag's view, the oil agreement by itself cannot be

considered as providing a high degree of assxirance that the United States

will be repaid if Mexico defaults on its loans or guarantees, but considered

in the context of the agreements implementing the assistance package, it

does enhance the likelihood ofrepayment.

In assessing the Ukelihood of repayment, the other terms ofthe flramework

agreement should also be considered. Under the framework and related

agreements, Mexico agreed to meet stringent economic conditions in

return for U.S. and imf assistance. These conditions provide the United

States and imf with a degree of influence over Mexican economic policy

that did not exist before the onset of the financial crisis in December 1994.

Thus the conditions in the agreements aim to increase the long-term

likelihood that the United States will be repaid for the loans and securities

guarantees. For example, as a result of the stringent conditions, Mexico's

trade balance was transformed from a large deficit into a surplus during

the first 6 months after the framework agreement was signed. This rapid

turnabout has positive implications for Mexico's future ability to repay its

debts.
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Initial Efforts to Recover The response to Mexico's financial crisis, including the U.S. and imf

From the Crisis assistance package, has had both positive and negative effects on Mexico.

On the positive side, Mexico's current account deficit is projected by its

Finance Ministry to decline to $215 million in 1995, down firom $29.4

billion in 1994. The trade balance has moved to the surplus side. Mexico's

merchandise trade surplus was $6.1 billion for the first 10 months of 1995.

By the end ofAugust 1995, the outstanding balance of short-term,

dollar-indexed Mexican government debt had been reduced by about 90

percent. Since the beginning of 1995, the amount of tesobonos outstanding

has declined from $29.2 biUion to $700 million at the end of November.

Mexico's external debt has been restructured to be longer term. As of

December 19, 1995, Mexico's stock market, in peso terms, was about

22 percent above precrisis levels and about 96 percent above its late

February lows. Interest rates on short-term peso debt declined in August

1995 to about 34 percent, from a high of about 83 percent in March 1995,

and were about 49 percent in December 1995.

These economic improvements were not made without hardship, however,

and the economic measures taken by the Mexican government in

cor\junction with the U.S. and imf assistance packages have had a severe

impact on economic growth in the Mexican economy. Economic growth

for 1995, which was forecasted at the start of the year by the Mexican
government to show a decline of 2 percent for the year, has been much
worse. After decUning substantially in the first half of 1995, economic
output in the third quarter contracted by 9.6 percent from the same period

a year ago.

The positive developments are critical, since Mexico must restore the

credibility of its economic policies so that it can regain access to

international capital markets. There is evidence that Mexico has already

reestablished some access. On May 4, 1995, Mexico's National

Development Bank was able to sell bonds in an amount of $ 1 10.3 million

in international coital markets for 1 year at the London Interbank Offered

Rate (ubor) plus 3.5 percent. On May 23, 1995, Mexico's export

development bank was able to sell bonds in an amount of $30 miUion in

international capital markets for 1 year at LIBOR plus 5.8 percent. On
July 20, 1995, Mexico issued $1 billion in sovereign notes^^ for 2 years at

LIBOR plus 5.375 percent in a private debt offering led by Citibank, Credit

Suisse, and the Bank of Tokyo. The principal and accrued interest of these

^^LIBOR is a key interest rate at which majorbanks in London are willing to lend to each other. It is

often used as a benchmark rate in international financial transactions.

^"Sovereign notes are securities issued by countries.
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notes may be converted into new capital in a newly formed or existing

Mexican bank or tendered as payment for shares in any Mexican

privatization. Other international issues have since followed.

The impact of Mexico's current recession on the financial condition of

Mexico's banking system is still a matter of concern. Mexico's banks,

which were reprivatized in 1991 and 1992, have not resolved all the

problems brought with them from the time they were nationalized.

Moreover, as part of the government economic plan for responding to the

Mexican financial crisis, interest rates have risen significantly. The

increased rates have contributed to an already high level of nonperforming

loans. Delinquent loans as reported by Mexico rose from a 1994 rate of

9 percent of all bank loans to about 17 percent of all bank loans by the end

of September 1995. However, Mexican banks define nonperforming loans

differently tiian do U.S. banks. According to a World Bank official, the

17 percent reported by Mexico would equate to about 27 percent using

U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Many of the largest

Mexican banks are looking to domestic and foreign investors for capital

infusions.

The government of Mexico's response to banking system problems has

several components. The Bank of Mexico provided dollar loans to banks

to replace matxuing foreign currency Uabilities. These loans, which rose to

as much as $3.8 billion in the early months of 1995, have been repaid. Also,

banks can recapitalize with subordinated debt issued to the government of

Mexico that woidd either be retired by the banks within 5 years or

converted to stock and sold to private investors by the goverrmient.^^ In

addition, the government has liberalized limits on foreign investment in

Mexican banks. Another Mexican government initiative aims to

restructure loans by indexing principal amounts to inflation so that

interest payments can be based on real interest rates. In addition, the

Mexican government, with the assistance of several sources including the

World Bank, has been adding funds to its banking sector protection fund,

which generally supports the banking system, and is seeking to improve its

bank supervision capabilities.

Challenges Remain Despite the progress to date, Mexico still faces many difficult challenges

before its financial crisis can be fully resolved. Interest rates continue to

be high, the peso continues to be volatile, and economic growth is weaker

than predicted. For example, economic growth for 1995, which was

^^Subordinated debt is repayable in a bankruptcy only after more senior debt has been repaid.
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forecasted at the start of the year by the Mexican government to show a
decline of 2 percent for the year, has been much worse. After declining

substantially in the first half of 1995, economic output in the third quarter

contracted by 9.6 percent from the same period a year ago. The banking

sector remains strained, with nonperforming loans having risen to about

17 percent of all bank loans by the end of September 1995 as reported by
Mexico, which would equate to 27 percent using U.S. generally accepted

accounting principles, according to a World Bank official. Thus, it remains

to be seen whether Mexico will be able to maintain economic policies that

will allow the economy to recover from the crisis.

ASenCV CominentS obtained written comments on a draft of this report firom the Treasury
^ Department and the Federal Reserve, who generally ^eed with the

report's description of the crisis and the U.S. response. On December 5,

1995, GAG met with State Department officials, including the Economics
Officer from the Office of Mexican Affairs and Regional Issues, who
generally agreed with the report, gao also provided officials firom the Bank
of Mexico, Mexico's Finance ministry, the embassy of Mexico, and IMF

with portions of the draft to confirm the accuracy of the presentation of

information obtained from them.
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Capital flows to developing countries have increased significantly in

recent years. These increased flows have augmented the possibility that

these countries will see growing financial instabiUty as developing country

governments and private sector firms increasingly rely on volatile capital

investments that can be quickly withdrawn. Financial and trade reforms in

Mexico in the early 1990s led to increased investor confidence. However,

this confidence in Mexico evaporated at the end of 1994 and the beginning

of 1995 as investors became more and more concerned about domestic

Mexican pohtical events and financial miscalculations. As a result,

investors sold Mexican debt and equity securities, causing foreign

currency reserves at the Bank of Mexico to be insufficient to meet the

demand of investors seeking to convert their pesos to dollars. Mexico's

financial crisis challenged the United States and the International

Monetary Fund (imf) to react and led to one of the largest multilateral

economic assistance packages to any one country.

Due to a number of factors, including measures taken to open their

economies to foreign investment, some developing countries^ experienced

significant inflows of capital during the early half of this decade. Capital

flows^ to these countries, which amounted to $40 billion in 1990, reached a

high of $155 biUion in 1993 before slowing to $125 biUion in 1994. Today,

emerging markets account for 12 percent of total world equity market

capitalization, and their economies are forecast to grow at about twice the

rate of industrial countries over the period 1995 to 2000.^

In Western Hemisphere emerging markets, capital flows were more

concentrated in yield-sensitive, liquid portfolios.^ These investments

accounted for 66 percent of inflows to these markets between 1990 and

1994 compared to foreign direct investment,^ which represented 30

percent. Mexico experienced net capital outflows of $15 billion in 1983

^Emerging markets or developing countries are usually those whose production sector is dominated by

agriculture and mineral resources and that are in the process of building up industrial capacity. We use

the terms "emerging markets" and "developing countries" interchangeably.

^Capital flows include net foreign direct investment, net portfolio investment, and bank lending.

^See IMF, International Capital Markets: Developments, Prospects, and Policy Issues (Washington,

D.C.: Aug. 1995).

^Portfolios are a set of assets held by an individual or institution. The term is generally used to refer to

financial assets.

^Foreign direct investment implies that a person in one country has a lasting interest in and a degree of

influence over the management of abusmess enterprise in another countiy. In some countries, a

minimum percentage ofdomestic ownership of a foreign company is required.

Changes in

International

Investing and Global

Financial Markets
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through 1989, and net inflows of $102 billion in 1990 through 1994. In 1993,
Mexico received $31 billion of capital inflows, which accounted for

20 percent of net capital flows to all developing countries. These increased
capital flows to emerging markets were the result of several factors:

(1) many developing countries restructured their commercial bank debt
and implemented sounder macroeconomic pohcies as well as structural
reforms in the 1980s and early 1990s, including financial sector reforms
such as placing fewer restrictions on capital flows; (2) cross-border
securities and banking transactions became less costly and more
accessible; (3) institutional investors—mutual funds, insurance
companies, pension funds, and banks and securities firms engaged in
proprietary trading —diversified their portfoUos internationally;^ and
(4) interest rates fell in industrial countries, hke the United States, thereby
increasing the attractiveness of higher yields in emerging markets.

Past Economic Policy
in Mexico

Pohcy decisions that Mexican financial authorities took in 1994 need to be
considered in the context of Mexico's financial and economic history.

From the mid-1970s through the late 1980s, Mexico had been caught in a
destructive cycle of inflation and currency devaluations that had seriously
set back the country's economic development. Curbing inflation and
restoring sustained economic growth was one of the top priorities of the
administration of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-94), and a
stable exchange rate policy was seen as a key element in this effort.

Mexico's Exchange Rate From 1954 until 1976, Mexico maintained a fixed peso/doUar exchange
Policy Before 1988 I'ate, at 12.5 pesos per U.S. doUar."^ This period coincided with an era of

sustained economic development and low to moderate rates of inflation
for Mexico. However, beginning in 1972 the value of the Mexican peso was
increasingly undermined by rising fiscal and current account^ deficits and
growing inflation. By September 1976, mounting balance ofpayments
pressures and unbridled capital flight forced the outgoing administration
of President Luis Echevema (1970-76) to devalue the currency. By the end
of the year, the currency was trading at 21 pesos per dollar. The
devaluation was followed by serious adversities for the Mexican economy.

^In 1993, assets under management by pension funds, insurance companies, and mutual funds in msgor
industrial countries were about $13 trillion, with U.S. institutional investors accounting for more than
two-thirds of this total.

^This is a nominal exchange rate. The nominal exchange rate of a currency is the actual rate at which
one currency can be exchanged for another currency at any point in time.

country's current account measures its transactions with other countries in goods, services,
investment income, and other transfers.
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The year closed with an annual inflation rate of 60 percent, while the

country sank into a severe economic recession.

Under the administration of President Jose Lopez Portillo (1976-82), the

currency was allowed to depreciate^ further, to 27.25 pesos per dollar.

During this period, booming oil revenues enabled the Mexican government

to embark on an expansionary economic development policy, borrowing

large sums from abroad. Strong economic growth achieved in the course

of these years was marred by inflation rates that were high relative to

those in the United States and mounting fiscal and current account

deficits. In real terms, the currency gradually became overvalued.^^

In 1982, the international price for oil fell, and Mexico's access to foreign

borrowing diminished. Faced with dwindling foreign reserves and massive

capital flight, once again an outgoing Mexican administration resorted to

devaluation. This time, the peso was devalued by almost 500 percent

against the dollar over the course of the year. The country was plunged

into a disastrous economic and financial crisis. Inflation reached an annual

rate of over 60 percent. A series of protest strikes and work stoppages

paralyzed economic activity. The Mexican stock market plummeted. The

Bank of Mexico (Mexico's central bank) ran out of foreign currency

reserves, and in August, Mexico temporarily suspended repayment of

principal on its foreign debt. In September, the banking system was

nationalized, and strict exchange rate controls were put in place. By the

end of the year, the peso was traded at 160 per U.S. dollar.

With the leadership of President Miguel de la Madrid (1982-88), Mexico

adopted a dual exchange rate poUcy. A "controlled" exchange rate appUed

to merchandise trade and official debt service payments, and a "free" rate

applied to other types of transactions. The controUed exchange rate was

depreciated daily at the discretion of Mexican government authorities.

Gradually, the controlled rate moved closer to the free rate. By the end of

1986, the two rates were quite close, at about 920 pesos per dollar.

^Depreciation is a decline in the value ofone cunenqy relative to another in foreign exchange markets.

Devaluation is the downward adjustment in the official exchange rate of a nation's currency.

i^A change in the real exchange rate of a currency takes into account the impact of both a change in

the nominal exchange rate of that currency as well as the hnpact of inflation. For example, if over the

course of a year the inflation rate in Mexico were 20 percent higher than the inflation rate in the United

states, and the peso depreciated in nominal terms relative to the dollar by 20 percent, the real

exchange rate of the peso would not change. However, if the inflation rate in Mexico were 20 percent

higher than the United States, and the peso were to depreciate by only 5 percent, the real exchange

rate of the peso would increase, or appreciate, by about 15 percent
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Under President de la Madrid, priority was given to repayment of the huge
foreign debt accumulated during the previous administration. As a result

of meeting its debt obligations, Mexico became a net exporter of capital.

The economy was drained of vital financial resources, and economic
development stalled. The devaluation and the debt service burden, both
external and domestic, also placed heavy inflationary pressures on the
economy. By the middle of 1987, Mexico faced an inflationary crisis, with
prices increasing faster than the currency was depreciating. In November,
the Bank of Mexico stopped intervening in the foreign exchange market,
and the currency dropped to a new low of about 3,000 pesos per U.S.

dollar. Again the Mexican stock market plimged, and annual inflation

reached a rate of 159 percent

Since 1988, the Mexican government has instituted comprehensive
reforms in an effort to make its economy more open, efficient, and
competitive. These reforms addressed both domestic and international

restrictions that limited Mexico's economic growth. Domestically, these
reforms included removing restrictions on foreign investment, privatizing

many state-owned enterprises, and reducing inflation and government
spending. Internationally, Mexico sought to reduce barriers and expand
trade with the rest of the world. These reforms helped spur a dramatic
increase in investments and capital inflows to Mexico.

PactO Agreement Used Following the economic upheaval of 1987, Mexican authorities sought to

Exchange Rate Stability as promote a stabilization plan to break the spiral of inflation and devaluation

an Anchor to Control ^^^^ plagued the country since the mid4970s. Stabilization was

Inflation
undertaken within the context of a series of agreements between the
goverrmient, labor, and business sectors to foster social consensus on an
evolving package of economic reforms. These tripartite agreements, which
came to be known collectively as the "Pacto," provided the framework for

economic policy under the administration of President Salinas

(1988-1994).

The Salinas administration followed a strategy of economic acyustment
and reforms aimed at reducing the government's role in the economy and
achieving stable-private sector-led economic growth. Although specific

goals and provisions of the Pacto changed over the years, a commitment
to pursue tight fiscal and monetary policies and agreement on price, wage,
and exchange rate poUcies, remained consistent themes. Exchange rate

stability was regarded as the anchor of the Pacto, because the

Economic and
Financial Reforms in

Mexico Since 1988
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commitment to defend an exchange rate requires prudence in monetary

and fiscal policy and provides a stable environment for investors

concerned about currency risk.

Under the Pacto, from March through December 1988 the peso/dollar

exchange rate was fixed. However, in 1989 the fixed exchange rate was

abandoned in favor of a more flexible system that allowed a gradual

depreciation of the peso relative to the dollar. This system, known as the

"crawling peg,'' provided for an annual depreciation of the peso of

16.7 percent in 1989, 11.4 percent in 1990, and 4.5 percent in 1991.

Beginning in November 1991, the peso/dollar exchange rate was allowed

to fluctuate within a band that widened daily. The cefling of the band was

allowed to increase daily to enable the peso to depreciate at a rate of

0.0002 new pesos per dollar daily, while the floor was maintained at 3.05

new pesos per dollar." The annual depreciation rate in 1992 was

approximately 2.9 percent. In October 1992, the ceiHng of the band was

adjusted, allowing a rate of depreciation of 0.0004 new pesos daily. This

provided for a depreciation rate of approximately 4.5 percent in 1993.

Thus, from the end of 1991 to August 1994, the new peso/dollar exchange

rate depreciated from about 3.08 to about 3.24 pesos per dollar.

The Pacto strategy was successful in reducing inflation from an annual

rate of 159 percent in 1987 to 8 percent by the end of 1993. However, while

the rate of inflation was coming down in Mexico during these years, it was

still well above the rate of inflation in the United States. Consequently, the

peso/dollar exchange rate gradually appreciated in real terms, even though

in nominal terms the peso had depreciated. The impUcations of this

appreciation for Mexico's economy were subject to different views. Some

economic analysts argued that by 1994 the peso had actually become

somewhat overvalued and that a sUght devaluation was necessary to spur

economic growth. On the other hand, key Mexican financial authorities

were not convinced that the peso was overvalued and pointed to the

strong performance ofMexican exports as proof The concept of currency

devaluation had also become very unpopular in Mexico following the

disastrous experiences of the 1970s and 1980s.

i^Since 1993, the Mexican currency has been officially designated the "nuevo peso" or new peso. One

new peso is equal to 1,000 old pesos.
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Privatization of Under the Salinas administration, Mexico continued a process of divesting

Government Enterprises itself of various govemment-owned enterprises. As of November 1994, the

number of state-owned enterprises had declined from 1,155 in 1982 when
divestiture started, to 215 as ofNovember 1994. During this process,

several m^or institutions have been privatized, including 18 commercial
banks and the telephone monopoly Telefonos de Mexico (telmex).

Opening Foreign in May 1989, Mexico established a new set of regulations governing foreign

Investment in Mexico investment that eased restrictions on foreign ownership and investment in

Mexico. The new regulations increased the range of investments available

to 100-percent foreign ownership. Further, under certain conditions, the

new regulations did not require investors to seek approval from the

Mexican government Throughout 1989 and early 1990, the government
made a4justments in the regulations governing foreign investment in

petrochemicals, state banking, and insurance. After the decision to

reprivatize banks was formally announced in May 1990, restrictions on
foreign ownership in financial institutions were relaxed. Stock brokerage
houses, financial groups, and banks were allowed up to 30 percent foreign

ownership.

Mexican Reforms Mexico's financial reforms successfully generated international interest in

Increased Investment Mexico in the early 1990s, attracting about $93 biUion in net capital inflows

during 1990 through 1993, according to IMF. However, foreign capital

inflows during this period were more heavily weighted to relatively liquid

portfolio investment rather than to foreign direct investment. Portfolio

investment during 1990 through 1993 constituted 60 percent of foreign

capital inflows, compared to about 18 percent for foreign direct

investment

The private sector particularly benefited from the surge in capital inflows

during the early 1990s. The Mexican Stock Market Law of December 1989

opened up access to Mexico's equity markets and resulted in large inflows

of foreign capital. Before the 1989 law, the ability of foreigners to

participate in Mexico's equity markets was restricted, and therefore

foreign capital had amoimted to about 6 percent of Mexico's equity market
capitalization. However, due to liberalization and subsequent high returns

on Mexican equity investments, equity markets attracted inflows of

$23 billion during 1990 through 1993. By the end of this period,

nonresident investors accounted for 27 percent of the capitalization of the

^^Nora Lustig, Mexico: The Remaking of an Economy, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C.
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Mexican equity market. Private sector bond placements also benefited

from increasing interest in Mexico, attracting $14 billion during this

period, according to IMF.

Trade Laws Were Mexico has taken several important steps toward relaxing its trade regime

Liberalized ^^^^ decade by entering into both multilateral and regional trade

agreements. Mexico initiated trade reform in mid-1985. By 1986, Mexico

had initiated fundamental changes to its trade laws, which paved the way

for their entry into the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (gatt).^^

Before these reforms, more than 90 percent of domestic production was

protected by a system of import licenses. By December 1987, measures

were introduced to reduce overall tariff levels to a maximxmi of

20 percent. By 1988, the amount of domestic production protected by

import licenses stabilized at about 20 percent.

Trade Agreements Were Over the past decade, Mexico has made significant advances in opening its

Signed borders to international trade. Before 1982, large portions of the Mexican

economy were virtually closed to foreign competition because of the tariff

and nontariff barriers that were in place. A m^jor step toward opening its

borders came in 1986, when Mexico became a full member of gait. This

step resulted in important reductions in the type of protection traditionally

provided to domestic producers. In addition to joining gait, Mexico also

entered into several other multilateral and regional trade agreements that

served to improve its trading relationship with other countries. Since 1992,

Mexico has entered into several free trade agreements with other Latin

American countries including Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,

Honduras, and Nicaragua. Mexico has also taken important steps to

improve its relations outside of Latin America For example, in

November 1993, Mexico joined the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

(apec) Pact, which promotes open trade and economic cooperation in the

Asia-Pacific region.

In April 1994, Mexico became the twenty-fifth member to join the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (oecd). oecd is

a forum for the discussion of common economic and social issues

i^Created in 1947, GATT was the primary multilateral agreement governing international trade and was

founded on the belief that more liberalized trade would help economies of all nations grow. In 1994

GATT was replaced by the Worid Trade Organization. See The General Agreement On Tariffs And

Trade: Uruguay Round Final Act Should Produce Overall U.S. Economic Gains (GAO/GGD-94^3a;

GAO/GGD-94r83b, July 29, 1994).
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confronting member countries. The oecd*s fundamental objective is to

achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a

rising standard of living in member countries while maintaining financial

stability and thus contributing to the world economy.

North American Free
Trade Agreement
(NAFTA)

On January 1, 1994, Mexico took another mggor step toward opening its

markets as it joined the United States and Canada in initiating nafta. NAFTA

created the world's largest free trade zone, with 380 million people

producing nearly $8 trillion worth of goods and services, nafta's broad

goal is to improve productivity and standards of living through the free

flow of commerce in goods, services, and investment capital throughout

North America. To accomplish this, nafta provided for the gradual

removal of tariffs and other barriers to trade and established principles

designed to protect North American investors from arbitrary interference

by governments. In addition, nafta established a comprehensive set of

principles and rules governing trade and investment in Jfinancial services.

Under nafta, U.S. financial services providers are to be granted access to

Mexico and, in general, are to be accorded the same rights and protections

as are Mexican institutions.^^

NAFTA'S First Year According to the U.S. International Trade Commission (iTC), nafta's first

year resulted in "vigorous" trade and investment expansion among the

three participants. The Bank of Mexico also noted a "substantial increase"

in the total trading volimie between Mexico and its nafta partners, nafta's

implementation resulted in the immediate elimination of duties on

approximately one-half of U.S. exports to Mexico. Under nafta, Mexico

launched a 15~year phase-out period during which Mexico is to reduce its

remaining tariffs. Mexico also started removing the remaining barriers to

trade in goods, services, and foreign direct investment.

*^OECD members include Australia, Austria, Belgium Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxemboui:g, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

*^See North American Free Trade Agreement: Assessment of Major Issues (GAO/GGD-93-137 vols. I

and 2, Sept 9, 1993).
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Objectives, Scope,

and Methodology

Objectives in response to a request from the Chairman of the House Committee on

Banking and Financial Services, we (1) examined the origins of Mexico's

financial crisis; (2) assessed the extent to which the U.S. government and

IMF were aware of the severity of Mexico's financial problems and the

extent to which they provided key financial advice to Mexico throughout

1994; (3) described the U.S. and international response to the crisis, which

included providing an analysis of the statutory authority for the Secretary

of the Treasury to use the Exchange Stabihzation Fund (esf)^^ to finance

the assistance package, and an assessment of the terms and conditions of

the agreements implementing the U.S. portion of the assistance; and

(4) described the initial efforts of Mexico to recover from the crisis, which

included a discussion of Mexico's access to international capital markets.

To achieve these objectives, we reviewed documents and spoke with

officials about

• risks in international finance;

• the history of financial assistance for Mexico;

• recent economic and financial reforms in Mexico;

• economic factors leading to Mexico's financial crisis including

macroeconomic policy, exchange rate policy, foreign exchange reserves,

debt financing, and current account balance;

• the awareness of Treasury, Federal Reserve, and State Department

officials of Mexico's financial situation;

• advice given to Mexican government officials by Treasury, Federal

Reserve, and State Department officials;

• political factors contributing to the loss of investor confidence in Mexico;

• the financial health of the Mexican banking system;

• U.S., IMF, Bank for International Settlements (bis), and Canadian assistance

packages, including the packages' legality, objectives, funding, and terms

and conditions;

• criticisms of the U.S. assistance package;

• Mexico's post-crisis economic plan;

• implementation of the U.S. assistance package; and

^^In the past ESF has been used to buy and sell foreign currencies, extend short-term swaps to foreign

countries, and guarantee obligations of foreign governments. ESF's use must be consistent with U.S.

obligations in IMF regarding orderly exchange arrangements and a stable system of exchange rates.
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• the initial effects of the crisis on the Mexican economy and Mexico's

ability to borrow on international capital markets.

Methodology We reviewed documents collected from U.S. and Mexican government
organizations, international organizations, and private firms. These
documents included books, correspondence, legislation, memoranda,
regulations, reports, cable traffic, and testimony. We received copies of or

were given access to all U.S. government documents that were provided to

the House of Representatives as required by U.S. House Resolution 80.

House Resolution 80 required the executive branch to provide all

documents relating to the U.S. assistance package, including documents
relating to the status of the Mexican economy; contacts between the

Mexican government and the Treasury Secretary or international lending

organizations; disbursements from esf; the legal basis for using esf for this

purpose; and assessments of the collateral offered by the Mexican
government. These documents represented over 15,000 pages of

information. We did not verify the accuracy of this information.

To review this vast amount of information, we developed categories in

which to organize the information contained within each document. The
categories were divided into three msijor sections: (1) background of the

crisis, (2) the crisis of 1994-95, and (3) response to the crisis. Under
"background of the crisis,'' we used the following categories:

• history of support,

• Mexican reforms,

• NAFTA, and
• miscellaneous background informatioa

Under "crisis of 1994-95," we used the following categories:

• poUtical factors,

• investor confidence,

• investment flows,

• current account,

• foreign exchange reserves,

• peso valuation,

• macroeconomic poUcies,

• advice to Mexico,

• Mexican banks,
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• past crisis comparisons, and

• miscellaneous crisis information.

We also reviewed documents listed in this report's selected bibliography

and read related documents at the Central Intelligence Agency (cia).

Further, we attended several conferences focusing on Mexican economic

issues. To prepare our legal analysis, we reviewed relevant U.S.

government agency legal opinions and related agency documents, U.S.

statutes, and legislative history. Information on foreign law in this report

does not reflect our independent legal analysis but is based on interviews

and secondary sources.

We interviewed U.S. government officials from

• the Federal Reserve System (frs);

• the Department of State, both in Washington, D.C., and in the U.S.

embassy in Mexico City; and
. the Department of the Treasury, both in Washington, D.C., and in the U.S.

embassy in Mexico City.

We interviewed government of Mexico officials from

• Mexico's Finance ministry (Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico),

• the Bank of Mexico,

• Mexico's Foreign ministry (Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores),

• the Mexican Banking and Securities Commission (Comision Nacional

Bancaria), and
• two government-sponsored development banks in Mexico (Banco

Nacional de Comercio Exterior and Nacional Financiera).

We interviewed individuals from international organizations including IMF.

We interviewed international investors and investment experts from

• the Mexican stock exchange (Bolsa Mexicana de Valores),

• the Mexican Investment Board,

• the two largest commercial banks in Mexico,

• international and Latin American economic experts at imiversities and

private research and consulting organizations,

• two U.S.-based global bond and equity funds with sizable investments in

Mexico,

• seven U.S.-based investment and commercial banks, and

• one European-based bank.
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We conducted our work between March and December 1995 in

accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

ASGnCV ComrriGntS
obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the Treasuiy

^ ^ Department and the Federal Reserve, who generally agreed with the

report's description of the crisis and the U.S. response. (See appendixes n
and in.) Their suggested clarifications and technical changes have been

incorporated in the text where appropriate. On December 5, 1995, we
obtained oral comments on a draft of this report from State Department

officials, including the Economics Officer from the Office of Mexican

Affairs and Regional Issues, who generally agreed with our report. They
suggested minor clarifications which have been incorporated as

appropriate. We also provided officials from the Bank of Mexico, Mexico's

Finance ministry, the embassy of Mexico, and IMF portions of the draft to

confirm the accuracy of the presentation of information obtained from

them. Their technical changes and editorial suggestions have been

incorporated in the text where £q[)propriate.
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The origins of Mexico's financial crisis can be found in the interplay of a

number of complex economic and political factors during 1994. The

market-opening reforms undertaken by the Salinas administration,

coupled with its exchange rate policy, had led to an increase in foreign

investment that helped finance an increase in Mexico's imports—^resulting

in an expanding current account deficit. A series of political developments

and high-profile crimes during the early months of 1994 had weakened

Mexico's image of stability and modernity among investors. These events

culminated in the assassination of the leading presidential candidate,

which provoked a massive loss of foreign reserves. After this tragedy, the

government was temporarily able to stem the loss of foreign reserves.

However, in an attempt to ensure economic growth during the months

leading up to the presidential election, the government pursued

macroeconomic policies that became increasingly inconsistent with its

exchange rate poUcy and failed to deal with the current account deficit.

Following the election, a new series of political shocks led to renewed

capital flight, and eventually foreign reserves declined to the point that the

authorities could no longer defend the established exchange rate through

intervention.^ finally, in the process of the transition to a new government,

the newly aqppointed team that was responsible for Mexico's financial

affairs committed a series ofkey errors that contributed to the financial

crisis.

Certain Weaknesses
Emerged in Mexican
Economy Toward End
of the Salinas

Administration

The reforms discussed in chapter 1 transformed the Mexican economy,

but these marketopening alterations generated a new set of challenges for

financial authorities toward the end of President Salinas' term in office.

Mexico's moimting current account deficit, in particular, emerged as a

troublesome issue for the Mexican economy during this period. The

growth in the current accoxmt deficit, in turn, was closely linked to a

decline in the private sector savings rate and a progressive real

appreciation of the currency. In addition, Mexico's banking system, which

had been reprivatized under Salinas, was fi-agile and was perceived as

presenting a constraint on the use ofmonetary policy to support the peso

or to bring down the current account deficit.

^The exchange rate can be defended by a country in foreign exchange markets by a country's purchase

of its own currency with its foreign exchange holdings or by other economic measures.
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Mounting Current Account Under the Salinas administration, Mexico sought to stimulate economic

Deficits Accompanied growth and competitiveness by encouraging international trade and

Mexico's Opening to investment. Certain economic indicators illustrate the effects of this

International Trade and
strategy. Mexican merchandise exports almost doubled, from $31 billion in

J
. , 1988 to $61 billion in 1994. Moreover, Mexico diversified its export base

invesimeni
^^^y exports. During this period, the share of export earnings

derived from oil products dropped from 21 percent to 12 percent. Mexico
also attracted significant levels of foreign investment. According to the

Bank of Mexico, from 1988 to 1994, Mexico drew in foreign investment

amounting to $102.8 billion, out of which $30.2 billion was foreign direct

investment. These high levels of investment allowed significant capital

accumulation in the Mexican economy. During this time, foreign reserves

increased from $6.4 billion to $24.5 biUion. While these high levels of

foreign investment allowed significant capital accumulation, they also

fueled a boom in the Mexican stock market. There were also significant

gains in productivity, which increased by an average rate of about
7 percent annually from 1988 to 1994.

However, these reforms entailed opening Mexico's own market to foreign

products and by 1990, the total value of merchandise imports exceeded
the value ofMexican exports. From 1990 to 1994, the country's annual
trade deficit grew from about $1 billion to $18.5 billion. The large inflow of

foreign investment capital financed a tremendous surge in private sector

consumption. Consequently, Mexico's current account deficit grew firom

1.4 percent of gross domestic product (gdp) in 1988 to 7.7 percent of gdp
by 1994. (See fig. 2.1.)
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Source: Bank of Mexico.

Mexican financial authorities told us that they were not alarmed by the

mounting current account deficit. They noted that many countries with

dynamic economies have sustained current account deficits for many

years. They also called attention to the dynamic growth in Mexican

exports and improvements in productivity over recent years, which

suggested that the large current account deficit was a temporary situation

that would be corrected in the long run.

Nevertheless, Mexico's current account deficit had grown particularly

large in relation to its gdp,^ and some financial analysts argued that such a

^Mexico's current account deficit as a percentage of GDP was very large for a developing country. For

example, according to IMF data, Mexico's current account deficit from 1990 through 1993 averaged

5 percent of GDP. This figure is considerably higher than those of other large Latin American

economies. Argentina had current account deficits averaging 1.9 percent of GDP, while Brazil had an

average current account suiplus of 0.1 percent
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high deficit could not be sustained over the long run. These analysts

pointed out that Mexico's current account deficit was financed by the

large influx of foreign capital. During the period 1990 to 1993, foreign

capital was predominantly portfolio investment in Mexican stocks and

bonds, rather than direct investment in fixed assets, such as factories.

Portfolio investment is more liquid than direct investment and can be

more easily withdrawn by investors. Consequently, the large current

account deficit made the Mexican economy particularly vulnerable to

investors' willingness to maintain their assets in Mexico. If financial

markets' perception of Mexico changed, and investors withdrew their

capital, the country would encounter difficulties in financing its current

account deficit.

Decline in Mexican Private

Savings Added Pressure on
Current Account Deficit

According to the World Bank and other economic analysts, a key factor

that contributed to Mexico's burgeoning cuurrent account deficit was the

decline in the country's private domestic savings. As economic reforms

proceeded during the early 1990s, Mexicans began shifting more of their

income firom savings to consumption. According to Bank of Mexico data,

the private sector savings rate, which had been around 16 percent in 1989,

had declined to less than 9 percent by 1992 and had only risen to around

12 percent by 1994. However, in spite ofthe decline in private domestic

savings, a Bank of Mexico official noted that foreign investment allowed a
substantial capital accumulation during the early 1990s. (See fig. 2.2.)
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Figure 2.2: Mexico's Private Domestic

Savings Rate as a Percentage of GDP,
1987-94 Percent
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Source: Bank of Mexico.

Several explanations have been advanced by economists for the shift from

savings to consumption, including (1) pent-up demand after years of

austerity during most of the decade of the 1980s and (2) the attraction of

cheaper foreign products that became available as Mexico opened its

markets. In any event, the decline in domestic savings was reflected in

increased demand for imports, which put additional pressure on the

current account deficit. Moreover, imports were directed toward

consumption rather than investment. This made the current account

deficit even less sustainable because less was being invested for long-term

growth.

Current Account Deficit

Deteriorated as Peso
Became Increasingly

Overvalued

As noted in chapter 1, exchange rate stability was regarded as the anchor

of the Pacto. Thus, from 1988 through the end of 1994, the Mexican

government pursued an exchange rate policy that sought to provide this

stability. It did so by initially fixing the peso/dollar exchange rate and

subsequently allowing a controlled nominal depreciation of the peso
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against the dollar. Through most of this period, the government's

exchange rate policy was successful in restoring economic stability,

attracting foreign investment, and reducing inflation. However, certain

economists outside Mexico began to argue that this strategy had also led

to a progressive overvaluation of the currency, restricted export

e^qpansion, and stifled growth.

According to these economists, one reason for the progressive

overvaluation of the peso was that the nominal depreciation allowed by

the Mexican government over this period fell short of the inflation

differential between the United States and Mexico. Although the rate of

inflation was declining in Mexico during these years, it was stiU weU above

the rate of inflation in the United States. Consequently, the peso/dollar

exchange rate gradually appreciated in real (inflation-adijusted) terms,

even though the peso had depreciated in nominal terms. With an

overvalued peso, Mexicans demanded more imports than they would
otherwise have been able to afford. Conversely, even though Mexican

exports experienced one of the highest rates of growth worldwide, these

economists argued that the overvalued peso limited the growth exports

would otherwise have eryoyed. Thus, the progressive appreciation of the

peso and its overvaluation over this period led to further deterioration of

the current account deficit (See figs. 2.3 and 2.4.)
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Figure 2.3: Average Annual l
Peso/Dollar Exchange Rate, 1988-94

Peso/dollar exchange rate

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

M Nominal Rate

Note: All exchange rates are expressed in terms of new pesos. Exchange rates from 1988 to 1992
,

were converted from old pesos to new pesos. Old pesos were valued in 1 ,000's/dollar.

^he peso/dollar exchange rate on December 31 , 1994, was 5.325.

Source: Bank of Mexico.
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Figure 2.4: Real Peso/Dollar Exchange Bl
Rate Index, 1988-93

Index

141.0
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Note: The base year is 1988. This index shows the percentage increase in the peso value of the

dollar when the nominal exchange rate has been adjusted for Inflation in both Mexico and the

United States. For example, the real peso/dollar exchange rate was 41 percent higher in 1993

than in 1988.

Source: CIEMEX-WESA.

In mid-1994, two economists argued that Mexico needed to take action to

adjust the exchange rate to compensate for the overvaluation of the peso.^

A 20-percent devaluation of the exchange rate would have reduced the

current account deficit to more man^^eable levels. However, according to

Treasury officials, this view was not shared by many private economists

who thought that only a small adjustment in the exchange rate was
needed. Mexican financial authorities explained to us that they were not

convinced that the peso was overvalued at that time. They cited as

evidence the strong performance of Mexican exports and productivity

gains.^ Some Mexican officials also noted that the concept of currency

^See Rudiger Dombusch and Alejandro Werner, "Mexico: Stabilization, Reform, and No Growth,"

Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1994).

'^See Banco de Mexico, Report on Monetary Policy: January 1, 1995 -December 31, 1995
,
January 1995,

pp. 11-14.
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devaluation had become very unpopular in Mexico following the

disastrous experiences with devaluations in 1976, 1982, and 1987. Thus,

the Mexican government was not prepared to consider calls for a

devaluation.

Concern for Fragile

Banking System Precluded

Using Monetary Policy to

Reduce Current Account
Deficit

Mexican private and government sources agree that following the

nationalization of banks in 1982, commercial banks in Mexico had become
somewhat inefficient due to a lack of competition within the financial

sector. A Bank of Mexico official told us that although they were

denationalized, commercial banks lacked appropriate risk evaluation

systems to assess loans. He also noted that bank loans were biased in

favor of consumer credit, which had exploded after 1989. This

combination had led to a high ratio of overdue loans in commercial banks'

portfolios. IMF docxmients show that as the banks were being privatized,

the ratio of overdue loans had been increasing. Thus, the percentage of

past due loans increased during December 1991 to March 1994, from

3.5 percent to 8.5 percent This deterioration in the quality of assets

weakened the banks.

According to Bank of Mexico officials, the firagile state ofMexican

commercial banks during 1994 presented a serious challenge to financial

authorities' abiUty to use monetary poUcy to decrease the current account

deficit.^ One Bank of Mexico official told us that the decision not to

increase interest rates beyond a certain point was undertaken in large

measure to protect Mexico's weak, newly privatized commercial banks at

a critical point in their development. The situation facing commercial

banks in the spring of 1994 was exacerbated by the slowdown in the

Mexican economy in 1993, which had increased the ratio of nonperforming

(past due) loans in their portfoUos. Due to the large ratio of nonperforming

loans, Mexican commercial banks in 1994 were charging interest rates

about 15-20 percentage points above the interest rate on **cetes" (cetes

provide the benchmark 28-day interest rate for Mexico).^ If interest rates

for cetes were allowed to increase too much, however, there was a risk of

increasing the ratio of nonperforming loans for commercial banks because

most commercial bank loans in Mexico have variable interest rates.

According to this Bank ofMexico official, this was a situation Mexican

financial authorities wanted to avoid because it could have threatened the

viability of the entire commercial banking system.

^Contractionaiy monetary policy, which raises interest rates, causes a decrease in demand for imports,

which can lead to a decrease in the current account deficit.

®Cetes are short-term, peso-denominated, Mexican government treasury certificates.
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Political

Developments During
Early 1994 Raised

Concerns About
Mexico's Stability

While the Mexican economy underwent a process of comprehensive

economic reform during the late 1980s, Mexico*s political system was
basically unaltered under the Salinas administration. However, as the 1994

presidential elections approached, the government came under increasing

pressure from opposition parties, reform elements within the ruling party,

and other critics to imdertake reforms in the country^s electoral system

that would allow a fair and open election. The beginning of 1994 also

coincided with a guerrilla uprising in the southern state of Chiapas. The

guerrillas demanded political and social reforms to address the grievances

of the local rural population. The course of the presidential elections, the

uprising in Chiapas, and two high-projHle kidnappings committed during

the early part of 1994 set the stage for a heightened level of anxiety among
investors about Mexico's overall and long-run pohtical stabihty.

Institutional Revolutionary

Party's (PRI) Control of

Electoral Process

Criticized by Opposition

Widespread concerns about Mexico*s presidential elections centered on
whether the governing pri, which had ruled Mexico for over 60 years,

would allow the conduct of fair and open elections. Following past

presidential elections, questions had been raised regarding pri's control

over and manipulation of the electoral process. Opposition parties had
become particularly strident in their charges of electoral fraud after the

election of President Salinas in 1988, which pri had won by a very narrow
margin.

Chiapas Rebellion On January 1, 1994, armed guerrillas of the Zapatista Army of National

Damaged Mexico's Image liberation (ezln)^ seized several towns in the southern Mexican state of

Chiapas, demanding "true democracy" and attention to issues affecting the

local peasant population. The attack was timed to coincide with the entry

into force of the nafta agreement. The uprising was a significant blow to

Mexico's image as a stable and mostly conflict-free modernizing country

seeking to join the developed world by enacting economic reforms and by
joining nafta. (See fig. 2.5.)

^The rebels took the name of Emiliano Zapata, a peasant leader of the 1910 Mexican Revolution who
had called for land reform.
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Figure 2.5: Selected Political and Economic Events, January 1994 - March 1994
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I
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Source: GAO analysis.

The Mexican government responded to the uprising by sending federal

troops to Chiapas. The government also sought to negotiate a quick

settlement of the conflict. In mid-January, the Mexican Congress passed

legislation granting amnesty to anyone involved in violence to that date.

President Salinas also replaced the Interior Minister, a former governor of

Chiapas, with a respected human rights advocate, Jorge Carpizo.

Notwithstanding these conciliatory moves, ezln held out for government
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compliance with all of the movement's conditions. Both sides agreed to a

cease-fire, but the region remained tense throughout 1994.

Meanwhile, some ezln proposals resonated among other sectors of

Mexican society, and various groups announced support for the

movement's demands. On January 27, in an effort to deal with these

broader political issues, the government and eight political parties agreed

on a Pact for Peace, Justice, and Democracy, which included a proposal

for electoral reform. The principal elements of the electoral reform

program were to create independent electoral authorities, provide aU

parties with more equitable access to the media, and prohibit the use of

public resources by any one party. In a separate action, the electoral

tribunal of Mexico reduced the maximum allowable presidential campaign

expenditure by each party from $220 million to $43 million. The newly

appointed Interior Minister was charged with overseeing electoral reforms

and assuring the fair conduct of presidential elections.

Investor concerns regarding Mexico's political stability were also raised

during this time by the kidnapping of two prominent businessmen. On
March 14, 1994, the head of Mexico's largest banking group

(Banamex-Accival) was kidnapped and held for an undisclosed ransom.

Following this incident, the Mexican stock market feU 81 points,

apparently out of fear that the kidnapping was linked to the Chiapas

uprising or had some other political motivation. The businessman was
released on June 28, 1994, following reports that a high ransom had been

paid. On April 25, another wealthy businessman was kidnapped in Mexico

City. Following this abduction. President Salinas attempted to calm the

fears of the business community and investors by creating a new agency to

coordinate public security. The businessman was eventually released on

August 5, 1994.

Mexico's large current account deficit had placed the economy in a

vulnerable position, subject to investors' willingness to maintain their

assets in the country. However, political developments during the early

part of 1994 had begun to raise doubts about Mexico's long-term stability.

The situation came to a head on March 23, 1994, when pri's presidential

candidate, Luis Donaldo Colosio, was assassinated while campaigning in

Tijuana. Following the assassination, Mexico experienced large losses in

foreign exchange reserves. In response to this crisis, the Mexican

goverrunent adopted a strategy to stabilize foreign reserves in the short

High-Profile Kidnappings

Raised Additional

Concerns

Capital Flight Caused
by Political and
Economic Events
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run and sought financial support from its North American Free Trade

Agreement (nafta) partners. The government's strategy succeeded in

bringing temporary stability to the economy, but political uncertainty

continued.

The murder of such a high-level poUtical figure as Colosio was
unprecedented in recent Mexican history.^ As the pri candidate, Colosio

had been the front-runner in the presidential race and was almost certain

to have become president. Colosio's assassination, in coryunction with

continuing unrest in the state of Chiapas and concerns about other

criminal acts discussed previously, led to fears of political turmoil in

Mexico.

Financial markets reacted immediately. On March 24, President Salinas,

concerned about a run on the peso and the drop in the stock market,

appealed for calm. He then closed banks, currency exchange houses, and
the stock market. This same day, the Federal Reserve and Treasury

axmounced the availability of a large temporary swap facility.

Nevertheless, the stock market closed down 22 points on the following

day. There was a net outflow of capital in April and a dramatic loss in

foreign reserves. By April 22, barely a month after Colosio's assassination,

foreign reserves had declined by $10.8 billion. (See figs. 2,6 and 2,7.)

Financial Markets Reacted
Adversely to Colosio 's

Assassination

*rhe last high-level political assassination in Mexico was that of President Alvaro Obregon in 1928.
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Figure 2.6: Mexico's Foreign Exchange Reserves, July 1993 - December 1994
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Source: Bank of Mexico.
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Figure 2,7: Selected Political and Economic Events, April 1994 June 1994
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U.S. Interest Rates

Influenced Perfomiance of

Mexican Financial Markets

Before the Colosio assassination, the Bolsa was already experiencing

some volatility. The Bolsa, which is generally tracked by its published

index, the Indice de Precios y Cotizaciones (ipc), reached a high of 2,881

on February 8, 1994. In mid-February, however, the Bolsa began to

decline, imf reported that in Februaxy 1994, there was a net equity inflow

of $280 million from the United States. However, in March, U.S. investors

sold a net $170 million of Mexican shares, which accompanied a rapid

stock price decline in Mexico. The Bolsa stock index continued to decline

after the assassination before sUding to its 1994 low on April 20 of 1,957.
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This was a decline of 37 percent in dollar terms from the February 8 high.

(See fig. 2.8.)

Figure 2.8: Mexico's Stock Market ^^^^^^H
Index, January 1994 - October 1995
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Market analysts have noted that although Mexico should have anticipated

a decline in the Bolsa after Colosio's assassination, investors were more
influenced by economic events than by the tragedy. For example, a U.S.

Treasury memorandum reported, at the time, that rising interest rates in

the United States were likely to have a more profound effect on Mexican
markets than was the political uncertainty caused by the assassination, a

view with which many market analysts concurred. Early in February, the

U.S. Federal Reserve had announced the first of six increases in interest

rates that were to occur during 1994. Mexican stocks reacted badly to the

news, as investors reassessed their Mexican holdings in light of Mexican
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interest rates, an anticipated real gdp growth rate of only 0.4 percent,

disappointing company earnings reports, and increasing political

uncertainty, according to the Federal Reserve's staff analysis. Federal

Reserve officials told us that Mexican jfinancial officials failed to anticipate

and react to developments in U.S. monetary policy. These officials also

told us that Mexican authorities made a m^or mistake when they did not

increase interest rates in anticipation of or immediately after the Federal

Open Market Committee (fomc) raised the federal funds rate 75 basis

points on November 15, 1994. (See figs. 2.9 and 2.10.)

Figure 2.9: U.S. Federal Funds Rates,

January 1994 - November 1995
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Source: U.S. Federal Reserve.
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Figure 2.10: Interest Rates for S-Month
U.S. Treasury Bills, January 1994 -

December 1994 Percent
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At the time, investors did not have access to a reliable futures or forward
market to hedge against currency risk,^ because Mexico did not permit the
trading ofpeso futures. According to a Bank of Mexico official, peso
futures trading was attempted in the early 1980s, but the Bank ofMexico
was concerned about peso price volatility. The Bank of Mexico thought
that the market was not serving legitimate hedging interests and that
banks were manipulating the market in a speculative manner. The effect of
this absence of a futures market in Mexico, given the difficulty in hedging
forward positions, heightened the perceived risk ofinvesting in Mexico
and negatively affected investor confidence, according to a 1995 Federal
Reserve memorandum.

»In either acurrency futures or forward market, the future price of the currency is established at the
time of the contract
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In Response to Crisis,

Mexican Government Took

Action on Various Fronts

and Obtained Support

From NAFTA Partners

In the aftermath of the Colosio assassination, Mexican authoiities

undertook several measures to stabilize financial markets. To begin with,

the Bank of Mexico allowed the peso to continue to rise to the ceiling of

the exchange rate band.^" Although this action did not violate the

commitment to exchange rate stabiUty, it allowed for a significant

depreciation in the value of the peso. Thus, by April 22, the peso was

nearly 8-percent lower against the doUar than in it was in mid-February.

The effect of this depreciation of the peso within the band was to increase

the price ofimports and relieve pressure somewhat on the current account

deficit

The government ofMexico also undertook changes in monetary policy.

Interest rates offered for the benchmark 28-day cetes rose from 9 percent

on March 23 to 18 percent by April 20. Mexico's Finance ministry offered

higher interest rates on cetes to attract foreign investment and offset

losses in foreign reserves. In addition, the government offered foreign

investors more dollar-indexed, short-term securities, known as

"tesobonos."

Although cetes carried exchange rate risk for dollar-based investors,

tesobonos were dollar-Unked and therefore carried no such exchange rate

risk. This linkage to the doEar meant that at the time of maturity,

tesobonos could be redeemed in pesos for whatever their origuial value

was in doUar terms plus their interest earnings. Because the value of

tesobonos was linked to the dollar, foreign investors were spared the

foreign exchange risk inherent in holding cetes as long as they could also

be sure that they had Uttte risk of not being able to convert the pesos into

doUars at the prevailing exchange rate. Mexico could therefore offer much

lower interest rates for tesobonos than for cetes. For example, on April 20,

1994, the interest rate offered on 91-day tesobonos was only 6.6 percent,

compared to 18 percent for cetes. During the period foUoAving the Colosio

assassination, Mexican authorities began shifting tlie composition of tiie

country's short;-term internal debt from cetes to tesobonos. Thus, on the

last week ofApril, there was nearly a sevenfold increase in tesobonos

offered and a 57-percent reduction in cetes.

On April 26, 1994, U.S., Canadian, and Mexican monetary authorities

announced an expanded trilateral "swap" facility to expand the pool of

potential resources available to monetary authorities of each country to

WBy allowing the peso to rise to the ceiling set by the exchange rate band, the authonties were in

effect proviing for a depreciation of the peso against the doUar. Most of the depreaation within the

band that occurred after Februaiy took place before the Colosio assassination.
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maintain orderly exchange markets. The swap arrangement was
established in connection with the newly formed consultative group called

the North American Financial Group and comprised the finance ministers

and central bank governors of Canada, Mexico, and the United States.

Negotiations on a swap arrangement, totaling U.S. $6 billion and Canadian
$1 billion, were begun in late 1993 but were only formally concluded on
April 26, 1994. The swap arrangement was to be permanent, and the

Federal Reserve was to provide $3 billion and Treasury's esf, the other

$3 biUion. By announcing the swap arrangement, the nafta partners

demonstrated confidence in Mexico's economic policies, expanding the

pool of potential resources available to Mexican authorities to maintain
order in jfinancial markets. The Federal Open Market Committee saw the

announcement as an action that would help confirm continued U.S.

support for Mexico's economic policies at a potentially critical time for

Mexican financial markets. Although initial multilateral discussions of the
swap arrangement predated the Colosio assassination, and the swap
arrangement was originally intended as a complement to nafta, the April

announcement of the sw^ facility may have helped to reUeve pressure on
the peso/dollar exchange rate.

Concerns Raised About a month after the assassination of Colosio, Mexican authorities had been

Outcome of Presidential largely successful in stabilizing financial markets. Still, pohtical

Elections uncertainty continued in the period leading up to the elections. Colosio's

assassination raised new questions about the course and outcome of the

1994 presidential elections. For example, press reports speculated about
PRi's ability to find a viable candidate so close to the elections. A complex
set of conditions, including restrictions regarding past government service

and place of residence, ruled out many potential candidates. Eventually,

Ernesto Zedillo, Colosio's campaign manager, was designated as pri's new
presidential candidate. However, according to press reports, Zedillo

lacked political experience and initially had difficulty attracting pubUc
support.

Controversy about the course of the elections and reforms continued

throughout the summer. In June, Interior Minister Carpizo resigned, only

to be reinstated after appeals from pri and other political parties. His

resignation was followed by a temporary decline in foreign reserve levels.

^^A swap arrangement provides for temporary exchanges of currencies between participating

countries. Partners in the arrangement can draw on each other's currency by supplying their own
currency up to an agreed amount. The swap is usually reversed within a short period at the original

exchange rate, but may be rolled over.
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Inconsistencies

Developed in Mexican
Macroeconomic
Policies

The government of Mexico did not address the fundamental weakness in

the Mexican economy, namely the growing current account deficit, by the

measures adopted following Colosio's assassination. During the period

leading up to the August presidential elections, Mexican financial

authorities attempted to maintain economic growth momentum, putting

further pressure on the current account deficit. Gradually, inconsistencies

emerged among monetary, fiscal, and exchange rate policies.

Government Strove to

Promote Economic
Growth Before Elections

By the middle of 1994, the Mexican economy was entering an

expansionary phase, partly as a result of government development banks

providing credits that stimulated economic growth. It was also evident

that Mexico's current accoimt deficit would be higher than that in 1993

unless the government took steps to reduce consumption. However,

according to Mexican officials, with Zedillo trailing in the polls only 3

months before the presidential election, the government was reluctant to

take any measure that could derail economic growth. Moreover, Bank of

Mexico and Finance ministry officials told us that they were confident that

a successful conclusion to the elections would restore capital inflows to

Mexico and allow financing of the current accoxmt deficit.

In the period leading up to the presidential elections, Mexican financial

authorities adopted exchange rate, fiscal, and monetary policies that either

supported or accommodated economic growth. In terms of the exchange

rate, no further action was taken to correct for the real appreciation of the

currency. Fiscal policy, meanwhile, became somewhat expansionary as

government financial intermediaries—government development banks and

trust funds—pumped credit into the economy. Monetary policy

accommodated the economic expansion by keeping interest rates low.

Although interest rates did rise somewhat, the rise was not enough for the

Bank of Mexico to be able to defend the peso. These poUcies became

increasingly inconsistent with each other, adding to an increase in the

current account deficit and postponing action on the overvalued currency.

(See fig. 2.11.)
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Figure 2.11: Mexican Policy Inconsistencies and Economic Consequences
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No Adjustments Made in
Exchange Rate Policy

According to vanous economic analysts, in 1994 Mexican authorities couldhave attempted to reduce the current account deficit by acyustinTthe

ZT " ^ ^'-^ously noted, the article by Domb^chand Werner^^ argued m favor of this course ofactioa They said that
despite some productivity growth, Mexico was experienckig alossL

^^"Mexico: Stabilization, Reform, and No Growth."
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competitiveness due to the overvaluation of the currency. However

Srofficials explained that in the months leading up to the national

eleS)ns the goverLent was not prepared to do anything that might
eiecuoub, Liie

hiKsinPss and labor within the context of
upset the consensus reached with business ana laooi wi

the Pacto Moreover, Bank of Mexico and Finance mimstxy officials told us

hey beheved that because of the outstanding performance of Mexican

exports in 1994, arguments by financial analysts thaj the peso w^

o^rvalued were exaggerated. Consequently, until the end of 1994 the only

Xn on thlexch^ge rate policy acceptable to Mexican authonties was

2Z^gL peso to lepreciate against the dollar to the maxmium extent

allowable within the established exchange rate band.

Fiscal Policy Stimulated

Economic Expansion

^^i^T^^^i^omi^^Balys^t^^ that Me^can
^"^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

have pursued tighter fiscal pohcies to reduce the current acco^^^^^^^

1994 The government could have reduced expenditures to reduce

"c lemand, decrease imports, and relieveP--- o^^^^^^

effect the govermnent could have compensated for the dechne m private

domestic savings with a corresponding increase in pubhcdo^^^^

salgf could have been achieved by raising t^es, or by redijc-g

goveLient expenditures, or by undertaking a combmation ofb
^^^^^

measures The Mexican government, however, had akeady undergone

Tev^ryears of difficult budget cutting, taking the federa^ budget from a

defic^eqtS to 9.3 percent of gdp in 1988 to a surplus o 0.7 Pfcent of gdp

fn 1993 According to Bank of Mexico data Moreover, Mexico's total net

puSerrdtthadbeenreducedfromnearly^
tn about 25 percent of gdp by 1993. Given this dimmishmg level ofpubhc

i^dtteSeScl
ZZL a fiscal surplus and accept high levels of unemployment^d

"onomic groX They further argued that such acti^^^^^

had an immediate adverse impact on economic growth, and this poUcy

chanTe would have been particularly difficult to achievem a national

election year.

Instead of pursuing a policy of fiscal restraint, the Mexican government

Sy ^dlpendingin 1994. Figures onpublic sector expenditures

for 1994 indicate government spending stimulated economic
g^^^^^^^

particularly in the construction and energy sectors. Ov^r^ budgeted

federal expenditures
grewbyll.6percent.Accordmgt»theBankot

M^foTe nonfinandal public sector economic balance endedm a deficit

ofTl p^^e^^^^^^ GDP. The government also provided considerable credits

toouli Social interme^aries, such as development banks and tirust
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funds. If this financial intermediation by government institutions is taken
into account, Mexico's budget deficit for 1994 reached 4.7 percent of gdp.

Monetary Policy in order to reduce the current account deficit in 1994, Mexican authorities

Accommodated Economic ^^^^ have pursued a more stringent monetary policy, as a number of

Growth economic analysts have noted. In discussions with us and in various
publications,^^ Bank of Mexico authorities have asserted that throughout
1994 they pursued a monetary policy that was not expansionary. As
evidence that the monetary policy pursued in 1994 was not expansionary,
these officials pointed to (1) the modest growth in the monetary base
when compared to the growth of Mexico's nominal gdp over the course of
the year, (2) the relatively low level of inflation despite economic growth,

(3) the high interest rates that prevailed during much of the year, and
(4) the stability of foreign reserves from April to November. In addition, a
Bank of Mexico official noted that monetary policy was geared toward
supporting the exchange rate regime, which was consistent with achieving
price stability. This official stated that in 1994 inflation was only
7.1 percent, the lowest in 22 years. In retrospect, however, several

economists have argued persuasively that developments in 1994 suggest
that Mexican monetary policy accommodated economic expansion, and
that it was not entirely consistent with the government's exchange rate

policy.

As Mexico began losing reserves following the Colosio assassination, the
Bank of Mexico compensated for the effects on the domestic monetary
base of decreases in foreign reserves by increasing domestic credit. This
strategy offset the contractionary impact on the monetary base caused by
the loss of foreign reserves and kept interest rates from rising to levels

that otherwise might have caused severe economic disruption. According
to Bank of Mexico officials, the newly privatized and weak Mexican
banking system would have been imperiled by such high interest rates. In

any event, some economists noted that by providing credit to the economy

i^See Banco de Mexico, InformeAnual 1994, Banco de Mexico, Mexico City: April 1995; and Banco de
Mexico, The Mexican Economy 1995: Economic and Financial Developments in 1994 and Policies for
1995 , Banco de Mexico, Mexico City: June 1995.

~

i^See Nora Lustig, "The Mexican Peso Crisis: The Foreseeable and the Surprise," Brookings Discussion
Papers in International Economics (Washington, D.C: The Brookings Institution, June 1995).

^^he strategy of compensating for losses or gains in foreign reserves by respectively increasing or
decreasing credit available to the domestic economy is known as "sterilization." Until February 1994,
the Bank of Mexico had sterilized capital inflows by reducing domestic credit. This was done to
combat inflation and relieve pressure on the current account deficit. When capital started flowing out,
authorities applied this policy in reverse.
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in order to compensate for the loss of foreign reserves, the Bank of Mexico

forestalled a contraction in the monetary base and a rise in interest rates

that would have led to an economic downturn. These economists

e3q)lained that even though pursuing tighter monetary policy would have

had a contractionary impact on the economy in the short run, it would also

have led to a reduction of the current account deficit in the long run.

As noted earlier, Mexican authorities did succeed in stabilizing the level of

foreign reserves by the end of April, and reserves remained stable until

mid-November 1994, This was not achieved primarily because of strict

monetary pohcy, which would have entailed offering interest rates high

enough to attract and maintain foreign investors. Investors were

demanding higher interest rates on newly issued cetes because of their

perception that the peso would eventually be subject to a relatively large

devaluation. After the Colosio assassination, interest rates did rise

significantly fi'om about 9 percent to about 20 percent. But by the end of

April, rates dechned somewhat and remained between 15 and 20 percent

until the December crisis. Even at these interest rate levels, demand for

cetes lagged. Instead of raising interest rates further, the government

managed to attract investors by shifting from peso- to dollar-indexed

securities to finance its internal debt. As illustrated in figures from the

Bank of Mexico, from Januaxy to November, foreign investment in

tesobonos rose fi-om 6.4 percent to 70.2 percent of total foreign investment

in Mexican government securities. Conversely, foreign investment in cetes

dechned from 70.3 percent to 24.4 percent of foreign investment in

Mexican securities. By shifting from cetes to tesobonos and assuming the

foreign exchange risk for its own securities, the Mexican government

avoided paying the higher interest rates investors were demanding for

holding peso assets. The shift fi'om cetes to tesobonos forestalled the

contractionary impact that even higher interest rates would have had on

the economy. It also did nothing to reduce the current account deficit.

Moreover, as sales of tesobonos rose, Mexico became vulnerable to a

financial market crisis because many tesobono purchasers were portfoho

investors who were very sensitive to changes in interest rates and risks.

Tesobonos had short maturities, which meant their holders might not roll

them over if investors perceived (1) an increased risk of a Mexican

government default or (2) higher returns elsewhere. (See fig. 2.12.)
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Figure 2.12: Foreign Investment in

Mexican Government Securities, 1994
Percentage/debt instrument
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Note: Other debt instruments include ajustabonos (peso-denominated Mexican treasury bonds
that are adjusted for Mexican inflation) and bondes (peso-denominated Mexican development
bonds).

Source: Bank of Mexico.

Mexican officials said that they were aware of the risks involved in

switching from cetes to tesobonos to finance the ciirrent account deficit.

By issuing increasing amounts of tesobonos, the government of Mexico
was in effect reducing its ability to maneuver within the exchange rate

policy. Mexican authorities explained that they pursued this strategy for

several reasons. First, Bank of Mexico and Finance ministry officials were
confident that the peso was not overvalued. They maintained that the

boom in Mexican exports and gains in productivity were not consistent

with an overvalued currency. Second, the strategy had been tried before

and had proven successful. Mexican officials told us that foreign

investment in Mexico had dipped in late October and November 1993 due

to the debate over the vote in the U.S. Congress on legislation to

implement nafta. At that time, Mexican authorities had issued more
tesobonos to attract foreign investors. After the success of the nafta vote,
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investors switched back to cetes, which carried a higher interest rate (see

fig. 2.6). Mexican authorities said they expected that following the

successful conclusion of the presidential election in August 1994,

tesobono holders would once again switch back to cetes. In addition, Bank

of Mexico officials said that they opposed allowing too dramatic a hike in

cetes interest rates because this might have sent the wrong message to

financial markets. They noted that investors were concerned about the

effect higher interest rates would have on the Mexican banking system and

their impact on debtors and financial intermediaries.

Renewed Political and
Financial Instability

Precipitated Floating

of Currency

Expected high levels of investment flows failed to materialize following

the elections in August 1994. Just when stabiUty appeared to have been

restored after the successful outcome of the presidential election, Mexico

was rocked by a new series of political shocks. Moreover, in the process of

the transition to a new government, the newly appointed team that

assumed responsibility for Mexico's financial affairs committed a series of

key errors, according to Mexican government officials and financial

analysts we interviewed. These errors precipitated further losses in foreign

exchange reserves and eventually provoked a crisis when the decision was

finally made to devalue the peso. (See fig. 2.13.)
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Figure 2,13: Selected Political and Economic Events, July 1994 September 1994
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Post-Election Surge in

Investment Flows Failed to

Materialize

Mexican financial authorities told us that they expected a turnaround in

investment flows following the election. They stated that they believed the

successful results of the presidential election in August would reassure

investors. Moreover, Mexico's economic indicators showed positive

economic performance for 1994. The economy was growing, inflation was
at the lowest level in over 2 decades, exports were booming, and
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productivity was up. Nevertheless, foreign investment flows did not return

to Mexico as anticipated. Some economists have suggested that investors

at this point may still have been reacting to rising U.S. interest rates. On
the other hand, Mexican interest rates had actually declined after the surge

in April and did not increase after the August election. Interest rates and

other external factors made Mexico less attractive for portfolio investors,

according to market analysts. For example, according to IMF data, real

interest rates offered for Mexican Treasury bills in September through

November were only about 4 to 5 percentage points higher than rates on

U.S. Treasury bills.

The Bolsa is an indicator of investors' interest in the Mexican economy.

Although the stock market had lost substantial value during the spring, it

began a period of recovery during the summer of 1994 as the political

situation stabilized. The Bolsa index rose to about 2,700 in August as it

became apparent that the election was not going to result in political

instability; then it climbed to 2,746 by the end of September. However, the

market weakened in the fall, as some companies reported disappointing

results for the third quarter due to high financing costs when foreign

capital flows dried up. The Bolsa closed at the end of November at 2,591

(see fig. 2.8).

Although the high level of investment flows failed to materialize as

expected, the August election appeared to signal a return of political

stability. Zedillo had won the presidential election with a comfortable

margin, and the election, which had been monitored by international

observers, was declared essentially fair and clean. However, on

September 28, 1994, Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu, secretary general of the

PRI, was murdered outside a hotel in Mexico City. This second high-level

political assassination, only 6 months after the murder of Colosio, sent a

new shock wave through the Mexican political system.

Attention was once more drawn to unanswered questions about the

investigation into the Colosio assassination, with speculation in the press

about possible internal struggles and conspiracies within pri that had

turned violent. The difficult political situation was only exacerbated in

mid-November, when Deputy Attorney General Mario Ruiz Massieu, who
was heading the investigation of his brother^s assassination, accused pri

officials and the Mexican Attorney General of obstructing the investigation

^^Zedillo of PRI won the election with 50 percent of the valid votes. Cevallos of the National Action

Party (PAN) got 27 percent of the votes, and Cardenas of the Party of the Democratic Revolution

(PRD) received 17 percent of the votes.

Further Losses in Reserves

Provoked by Political

Instability
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into his brother's assassination. Eventually, Ruiz Massieu resigned from

his post and from pri. (See fig. 2.14,)

Figure 2,14: Selected Political and Economic Events, October 1994 - December 1994
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In the midst of the unfolding political scandal over the Ruiz Massieu

investigation, renewed hostilities erupted in the state of Chiapas. The
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cease-fire that had endured in that state since January was broken in early

December. Violence resumed again as two contenders for the post of state

governor claimed to have won the election.

Mexican Nationals Reacted

to Deteriorating Situation

Before Foreign Investors

Did

A difference in perspective between domestic and foreign investors

regarding financial and political developments may explain the loss of

foreign reserves Mexico began to experience in mid-November. IMF

research indicates that pressure on foreign reserves during this period

came from Mexican residents rather than from the flight of foreign

investors or from speculative position taking. A Mexican government

official expressed serious reservations about the methodology used by IMF

to come to this conclusion. However, some U.S. market analysts also

complained that Mexico's infrequent release of financial data in 1994,

particularly the release of foreign reserves levels only three times a year,

contributed to their misjudgment of Mexico's financial condition. At the

same time, a Bank of Mexico official told us that experienced analysts

could have calculated the level of foreign reserves by using other Bank of

Mexico data Some economic analysts suggested that Mexican investors,

who were more sensitive to the deteriorating political situation and had

experience with the pattern of peso devaluation at the end of previous

presidential terms, reacted to events more rapidly than did foreign

investors by trading pesos for dollars during the final months of 1994.

Nevertheless, a Mexican government official disagreed with these analysts,

suggesting that Mexicans were not better informed than foreign investors

were about the financial situation at the time.

Other Factors Shaped
Internal Mexican
Government Debate on
Exchange Rate

The political scandal unleashed by the allegations of Rtiiz Massieu

renewed apprehension among investors regarding Mexico's political

stability and triggered a new round of capital flight. Foreign reserves,

which on average had remained stable at approximately $16 billion to

$17 billion from late April to mid-November, dropped to less than

$13 billion by November 18. Capital flight led to renewed pressure on the

exchange rate. Toward the end of November, key financial decisionmakers

from the Bank of Mexico, the outgoing Salinas administration, and the

administration of President-Elect Zedillo, met to determine what strategy

to pursue on exchange rate policy. At this time, Mexican financial

authorities decided against devaluing the currency.

According to a published account of events by the former Mexican

Finance Minister, allowing an abrupt fall in the value of the peso against
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the dollar, beyond the limits set by the established exchange rate band,

would have led to a loss of credibility and confidence. At various times

during 1994, the Mexican Finance ministry had assured investors that

there would not be a devaluation of the currency outside the exchange

rate band. Instead of devaluing the currency, Mexican authorities agreed

to seek to calm financial markets by ratifying the government's

commitment to exchange rate stability within the context of renewing the

Pacto.

1995 Budget Presentation

to Mexican Congress
Lacked Credibility

Reaffirming the new administration's commitment to the exchange rate

band on November 20, as part ofa reaffirmation of the Pacto, temporarily

halted the drain in foreign reserves. From that date through the first 2

weeks of December, foreign reserves remained above the $12-biLlion level.

However, on December 9, the new administration presented its 1995

budget to the Mexican Congress. According to Mexican economists and
government officials, this budget was based on unsustainable economic
projections; most notably, it anticipated a significant increase in the

current account deficit in 1995.

Mexican economists and government officials told us that the 1995 budget

projections caused a great deal of concern in financial markets. It

appeared that the new administration was stiU unwiUing to address the

inconsistencies in Mexican fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate pohcies.

Mexico would not be able to finance a current account deficit greater than

the one in 1994 as weU as defend the existing exchange rate with the levels

of reserves available in early December 1994. A growth in the current

account deficit was only possible if Mexico could attract sufficiently high

levels ofnew capital from abroad. But Mexico was not attracting capital;

instead, capital was leaving Mexico.

Peso Devaluation Capital flight resumed after the budget presentation, and by the following

Mishandled week, foreign reserves had dropped below $10.5 billion. According to

Mexican officials, at this time it was clear that the existing exchange rate

could not be maintained, given the dwindling level of reserves. On
December 19, government officials called a meeting of the parties to the

Pacto and proposed allowing the peso to float. However, according to

several Mexican officials, the business community refused to accept the

concept of a floating exchange rate. Business leaders argued that simply

allowing the peso to float would send the wrong signal to financial

markets. Since the market had overshot on previous devaluations,
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business leaders wanted to fix the exchange rate at a reasonable level. The

government yielded to business concerns and agreed to announce a

15-percent depreciation of the existing exchange rate band, rather than

allow the peso to float.

According to former Finance ministry officials and representatives of

several msgor investment organizations, the December 19 devaluation was

mishandled and provoked a financial crisis that was unwarranted. The

decision to announce a 15-percent depreciation of the currency on

December 19 made matters much worse for Mexico. December 19 was

also marked by fighting in the Mexican state of Chiapas, which renewed

apprehension among investors regarding Mexico's poUtical stability.

During the 2 days that followed, the Bank of Mexico lost nearly half of the

remaining foreign exchange reserves while trying to defend the new
peso/dollar exchange rate. According to Bank of Mexico officials, allowing

the peso to float from the start might have avoided this loss of foreign

reserves.

According to Mexican government officials and academic experts, the new
Mexican administration was also imprepared to handle ensuing

developments. It is traditional in Mexico that a change in presidents is

accompanied by a change in the staff in most ministries. Consequentiy,

relatively few officials from the prior administration were left in the

Finance ministry to respond to inquiries from investors regarding the

sudden decision to change the exchange rate pohcy. One former Finance

ministry official noted that instead of explaining the situation openly to

investors, the government tried to portray its decision as a minor

adjustment in the exchange rate band, rather than as a devaluation. But

after repeated assurances that there would not be a devaluation, this

stance on the part of the government only undermined investor confidence

even further.

After markets closed on December 21, Mexican authorities announced that

they wotdd no longer try to defend the peso/dollar exchange rate,

effectively abandoning the exchange rate band and allowing the peso to

float. Economic analysts we spoke to in the United States and Mexico

agreed that the government made a critical mistake at this point by failing

to put in place an economic adjustment plan to accompany the decision to

float the peso. These analysts argued that at this point the Mexican

government needed to reassure financial markets that it was prepared to

take tough measures to stabilize the economy and address the adverse

economic consequences inherent in a major devaluation. They said that
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the government needed to make public apian that would have included

fiscal restraint, a restrictive monetary poUcy, and negotiation of a line of

credit from imf. But no such measures were taken or announced for

several weeks following the decision to float the peso. According to

several U.S. government officials and Wall Street investment analysts,

during this time the initial anxiety over the value of the peso turned into a

general sense among investors that Mexico might be forced to default.

Devaluation

Degenerated Into

Financial Crisis by
January 1995

Delays in Decisive Action After the peso was allowed to float, market analysts believed that the

Exacerbated FiriaiiCial government of Mexico needed to take steps to restore investor confidence

Crisis
regain financial stability. This was especially important because, as

the Mexican Finance Minister has stated, the mechanics of the devaluation

were badly timed and badly executed. Events after the devaluation did not

lead international financial markets to conclude that Mexico was stable,

however To the contrary, according to U.S. officials and Wall Street

market analysts, investors became increasingly skeptical about Mexico's

financial future in Ught of the Mexican government's response to the crisis.

For example, one analyst told us that the Mexican government appeared

unwilUng to allow interest rates to rise to market levels and, as a result,

many investors sold their securities.

A significant influence on investors was information emerging on Mexico's

remaining reserves and, most significantly, its short-term debt. In

January 1995, Mexico faced the need to pay out about $10 biUion for

tesobonos coming due in the following 3 months unless it could convince

bondholders to buy new Mexican government debt securities. As investors

became aware that Mexico had only about $6 billion in foreign reserves in

early January 1995, they were increasingly concerned about the possibility

of default and sought to redeem their investments.

A senior Finance ministry official explained that during the crisis, Mexico

could not reissue its internal debt at any price. Bondholders were

numerous, unUke the situation when a few large banks held a much larger
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proportion of Mexican external debt in 1982.^"^ The market was more
volatile in January and February of 1995. This ofjficial added that

perception became reality when investors feared they could not get their

money back.

Key Mexican financial indicators revealed that investors were leaving

Mexican markets after the devaluation of the peso. For example, the Bolsa

index declined sharply in the wake of the devaluation. From December 20,

1994, to February 27, 1995, the Bolsa index fell 36.3 percent in nominal

peso terms. The index began in 1995 at 2,376, and then dropped by the end

of January to 2,094. As Mexico's financial situation continued to

deteriorate, the market index fell throughout February, reaching a low of

1,448 on February 27 (see fig. 2.8). According to IMF, overall net capital

outflows totaled more than $1 1.5 billion in the first quarter of 1995.

The Governments of

Mexico and the United

States Took Remedial
Action

During the period from December 22, 1994, to January 12, 1995, a variety

of actions were taken to deal with Mexico's financial problems. On
December 28, Finance Minister Jaime Serra was replaced by GxiiUermo

Ortiz, previously Secretary of Communications and Transport. On
December 30, 1994, Mexico's swap line was increased. A short-term Bank
for International Settlements (bis) facility was arranged for the Bank of

Mexico. An announcement was made of an effort to raise funds from a

group of international commercial banks. Mexico announced that it would

seek an imf stand-by arrangement, and efforts were made to line up loans

and disbursements from multilateral development banks.

On January 2, 1995, President Zedillo announced an emergency economic

plan that was designed to reassure the international investment

community that Mexico had its economic affairs back in order. The plan

aimed to avoid an inflationary spiral, reestablish investor confidence, and

stimulate structural reforms to enhance economic growth. On the

domestic front, the plan laid out a strict policy on wage increases of only 7

percent, cuts in pubUc spending equal to 1.3 percent of gdp, a reduction of

development bank lending by 2 percent of gdp, and some expansion of

privatization. The current account deficit for 1995 was projected to be

$14 biUion or 4.2 percent of gdp. This Pacto was supported by an exchange

stabilization fund of $18 biUion in short-term credit lines provided by

^"^In 1982, Mexico's external debt was concentrated in the hands of a small number of large foreign

banks. Concerned about their significant exposure, these banks had a stake in restmcturing Mexico's

external debt. However, in 1995 Mexican internal debt was dispersed among numerous private

investors and investment funds that had invested in Mexican securities. Mexican authorities had little

leverage over these investors.
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foreign governments, led by Treasury and Federal Reserve in the United

States, in cooperation with the Bank of Canada, and other central banks

acting through bis and in cooperation with a small group of international

banks. The omission of wider reforms and doubts about its wage pact led

to an imfavorable reaction from financial markets.

Also on January 2, 1995, Treasury and the Federal Reserve annotmced

supplemental swap facilities for Mexico. The existing $6 billion swap

agreement between the United States and Mexico was supplemented with

an additional $3 billion short-term facility, with Treasury and the Federal

Reserve each participating up to $1.5 billion. That is, the U.S. swap line

with Mexico was increased to $9 billion. A Treasiuy official stated that the

decision to increase the swap Une with Mexico was based on the

importance of the U.S.-Mexican economic relationship, the substantial

economic reforms that Mexico has undertaken in recent years, and the

strong program just announced by President Zedillo. Also, the existing

Canadian $1 billion swap facility between the Bank of Canada and the

Bank of Mexico was supplemented by an additional Canadian $500 million.

The action was taken in the context of the North American Financial

Group.

On January 9, 1995, the Bank of Mexico announced a new policy on

regular announcements of its foreign exchange reserves. Also, on

January 9, the Bank of Mexico announced drawings on the North

American Financial Agreement swap facilities including $500 million from

U.S. monetary authorities and Canadian $83 million fi-om the Bank of

Canada. In addition, the Bank of Mexico announced plans to use

$16 billion of credit to help the nation's banks and companies with

dollar-denominated liabilities.

On January 9, both U.S. and Mexican monetary authorities intervened in

foreign exchange markets to stabilize the value of the peso. The Federal

Reserve Bank ofNew York announced that, consistent with the efforts of

U.S. monetary authorities to assist Mexico in responding to recent

financial developments, it was intervening in the foreign exchange market

at the request of, and for the account of, the Bank of Mexico, purchasing

pesos in exchange for dollars. Mexico also intervened in the New York and

Mexican foreign exchange markets for the first time since the floating of

the peso on December 22.
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Owe document review and interviews with Treasury, State Department,

and Federal Reserve officials showed that senior U.S. officials were kept

apprised of economic and political developments in Mexico during 1994.

They exchanged views with Mexican officials on multiple occasions on the

appropriateness of Mexico's exchange rate poUcy. Before the Colosio

assassination in March, officials at Treasury and State Departments and at

the Federal Reserve had some concerns that Mexico was vulnerable to

speculative attacks on the peso and that Mexico's large current account

deficit and its exchange rate pohcy might not be sustainable. One month
after the Colosio assassination, the United States and Canada estabUshed

permanent, enlarged currency swap facilities that could be used to help

Mexico defend the peso from any future speculative attacks. Financial

markets' reaction to the Colosio assassination, documents showed, also

increased Treasury, State, and Federal Reserve officials' concerns about

the viability of Mexico's exchange rate policy.

Our review showed that by early summer 1994, staff in the Federal

Reserve had concluded that the peso probably was overvalued. But they

remained unsure about whether and, if so, when and in what manner,

financial markets would force Mexico to react. Federal Reserve, Treasury,

and State Department documents from this period showed that their

analysts generally believed that Mexican financial markets would remain
volatile until the Mexican presidential election in August, but that after the

election, foreign investment inflows to Mexico might recommence and
pressure on the peso might abate. In July 1994, U.S. and Mexican officials

reached an oral understanding that Mexico would devalue the peso after

the election if continued pressure on the peso led to a further drawdown
of Mexico's foreign currency reserves.

After the election, when foreign investment flows to Mexico did not

resume in significant amounts and Mexico's foreign currency reserve

levels remained at pre-election levels, concern grew within the Treasury

and State Departments and the Federal Reserve over the extent of the

peso's overvaluation and the sustainability of Mexico's exchange rate

pohcy. Treasury and Federal Reserve officials told us that they were
concerned about whether Mexico's exchange rate policy was consistent

with other Mexican macroeconomic policies. During October and

November, high-level U.S. officials cautioned Mexican officials that the

peso seemed overvalued and indicated that it was risky to continue the

existing exchange rate policy. Treasxuy. Department and Federal Reserve

analyses provided to us for the late August through December 20 period
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did not foresee nor judge likely that a forced devaluation would require a

major financial assistance package from the United States.

There were several reasons why senior Treasury, State, and Federal

Reserve officials did not provide stronger advice to Mexican authorities

during 1994. First, the evidence and analyses that the peso needed to be

devalued were not sufficiently compelling for them to provide more
adamant advice to devalue. Also, as they testified, U.S. officials (1) were
sensitive to the fact that decisions on whether and how to change Mexican

economic poUcies ultimately rested with Mexico; (2) had confidence in the

competence ofMexican economic management; and (3) believed that if

Mexico were forced by financial markets to devalue the peso, the

consequences would not be as severe for Mexico and for other developing

coimtries' financial markets as they turned out to be. U.S. officials did not

publicly discuss their concerns over Mexico's financial situation in 1994

out of concern about provoking an immediate flight of capital from

Mexico.

The International Monetary Fund (imf) completed an annual review of

Mexico's foreign exchange poUcy and economic poKcies in February 1994.

The review did not identify problems with Mexico's exchange rate policy.

Further, Treasury and imf officials told us that imf did not keep close

watch on developments in Mexico during 1994, did not foresee the crisis,

and did not see a compelling case for Mexico to alter its exchange rate

pohcy before the December 20, 1994, devaluation.

The documents we reviewed showed that throughout 1994, officials in

several federal agencies monitored economic and political developments

in Mexico, and senior officials were kept informed about developments

thought to be important. The Treasury Department's financial attache at

the U.S. embassy in Mexico City provided biweekly reports on financial

developments in Mexico, as well as other infonnation on Mexico's

economic situation, to Treasury officials in Washington, D.C. These

officials evaluated developments in Mexico, using the information

supplied by the financial attache and other sources, and reported to the

Under Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs.

Officials in the Federal Reserve also monitored the Mexican situation.

Analysts at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and at the Federal

Reserve Board in Washington, D.C, tracked events in Mexican financial

markets and informed members of the Federal Reserve's Federal Open

U.S. Officials

Monitored Mexican
Situation Throughout
1994
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Market Committee (fomc)^ of important developments. The State

Department followed events in Mexico from the U.S. embassy and

consulates in Mexico, and from Washington, D.C. U.S. embassy staff in

Mexico City provided, among other information and analyses, weekly

reports on financial developments in Mexico to State Department

headquarters, cia also monitored events in Mexico.

U.S. and Mexican authorities maintained contact throughout 1994. These

contacts provided opportunities for U.S. and Mexican officials to exchange

views on Mexico's economic situation and policies, both formally and

informally. For example, U.S. and Mexican officials met at the annual

meeting ofthe U.S.-Mexican Binational Commission in May 1994 and at

the annual meeting of the World Bank and IMF in Madrid, Spain, in October

1994. Also, the U.S. Treasury Secretary and other high-level U.S. officials

visited Mexico on several occasions in 1994. Further, senior Mexican

officials travelled to the United States to meet with senior administration

officials, including the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairman of the

Federal Reserve. Also, beginning in June 1994, Federal Reserve, Mexican,

and Canadian central bank officials held regular telephone discussions on

developments in financial markets in coimection with the estabUshment of

the North American Financial Group.

For the following discussion of the events of 1994, we divided the year into

2 periods based on significant events. The first period—January 1 to

July 31—^included the assassination of Colosio in March, Mexico's reaction

to falling investor confidence after the assassination, and preparation for

the August presidential election. The second period—^August 1 through

December 22—included the election on August 21, the growing

overvaluation of the peso through the fall, and the devaluation of the peso

on December 20.

^FOMC sets monetary policy for the Federal Reserve. The Committee comprises the seven Federal

Reserve governors and the presidents of Federal Reserve banks, with five of the presidents serving as

voting members at one time.
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January Through July

1994: U.S. Officials'

Concerns Over
Mexico's Economic
Situation Grew as

Events Unfolded

January 1, 1994, Through
March 23, 1994: U.S.

Officials Somewhat
Concerned About Mexican
Macroeconomic Policies

Our review of Treasury and State Department and Federal Reserve

documents and interviews with their officials indicated that before the

March 23, 1994, assassination of pri presidential candidate Colosio, U.S.

authorities had some concerns over the sustainability of Mexico's

macroeconomic and exchange rate policies during the short run.

Documents and interviews with U.S. officials showed that they were aware
that Mexico was experiencing a large current account deficit financed

mostly by short-term portfolio capital that was vulnerable to a sudden
reversal ofinvestor confidence in Mexico. U.S. officials also were
concerned that declining Mexican interest rates, coupled with rising U.S.

interest rates and investment opportunities in other emerging markets,

could lead to capital outflows from Mexico and pressure on the peso. In

addition, one Treasury memorandum expressed concern that Mexico's

inflation rate had remained above that of the United States for several

years and that this had caused the peso to appreciate in relation to the

dollar in inflation-adjusted terms. A senior Treasury official advised us that

Treasury believed Mexico's economy was fundamentally sound in the

sense that Mexico had implemented many macroeconomic reforms such

as balancing its fiscal account and carrying out structural reforms that

made its economy more competitive. However, he said, even in

February 1994 he felt that Mexico's exchange rate was "on the high side"

because of Mexico's inflation differential, relative to the United States, and
its large trade deficit. A Federal Reserve official told us that the Federal

Reserve had become concerned about the size of Mexico's current

accoimt deficit and its exchange rate policy even before 1994.

However, it appears that these concerns were outweighed by a number of

other considerations that pointed to a more optimistic view of Mexico's

near-term economic prospects. Perhaps foremost was that these U.S.

government officials believed that Mexico had sound economic
fundamentals and appeared to have laid an adequate foundation for
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economic growth in the long term, due in large part to the m^or economic

reforms that Mexico had implemented in the previous decade. Further, in

the period between the approval of nafta and the Colosio assassination,

Mexico was continuing to attract large amounts of foreign capital, and the

Bank of Mexico held substantial foreign currency reserves. Also, the peso

was trading in the strongest region of its trading band. A February 10,

1994, Treasury memorandum informed the Secretary of the Treasury that

the peso could lose 8 percent of its value and still remain within the band.

Still, documents showed that U.S. officials recognized that adverse

political events could again shake investor confidence in Mexico. For

example, a March 21, 1994, Federal Reserve staff paper noted that political

events, such as the Chiapas uprising in January 1994 and uncertainty over

the outcome of the August 1994 Mexican presidential election, had

"unnerved" Mexican foreign exchange and cetes markets. And, the paper

said that underlying economic conditions—not just political events—were

consistent with a weakened peso. However, the paper listed several

factors that it said might "obviate the need for a peso depreciation in the

near-term." These factors, according to the paper, included Mexico's

substantial foreign currency reserve levels, the Mexican government's

pledge to maintain a stable peso exchange rate, and the likelihood that

foreign capital inflows would continue at high levels in 1994.

U.S. officials, although somewhat concerned at this time that the peso was

vulnerable, appear to have believed that Mexican authorities could

manage any future such crises. An event in 1993 had lent credence to this

view. In November 1993, foreign portfolio flows into Mexico had reversed

suddenly due to uncertainty about whether the U.S. Congress would

approve nafta. Intense speculative pressure on the Mexican peso led to a

sudden drawdown of Mexico's foreign currency reserves. According to a

State Department document, the Mexican government responded to the

pressure by allowing the peso to depreciate and, as chapter 1 discussed,

by issuing more tesobonos. The U.S. and other governments reacted by

arranging a temporary short-term, $12-biUion swap facility for Mexico

through the Bank for International Settlements (bis). This facility was

never used. After Congress approved nafta, foreign investment flows

quickly resumed, and the peso appreciated and then stabilized. Several

Treasury and State Department documents from January and

February 1994 cited these events in discussions of Mexico's financial

situation.
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Further, in December 1993, the Secretary of the Treasury had agreed to

consider a Mexican request to enlarge substantially, from $1 billion to

about $5 biUion, a permanent currency swap facility that Mexico

maintained with the United States.^ According to a Federal Reserve

official, the enlarged swap facility would allow Mexico to maintain orderly

exchange rate markets, even during times of intense speculative pressure

on the peso caused by financial markets' reactions to political events. U.S.

officials had explained to Mexican officials that the facility was to be used

to respond to disorderly market conditions and that the United States

would not allow an expanded swap facility to be used to support an

overvalued peso.

Because U.S. government officials did not perceive a high risk of financial

difficulty in Mexico in the near term, they were not adamant in voicing

their concerns over Mexico's immediate economic prospects and policies

to Mexican authorities before the Colosio assassination. During Mexico's

annual consultation with imf in February 1994, the U.S. government raised

some questions about the size of Mexico's current account deficit and the

lack of GDP growth in Mexico. Yet the U.S. administration did not dispute

the thrust of the imf's staff report, which was supportive of Mexico's

ability to manage the situation.

Also in February 1994, the U.S. Treasury Secretary and other senior

Treasury officials visited Mexico City. The Treasury Secretaiy met with

Mexico's President, Finance Minister, and other senior Mexican officials.

Briefing materials prepared by Treasury staff for the Secretary's visit did

not advise the Treasury Secretary to issue any cautions to Mexican

officials over their exchange rate or macroeconomic policies. Negotiations

over expanding Mexico's permanent swap faciUty with the United States

continued during the Treasury officials' February 1994 visit to Mexico.

March 23, 1994, Through
May 1994: Markets React

to Colosio Assassination,

and Expanded Swap
Facility Created for Mexico

Treasury officials initially hoped that markets would react calmly to the

assassination. A March 24, 1994, Treasury Department memorandum
reported no panic in Mexican financial markets and a "broad view" that a

Mexican statement reconfirming the existing exchange rate band probably

would be enough to keep exchange market pressure in line. The

memorandum's author reported teUing market participants that Mexico's

high foreign reserve levels "did not make a run on the peso very credible."

A second March 24 memorandum attached an analysis by an investment

^Expanding an existing currency swap facility between Canada and Mexico also was part of these

discussions.
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bank. The analysis stated that "if Mexico's central bank declares its

intention to sell dollars as necessary to defend the peso . . . the band can

be defended without much trouble." A March 25 staffmemorandum to the

Secretary of the Treasury said that market commentary was "generally

positive on the prospects for next week in the absence of a further msgor

crisis."

Immediately after the assassination, both Mexican authorities and the U.S.

administration took quick action to try to calm financial markets. As
discussed in chapter 2, Mexican authorities allowed the peso to move to

the top of its foreign exchange band, raised Mexican interest rates

substantially to attract more investment, and offered investors more
tesobonos. The U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve created and, on

March 24, announced the existence of a temporary, enlarged, $6-billion

swap facility for Mexico. The facility consisted of $3 billion in a swap
arrangement with the Exchange Stabilization Fund (esf) and $3 billion in a
swap arrangement with the Federal Reserve. Also, President Clinton and

other senior U.S. officials made public statements immediately after the

assassination affirming U.S. confidence in Mexico's political and economic

stability. A March 25 cable from the U.S. embassy in Mexico City to State

Department headquarters credited the announcement ofthe $6-billion

swap facility as being "key" to reassxiring financial markets. Also, on

March 24, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(oecd) announced that it would accept Mexico as a member.

Despite these events, however, investor confidence in Mexico continued

to lag in April, and the Bank of Mexico continued to expend large amounts

of foreign currency reserves. An April 11 Treasury memorandum reported

rumors that Mexican authorities had spent $5 billion intervening on behalf

of the peso since the assassination. An April 15 cable firom the U.S.

embassy in Mexico City reported that a Mexican trade association had

estimated that between $5.2 billion and $5.7 billion had left Mexico firom

March 23 to the week of April 11. In fact, by April 20, Mexico held

$18. 1 billion of foreign currency reserves, a decline of about $10 billion

since the assassination.

On April 26, 1994, U.S., Mexican, and Canadian authorities finished

negotiations to estabhsh a permanent, enlarged currency swap faciUty,

subject to annual review. The permanent trilateral facility between the

three countries was created and announced in coiyunction with the

estabUshment of the North American Financial Group, a new trilateral

consultation mechanism. The swsp facility had three components:
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creation of a $6-biIiion swap facility between Mexico and the United

States, with the Federal Reserve and Treasury each participating up to

$3 billion; expansion of an existing swap facility between the Canadian

and Mexican central banks to CAN$1 billion, and renewal of a preexisting

$2-billion swap arrangement between the U.S. Federal Reserve and

Canada's central bank. The stated purpose of the swap facilities was to

help ensure orderly foreign exchange markets. A senior Federal Reserve

official told us that one purpose of the U.S.-Mexican swap facility was to

help to reassure financial markets that in the event of a speculative attack

on the peso not justified by Mexican econonuc fundamentals, Mexico

would be able to weather the attack without devalmng. Similarly, a

Treasury official told us that one purpose of the sw£^ facility was to allow

Mexico to weather temporary shocks, including those caused by poUtical

events, that were not justified by Mexican economic fundamentals. A
second purpose, he said, was to allow time for any Mexican policy

adjustments to take effect; i.e., to help Mexico ride out any short-term

market disruptions caused by policy changes.

Beginning in late April, Mexican financial markets stabilized. The peso

appreciated yet remained comfortably within its trading band. The Bank of

Mexico ceased intervening on behalf of the peso on April 22, and foreign

currency reserves stabilized at about $16 billion to $17 billion through the

end ofJime 1994. Mexico did not draw funds from the swap facility at that

time.

The financial crisis that followed the Colosio assassination heightened

Treasury officials' concerns about the state of Mexico's economy and the

continued viability of Mexico's macroeconomic policies. For example, a

March 29, 1994, Treasury staff memorandxmi concluded that higher U.S.

interest rates would have a greater effect on Mexican markets than the

current poUtical uncertainty. The memorandum noted that the Mexican

government "will increasingly face a dilemma of either (1) losing out on

capital inflows because of too small an interest premium or (2) worsening

the fiscal deficit due to higher interest costs at a time of expansion in

support of electoral politics."

During April, several Federal Reserve and State Department analyses

expressed worries about Mexico's financial situation. An April 7 cable

from the U.S. embassy in Mexico City informed the State Department in

Washington, D.C., that for the first time since November 10, 1993, the

Mexican government had been unable to place aU the bonds it had offered

at auction. As noted in chapter 2, in mid-April 1994, Treasury officials
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circulated a paper by economists Dombusch and Werner. The paper

concluded that the Mexican peso was overvalued by about 20 percent and

that Mexico should devalue its currency. An April 22, 1994, analysis of the

paper by a Treasury official agreed that the peso was overvalued by

around 20 percent and concluded that the analysis was "mainstream for

this sort of analysis . . . [and] quite good." However, Treasury officials also

were aware of an analysis of the DombuschAVerner paper that, while

concurring that the peso was overvalued, argued that the case for a

Mexican devaluation at that time was "weak.**

A Treasury official told us that by late April, Treasury's concerns over

underlying problems with Mexico's economic situation "had grown
another notch." Still, he said, Treasury did not want to see Mexico

"derailed" by pohtical events, such as the Colosio assassination at the end

of March, which was the big event that had triggered the start of large

capital outflows from Mexico. The Treasury hoped that Mexico could get

beyond the assassination, which was viewed as a transitory political

shock.

In discussions with us, Mexican officials described how they viewed the

events of late March and April 1994. They told us that since other Mexican

economic indicators were positive following Colosio's assassination, the

Finance ministry and the Bank of Mexico expected that the pressure on
the peso would be temporary and that foreign investment would return as

it had after the November 1993 nafta vote. The Mexican officials also

asserted that the economic literature at the time held that Mexican interest

rates were too high and the Mexican business community believed

monetary poMcy was too tight. In addition, they said that the Mexican

government decided at this time to absorb investors' foreign exchange risk

by offering more tesobonos. They noted that the government preferred

doing this at a time when financial risks may have been perceived by

investors to be greater than the Mexican government thought was
warranted. Finally, they said that the peso had lost about 10 percent of its

value within its trading band during April and May and that the

government's action also addressed investor concerns.

On May 8, a senior U.S. Treasury official visited Mexico City and met with

the Mexican Finance Minister and the President of the Bank of Mexico.

Briefing materials for the U.S. official noted that "Mexico's dependency on

the financing of its large current account deficit from largely volatile

foreign portfolio investment remains a serious problem." The

memorandum predicted that Mexico's current accoimt deficit in 1994
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would remain at the 1993 level of 5.9 percent of Mexico's gdp and that

Mexico's GDP would grow at a 2-percent rate in inflation-adjusted terms for

aU of 1994. According to the memorandum, continued capital outflows

could hamper financing of Mexico's current account deficit and further

drive up Mexican interest rates.

The briefing materials also said that the meeting would provide an

opportxmity for the Treasury official to "sound out" his Mexican

counterpart on recent political and economic developments in Mexico.

The briefing materials noted that Mexico probably had lost $10 billion in

reserves since the Colosio assassination, but that financial market

volatility recently had moderated somewhat. The materials added that "for

the moment [Mexican] government efforts to halt capital flight by hiking

interest rates appears [sic] to be working." The memorandum suggested

that the Treasury official raise several concerns with Mexican officials

involving recent volatility in Mexican politics and financial markets. The
U.S. official was urged to ask for an assessment of the situation and a
discussion ofwhat actions Mexico would take ifworld interest rates

continued to rise. Also, the memorandum suggested asking for an
assessment of the "prospects of further political incidents which might

further destabilize Mexico's financial markets."

Documents that we reviewed fi-om late May showed both optimism and
pessimism about Mexico's economic prospects for the rest of 1994. A
May 28 cable fi-om the U.S. embassy in Mexico City noted that the peso

and Mexican financial markets recently had shown more stability. Yet, the

cable predicted that markets were likely to be somewhat volatile until the

August presidential election, but that the resumption of economic growth

in the first quarter ofthe year, controlled inflation, growing exports, and
other factors would provide a "sound environment for long-term growth in

corporate earnings." A May 25 U.S. embassy cable reported that most
Mexican private sector analysts beUeved that a Mexican economic

recovery probably would occur after the August presidential election. But

it also noted that further increases in U.S. interest rates could stymie the

recovery, and it reported Mexican concerns over further political

instability.

Summer 1994: U. S. A Federal Reserve paper from July that provided detailed analyses of

Officials More Convinced Mexican exchange rate policies concluded that the peso was overvalued

That Peso Overvalued by 5 to 15 percent. However, there does not appear to have been a
consensus among U.S. officials in the summer of 1994 that the peso was
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overvalued, and, if so, on when financial markets might force Mexico to

adjust the peso's value, or the type of adjustment Mexico should try to

make. For example, a June 23 Federal Reserve electronic mail message

from a senior Federal Reserve official to a staffmember indicated that the

official was unsure what actions Mexico should take to correct its

exchange rate poUcy, or when it should act The message stated that "I

think we need once again to examine Mexico's exchange rate pohcy," and

it asked, "What is in Mexico's medium-term interest: to try to hold the

current band or to permit some ac^justment; if the latter, how much?"

A July 17, 1994, Federal Reserve memorandum that reported on a staff

member's visit to Mexico stated that there was "general agreement that

any change in the exchange rate before the election would be apolitical

disaster." Yet, the memorandum also stated that opinion in Mexico was

divided about the viability of the present exchange rate poUcy in the

"medium term" and did not take a position on whether the peso was
overvalued. A senior Federal Reserve official told us that by July 1994, he

believed that the probability that Mexico would have to adjust its

exchange rate policy was "greater than 50 percent." He said he believed

that Mexico had two options at that time: a devaluation of 10 percent

combined with an increase in the peso's crawl rate, or a doubling of the

rate of the exchange rate crawl.

Documents show that during June and July 1994, Treasury, State, and

Federal Reserve analysts beheved that Mexican financial markets would

remain volatile until the August 21, 1994, Mexican presidential election but

would then settle down, and foreign investment inflows and Mexican

economic growth would resume. For example, in June 3 and June 17

cables, an official at the U.S. embassy in Mexico City predicted that

Mexican financial markets would remain "nervous and speculative" until

the August election and that foreign investment, both direct and portfoho,

would "pick up" after the election. In a June 6 memorandum, a Treasury

Department official in Mexico City reported saying in a public speech in

Mexico that Mexican economic growth would resume late in the year,

following the August election and clarification by the Mexican government

of its economic pohcies. A July 15 Treasury staff memorandum to a senior

Treasury official said that "financial markets continue to be strongjy

influenced by concerns about the outcome of this year's presidential

election." In fact, there was substantial seUing of the peso between June 21

and July 22, during which Mexico's foreign exchange reserves were drawn

down by nearly $3 billion, firom $17 billion to $14.2 billion.
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July Understanding

Reached That Mexico
Would Acljust Its Exchange
Rate System After the

August Election If

Conditions Warranted

According to a Federal Reserve document, in early July 1994, Mexican
officials asked the Federal Reserve and Treasury to explore with other

Group ofTen (g-io)^ central banks whether there would be any interest in

reviving a contingency, short-term, financial support facility. According to

the document, Mexican officials were not convinced that a devaluation

would be necessary but saw the proposed facility as possibly contributing

to market confidence in Mexico. The document stated that it was difficult

to determine at that time whether a substantial change in Mexico's

exchange rate poUcy was warranted on economic grounds and that a
reasonable case could be made either way. Nonetheless, Federal Reserve

officials were concerned about the viability of the peso exchange rate

policy if pressxire continued after the August elections and were even

worried that Mexico might have to alter its poUcy before the election. One
G-io central bank official had also raised concerns about the viability of the

peso after the election, the Federal Reserve document said.

According to Federal Reserve documents and U.S. and Mexican officials

with whom we spoke, discussions were held in mid-July among the U.S.

Secretary of the Treasury, the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Mexico*s

Finance Minister, and the Governor of the Bank of Mexico about the

proposed swap facility. According to the documents, the Federal Reserve

Board Chairman advised the Mexican officials that the United States

needed some type of understanding that Mexico would adjust its exchange
rate policy after the election in the event that pressure on the peso

continued. A few days later, another high-level Federal Reserve official

spoke with a high-level official of the Bank of Mexico. According to a
Federal Reserve document and interviews with Federal Reserve and
Treasury officials, the bank official assured the Federal Reserve official

that if pressure on the peso exchange rate continued after the election,

Mexican authorities fully intended to ad[just their exchange rate policy

within a reasonably short period, for example, by the end of

September 1994. The Mexican official indicated that he expected that

pressure might ease after the election but that if it continued, there would
be no way to avoid a revision in Mexico's exchange rate policy.

Subsequently, U.S. officials contacted other G-io governors about Mexico's

proposal and got a positive response to establishing a swap facility.

In August, a $12"billion contingency swap facility was estabhshed, with the

U.S. monetary authorities agreeing to provide up to half of the amount and

^The Group of Ten are industrialized countries that coordinate monetary and fiscal policies in an
attempt to create a more stable world economic system. The group consists of 11 member countries:

Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.
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BIS, backed by other coimtries' central banks, the rest. The U.S. portion of

the facihty was to consist of the $6-billion swap facility created in

April 1994. If Mexico chose to announce the new, $12-billion facility, it

would be able to draw upon the arrangement until September 30 for a

period of 90 days, AU drawings would have to be repaid by December 30.

U.S. officials told us that the arrangement was designed in part to allow

Mexico to get through the August presidential election.

August Through
December 1994: U.S.

Officials Advised
Mexico That
Exchange Rate Was
Overvalued,

Indicating That Action

Was Needed

Uncertainty about the extent to which the Mexican peso was overvalued

and about whether and, if so, when Mexico would need to adijust either its

macroeconomic policies or its exchange rate policy continued from

August through mid-December. Between October and November 20, when

Mexican officials met and decided not to devalue, high-level U.S. officials

advised Mexican officials that their exchange rate policy was risky and

encouraged Mexico to make adjustments to the policy, U.S. officials were

concerned because the peso was trading close to the top of the exchange

rate band, leaving little room to accommodate additional pressures. In

addition, poUtical instability continued, and financial flows had not

returned to Mexico. Following November 20, U.S. agencies continued to

monitor the peso's deteriorating condition. Analyses provided to us for

August through December 20 indicate that U.S. officials did not foresee or

judge likely that a forced devaluation would provoke a financial crisis of

such magnitude as to require a msfjor financial assistance package from

the United States.

August 1 to November 20:

U.S. Officials Advised

Exchange Rate Was
Overvalued

By mid-August 1994, financial markets became more optimistic about the

likely outcome of the August 21 Mexican election. Investment outflows

from Mexico ceased, and pressure on the peso abated. An August 13

report from the U.S. embassy in Mexico City observed that financial

markets were showing optimism over the upcoming election. On August

16, 1994, the Mexican government announced that Mexico's gdp had grown

at an annual rate of 3.8 percent diuing the second quarter of 1994

compared to a year earUer. Treasury Department and Federal Reserve

memorandums noted that this growth rate was higher than expected. The

memorandums attributed the August surge in investor confidence in

Mexico in part to this announcement, although one of the memorandums

noted that there was some skepticism about the figure. On August 19,

1994, 2 days before the election, a Federal Reserve memorandum noted

that the Mexican peso had ended trading that day at its highest point since

early June 1994.
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Nonetheless, an August 12 Federal Reserve document said that

Dombusch*s assertion that the peso was overvalued by 20 percent "is

possibly well grounded by economic fundamentals." On the other hand, a
Federal Reserve staff analysis ofAugust 17 said that it was not clear if the

peso was overvalued and, if it was, by how much. However, the analysis

estimated that the peso was probably overvalued by about 10 percent and
cited a range of 5 to 15 percent. The analysis suggested that Mexico would
eventually have to devalue due to inflation differentials between the

United States and Mexico and the real appreciation of the peso. According
to the analysis, the timing could be either over the "short or medium term."

A Federal Reserve analysis ofAugust 19 examined differentials between
Mexican and U.S. interest rates to estimate how financial markets were
calculating the impUed probability of apeso devaluation. The analysis

concluded that financial markets perceived only a 6-percent chance of a
20-percent devaluation during the next 3 months and a 15-percent chance
during the next year.

A September 23 Federal Reserve analysis reported that about $40 biUion in

tesobonos were outstanding, with about half of them held by the Bank of

Mexico. According to the analysis, $685 million worth of tesobonos had
matured 2 weeks previously, causing significant pressure on the peso. The
paper noted that another $2 biUion in tesobonos would mature on
September 29 and speculated about whether Mexican authorities would
announce a new Pacto either before or after that date. In fact, as discussed

in chapter 2, a new Pacto was announced on September 24 that did not

adjust the existing exchange rate policy.

A September 28 Federal Reserve analysis discussed the peso's valuation in

terms of the new Pacto. The analysis concluded that President-elect

Zedillo's administration had chosen a path of gradual, long-term

a(ijustment rather than immediate adjustment to address Mexico's

extremely high current account deficit. (For example, the agreement
allowed for only a 6-percent nominal depreciation of the peso through the

end of 1995.) The analysis characterized the Pacto's pohcies as risky on
the grounds that they would not produce a reduction in the current

account deficit in 1995. The paper characterized the government's inflation

target of 4 percent as very ambitious and concluded that the exchange rate

policy did not leave the authorities much room to maneuver in the event of

renewed pressure on the peso. However, the paper said, if foreign

investors maintained confidence in Mexico, the program could allow
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Mexico to depreciate the peso gradually and reduce its current account

deficit over the next several years.

On September 29, a Federal Reserve staffpaper noted that the peso was

somewhat overvalued—citing estimates of about 10 percent—but

concluded that the government would probably be able to maintain the

peso within its band over the next year and without the additional large

interest rate increases such as those that took place earlier in 1994.

However, the paper warned that the policies needed to reduce inflation

further probably would continue to depress economic growth in the near

term. In addition, the paper said, the peso would probably remain

vulnerable to political shocks such as had been seen earlier in the year.

Failure to adjust the peso during 1995 and continued growth in the current

account deficit, it said, might create the need for a larger and possibly

more destabhzing ac^ustment in 1995.

By mid- to late October, both the Federal Reserve and Treasury had

become quite concerned about the risks and costs of Mexico's trying to

defend its exchange rate policy. The peso was trading close to the top of

the exchange rate band, leaving little room for further depreciation within

the band if pressure on the currency continued. (See fig. 3.1, which shows

how the peso traded very close to the top of the band for much of 1994.)
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Figure 3.1: Mexico's Exchange Rate

Band Intervention Points and
Observed Values, January 1 , 1 994, to Peso/Dollar

December 19, 1994 3.5000 -

Exchange rate floor (selling pesos)—

t
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Exchange rate band maintained through 12/19/94.

Note: The shaded area shows the exchange rate band that Mexico maintained through
December 19. The upper sloping line of the shaded area represents the ceiling of the band,
which was adjusted over time. The Mexican central bank allowed the peso to depreciate
gradually at a rate of $0.0004 per day. As the peso/dollar exchange rate approached the ceiling,

the central bank would intervene in foreign exchange markets by buying pesos to keep the peso
from further depreciating in value. The line at the bottom of the shaded area represents the floor

of the band, which was fixed at 3.0512 pesos/dollar. As the peso/dollar exchange rate

approached the floor, Mexico's central bank would sell pesos to keep the peso from further

appreciating in value relative to the dollar. On December 20, Mexico announced a 15-percent
devaluation of the existing ceiling of the exchange rate band, to 4.0016 pesos/dollar. However,
Mexico was unable to defend the band for long. On December 22, it allowed the peso to float. By
the end of the year, the peso was valued at 5.325 pesos per dollar.

Source: Bank of Mexico.

On October 20, 1994, high-level Federal Reserve officials met with an

official of Mexico's president-elect transition team. According to a written
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account of the meeting, the Federal Reserve officials noted that Mexico's

credibility in world financial markets had increased tremendously,

improving Mexico's abOity to achieve foreign financing. However, they

cautioned that Mexico's substantial economic progress could be set back

by an exchange rate poUcy that made Mexico vulnerable to a crisis. They

suggested that widening or shifting the band might be one way of

providing additional flexibiUty. In response, the Mexican official advised

them that the transition team had considered a(Jjusting the exchange rate

but had decided against making any changes in the near future. The team

intended, he said, to revisit the issue in 1995, once the new government

was in place and after the team saw how the economy was evolving. The

Federal Reserve officials indicated that that was a risky strategy. They

agreed that it was not clear how overvalued the peso was but noted that

there was considerable imcertainty in financial markets about the value of

the peso. Greater leeway was needed, they said, to allow the peso to

absorb possible future financial shocks. If more room were available for

the peso to move up or down, they said, the situation would allow for

two-way risks for speculators against the peso. Federal Reserve officials

told us that they conveyed a similar message at about the same time to

Mexico's Finance Minister.

On October 21, 1994, a Treasury staffmemorandum to a senior Treasury

official noted that the Bank of Mexico had pubUcly announced its

international reserve levels as of October 14 at $17.2 billion. According to

the memorandum, the figure was above market expectations of $15 billion

to $16 billion and had made a positive impact on trading on the day of the

announcement. However, the memorandum noted that the peso had fallen

to a record low on October 17, apparently as the result of increased

tension in Chiapas. On October 25, a staff memorandum to the Treasury

Secretary advised that the peso had fallen in value and was just "a hair

away" from the margin at which the Bank of Mexico normally intervenes

in financial markets by selling dollars. According to the memorandum, the

fall was attributed to several events, including a recent rise in U.S. interest

rates, the maturation of a large number of tesobonos, and a telmex

(Mexico's third largest company) announcement of disappointing

third-quarter earnings. The memorandum concluded that the peso

appeared to remain quite vulnerable.

According to a briefing memorandum prepared for an October 27 meeting

of the Secretary of the Treasury with Mexico's Finance Minister, Treasury

was concerned that Mexico's exchange rate system could inhibit economic

growth and widen the already substantial current account deficit. The
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memoraadum noted that hopes for a stable post-election period and a
resumption of capital flows into Mexico had not materialized. The
September 24 announcement of a new Pacto, it said, had not had the
desired effect of strengthening the peso; it was soon offset by renewed
concerns over political stability as a result of the September 28
assassination of pri's Secretary General Rmz Massieu. In addition, the
memorandum observed, the pri appeared to be beset by an internal

struggle between reformers and old-liners, and tensions had recently

increased in Chiapas. Although capital flight seemed negligible, so too was
additional foreign portfolio investment. In addition, the memorandum
advised that although the market had seemed pleased with Mexico's
October 14 announcement of $17.2 blQion in international reserves,

Mexican financial officials would be hard-pressed to keep reserves at or
above that level.

In connection with the latter point, the memorandum indicated concern
that Mexican officials might request an activation of the U.S.-Mexico swap
facility on the occasion of their next public announcement of foreign
exchange reserves (possibly on November 1) if the level of reserves was
not as high as it had been on October 14. The document indicated that

Treasury would need to carefully consider such a request because the
result could be to mislead the market^ and that Treasury would want to
explore future reforms as part of any activation. The memorandum
suggested that the Secretary advise the Finance Minister that Treasury
remained concerned about Mexico's exchange rate policy because it left

littie room to accommodate additional pressures with the peso remaining
so close to the top of the exchange rate band.

The memorandum also indicated that Treasury staff thought Mexico had
made a commitment in July to change its exchange rate when the United
States had lined up European support for a swap facility. However,
high-level U.S. officials advised us that Mexico's July commitment was
superseded following the August presidential election when substantial

pressure on the peso did not develop.

A November 7 Federal Reserve analysis reviewed key factors and events
that had influenced Mexican financial markets between September 27 and
November 7. The analysis concluded that much of the earlier period had
been disUlusioning for Mexico and its financial market participants.

Although the national election and the renewal ofthe Pacto were out of

memorandum prepared on October 19 for the Federal Reserve Chairman showed that the Federal
Reserve officials suggested that Mexican officials be counseled that they could not count on using U.S.
swap facilities to sustain an inappropriate exchange rate.
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the way, most market participants had expected a rosy future of an

appreciating peso and dechning interest rates—in spite of uncertainty

about U.S. interest rates and a heavy maturity schedule for Mexico's

dollar-indexed tesobonos. According to the memorandum, the

assassination of the pri Secretary General and a subsequent Unking of

party members in the murder plot had deepened concerns about party

factions and resistance to change. Further, it said, the peso remained

under pressure for most of the period as capital was not entering the

country as quickly or in as great a quantity as had been hoped for

following the election and the Pacto agreement. Foreign investors had

become more careful concerning Mexico, and daily dollar/peso volumes

had thinned dramatically.^ This trend was given added strength, the

memorandum said, by rising interest rates in the United States, which

increased pressure on Mexican interest rates and the Bolsa. The analysis

noted that $2 billion in tesobonos had matured during the last week of

September, that $4. 1 billion had matured in October, and that $2.8 billion

were scheduled to mature in November. The analysis further noted that

Mexican corporate earnings releases had shown mixed results.

The November 7 analysis expressed surprise at the market's resilience and

the continued credibility of Mexico's currency bands and noted that the

Bank of Mexico had not had to intervene even once from September 27 to

November 7. The analysis further stated that on October 19, Mexican

foreign exchange reserves had been announced at $17.2 billion, and on

November 1, reserves were announced as slightly higher, at $17.24 billion.

Looking to the near-term future, the analysis said that market participants

were anticipating the December 1 inauguration of Zedillo as president and

that, barring additional "unexpected" poUtical events or shocks, the

market was not expecting activity to pick up substantially before the

beginning of 1995. Mexican markets would continue to be influenced by

major changes in the United States and its markets. The analysis also

anticipated that foreign investors would gradually send new capital to

Mexico.

A substantial run on the peso began November 14. The Bank of Mexico

intervened in the foreign exchange market for the first time since August

16 (when it had sold $25 million for pesos) and before that on July 21

(when it had sold $100 million for pesos). Meanwhile, for domestic

monetary policy reasons, the U.S. Federal Reserve Board's fomc met on

November 10 staff memorandum prepared for a senior Treasury official noted that U.S. interest

rates were rising relative to both cetes and tesobonos, narrowing the differences that had favored

Mexican assets. The memorandum noted that this development might be contributing to some

reduction in foreign portfolio investment in Mexico.
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November 15 and decided to raise the U.S. federal funds rate by 0.75

percent. According to a Federal Reserve official, Mexico made an
important technical mistake on that day by not raising its interest rates to

offset the increase in U.S. rates. As a resxilt, the official said, Mexico lost a
considerable amount of its foreign currency reserves. At this point,

according to the official, the consensus view at the Federal Reserve was
that Mexico would be forced to make an adjustment within a matter of

"days, weeks, or months." (According to Bank of Mexico figures, Mexico's

foreign reserves were drawn down $3.4 billion between November 14 and
November 18. Most of the drawdown occurred between November 16 and
18.)

A November 16 Federal Reserve document reported that the peso was
under pressure and the Bank of Mexico was selling dollars. According to

the document, market participants were expressing concerns that interest

rates were not high enough to attract capital needed to fund the current

account deficit, but higher rates would be detrimental to economic
growth. A Federal Reserve document of November 18 reported that

Mexican markets were in turmoil because of rumors about Chiapas and
the poUtical situation with pri. It reported that the trade deficit was up,

and the current account deficit was causing increased concern and
contributing to foreign exchange reserve losses. In addition, the analysis

said, the U.S. market and other financial markets were looking more
attractive to investors. The document concluded that there was a real

question about the sustainabihty of the Mexican situation.

Mexican authorities met on the weekend of November 19 and 20 to decide

whether to ac^ust Mexico's exchange rate poUcy and consulted with U.S.

officials several times. According to U.S. officials, the Treasury

Department advised the Mexican Finance Minister that there was little

alternative to changing the pohcy and that the Chairman of the Federal

Reserve shared this assessment. According to Treasury Department
documents that we reviewed, the Secretary advised the Mexican Finance
Minister during the weekend that it was Mexico's choice whether to alter

its exchange rate system. The documents said that the Treasury Secretary

thought that the Mexicans would eventually have to allow the peso to

depreciate and would have preferred that they had done so during the

weekend. According to the records, the Mexican officials had considered

devaluing during that weekend but had rejected the option because they

felt the political situation would not allow it. Chiapas was cited as one
factor; the need for labor support another. Mexican officials decided
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against adjusting the exchange rate policy at that time.^ On the evening of

November 20, President-elect Zedillo went on Mexican television and

announced that he supported maintaining the existing exchange rate

policy and Pacto.

November 2 1 to Between November 21 and December 20, U.S. officials continued to

December 20 1994 closely monitor peso developments. Documents that we reviewed for the

' period through December 15, 1994, showed that although U.S. officials

thought that Mexico would eventually have to adjust its exchange rate or

macroeconomic poUcy, they were not convinced that an adjustment would

have to be made before 1995. There was no indication in the documents

we reviewed that U.S. officials thought a forced devaluation of the

currency would lead to a severe financial crisis requiring a m^or
assistance package. The absence of any such indication in the documents

was confirmed by officials. For example, a Treasury official told us that

when Mexican officials decided not to devalue, following their meetings

on November 19 and 20, he felt they were maMng a mistake. However, he

had no idea that the consequences would be so immediate or—^after they

did devalue—so devastating. Barring Mexico's adjusting its exchange rate

or macroeconomic policy, U.S. officials were reluctant to allow Mexico to

use its swap facihty to support the peso.

On November 21, a senior Treasury official advised the Secretary that the

peso had been shghtly stronger in early morning trading following ZediUo's

reaffirmation of the Pacto and the existing exchange rate policy. He noted

that traders had indicated some disappointment that Zedillo's statement

had not had a more positive impact and that the Bank of Mexico had

raised its overnight lending rate. He also noted that there were reports of

violence in Chiapas and fears ofviolence following victory by PRi's

candidate in the Tabasco state gubernatorial race.

In a November 22 memorandum, a senior official again advised the

Secretary that Zedillo's television appearance on November 20 sqppeared to

have calmed Mexico's foreign exchange market but noted that it was too

early to say that near-term market sentiment on the peso had been

reversed. If missteps were avoided, the official said, the current exchange

^According to an account by Mexico's then Finance Minister, high-level Mexican officials who met on

November 20 were initially divided on what to do—with some favoring an immediate devaluation of 10

to 15 percent, some favoring letting the exchange rate float, and some supporting a drastic tightening

of monetary policy to increase interest rates significantly. According to the account, they eventually

reached consensus not to devalue if a reaffirmation of the Pacto stopped the speculative attack on the

peso. See Pedro Aspe, "Mexico's Ex-Finance Minister Sets the Record Straight,** Wall Street Journal

(July 14, 1995).
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rate should be maintainable through the December 1 inauguration of

Zedillo. Looking further ahead, he said, there was a significant risk that

pressure on the peso might resume and that Mexico would be forced to

make an adjustment to the exchange rate band within which the peso was
trading. The official advised the Secretary that he and his staff did not

believe it would be useful for Mexico to draw on its swap line to defend an
overvalued peso. In addition, he informed the Secretary that the results of

a Mexican auction of tesobonos on November 22 suggested that investors

saw some increased risk of a devaluation. However, on the same day, a
U.S. embassy official in Mexico City advised Washington that he had
spoken to a number of sources in Mexico who had concerns about the

peso over the short term but still expressed confidence that the Mexican
government would not devalue the peso. In addition, he said, his sources

were optunistic about the peso for 1995.

According to a talking points paper prepared for a November 23 meeting
between the Treasury Secretary and President-elect Zedillo, the Treasury

Secretary was advised to tell the President-elect that Mexico's current

account deficit was clearly giving financial markets reason for concern

about Mexican competitiveness. If Zedillo were to ask about using the

swap line with the United States to support the peso, the Secretary was
advised to tell him that it would not be helpfiil to draw on the swap at that

time. If Zedillo were to ask the United States to support the peso directly,

the Secretary was advised to tell him that that was not a viable option,

given the market risk attached to the peso in its current band.

A December 8 Federal Reserve briefing on overnight headlines noted that

tensions were rising in Chiapas as peasant groups and guerrilla leaders

warned of military action in a bid to prevent the ruling party's

Governor-elect, Eduardo Robledo, from taking office. The briefing paper
said that Robledo had been elected with 50 percent of the vote in the

August election, but opposition parties and rebel chiefs had claimed

massive fraud.

A December 15 Federal Reserve briefing report on overnight

developments noted that President Zedillo, in a nationally televised

address, had stated that the Chiapas conflict represented a constant threat

to pubUc calm, peace, and justice, and he had instructed the Mexican
Congress to form a multiparty commission to negotiate with ezln. A
December 15 Treasury memorandum for a senior Treasury official

reported that the peso had weakened from the previous day and said that

the decline could be due to the rejection ofrenewed peace negotiations by
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the shadow opposition government in Chiapas and possibly also to a

December 15 Wall Street Jomnal article on the weakness of the pesoJ The

memorandum noted that Mexico's reserve assets might have fallen well

below $12 billion. On a positive note, the memorandum said that the

volume of activity on the foreign exchange market was low and was likely

to drop even further as Mexicans took a long break over Christmas. This,

the document said, should help ease pressures on the peso for the next

several weeks,

A Federal Reserve analysis covering the November 15 to December 15

period concluded that Mexican policymakers arguably were reaching a

juncture in which funding Mexico's current account deficit (estimated at

$28 billion, or approximately 8 percent of gdp) would require that interest

rates increase significantly, which could dampen growth prospects, or that

the peso be allowed to depreciate at a greater rate. The analysis noted that

rising U.S. short-term interest rates had put upward pressure on Mexican

rates and had weighed on Mexican corporate earnings. Drops in the U.S.

stock market and in U.S. long-term bond prices, it said, had spilled over

into the Mexican stock market. And competition for capital by coimtries

such as Brazil had grown significantly over the period. According to the

analysis, the peso had traded during the period near the level at which the

Bank of Mexico normally intervened, prompting more than $4.8 billion in

sales by the Bank.

With regard to Chiapas, the analysis said that Robledo had taken office on

December 8 amid widespread protest, including a declared end of the

cease-fire by rebels and the claim of a leading opposition candidate to hold

the office of "paraUer governor. No msjjor violence took place, and the

market had reacted well at the time, the document said; however, tension

was reignited during December 13 through 15 with the Za5)atista threat of

imminent war and subsequent false rumors of shooting. The Mexican

stock market fell to a 4-month low. Looking to the end of 1994 and the Gxst

quarter of 1995, the analysis forecast ongoing upward pressure on Mexican

interest rates and said that the peso might continue to trade close to the

upper limit of the band. Decreasing portfolio allocations to Mexico were

likely to continue, it said.

A December 19 Treasury memorandum expressed concern that Mexico

might move to change its exchange rate poUcy before Christmas and

without consulting Treasury. The document urged that the Treasury

contact Mexico before this occurred. According to the docimient, Mexico's

^Craig Torres, "Foreign Exchange: Peso's Plunge Rocks Confidence in Investing in Mexico."
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foreign reserves might have fallen to below $11 billion^ as the week began.

According to the memorandum, investors were not worried about the size

of the current account deficit or a devaluation but about Chiapas and the

possible spread of political unrest. Thus, the memorandum said, a

devaluation by the Mexican government would not necessarily lead to a
resumption of capital inflows. The document predicted that if foreign

investors started to extricate themselves from Mexico, it would be a

matter of days before Mexico took some type of action.

Written remarks for the Federal Reserve's December 20 fomc morning

meeting, prepared before the Federal Reserve had learned that Mexico had

devalued its peso, indicated that Federal Reserve officials expected an

announcement on December 20, as well. However, this document said that

the Federal Reserve was not certain whether the change would be a
discrete a4justment in the band or a float of some kind.

Should the

Administration Have
Provided More
Forceful Advice to

Mexico?

Some observers have argued that, during 1994, U.S. officials should more
forcefully have conveyed their concerns over Mexico*s economic and

financial situation to Mexican officials or that the U.S. officials should

have publicly revealed these concerns. We found no clear evidence from
our documentary review or interviews indicating that at any given time in

1994, U.S. officials found the evidence and analyses that the peso needed

to be devalued sufficiently compelling for them to provide more adamant
advice than they did to Mexico. Also, U.S. officials had confidence in the

competence ofMexican economic management and were sensitive that

because Mexico is a sovereign country, decisions on whether and how to

change Mexican economic policies ultimately rested with Mexico. In

addition, documents and interviews with U.S. officials indicated that U.S.

officials did not foresee that if Mexico were later forced to devalue

because of failure to act in a timely way, the consequences would be as

severe for Mexico and for other developing countries as they turned out to

be. One reason U.S. officials did not pubUcly discuss their concerns over

Mexico's financial situation was because they were concerned about

provoking a sudden flight of capital from Mexico.

Difficulty in Arguing With
Certainty That the Peso
Should Have Been
Devalued

It is not apparent from the evidence we reviewed that at any time during

1994, the case that the peso was overvalued and should be devalued was
so compelling that U.S. officials believed they could argue that they were
certain that Mexico should devalue. One U.S. official told us that Mexican

^According to Bank of Mexico data, reserves were $U.l billion on Friday, December 16, and reached
$10.5 billion on Monday the 19th.
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officials* arguments for not devaluing the peso seemed plausible for much

of the year and that the U.S. government was more convinced that a

devaluation was necessary than was imp. As chapter 2 discusses, the fact

that drawdowns in Mexico's foreign currency reserves tended to come

after unexpected pohtical events, such as the Colosio and Massieu

assassinations, would have lent credibility to the Mexican view. Also, as

discussed earlier in this chapter, various U.S. government analyses

differed over whether the peso was overvalued and, if so, whether and

how Mexico should devalue. A Treasury official told us that Treasury

lacked the "hard evidence and economic analysis" that would have

allowed it to argue firmly in its discussions with Mexican authorities that

devaluation was the only course to address the current account deficit.

Also, he said, no country had experienced the kind of meltdown that

happened to Mexico at the end of 1994 and that Treasury did not

anticipate such a meltdown.

Further, U.S. officials did not sufficientiy focus on the possibility that if

Mexico were to devalue, investors might panic and cease rolling over

(reinvesting in) tesobonos, and thus drive Mexico to the brink of default.

By the beginning of December 1994, Mexico had tesobono obligations of

$30 billion due in 1995, while foreign exchange reserves had fallen to

$10 billion. As discussed earlier in this chapter, a few analyses that we
reviewed pointed to the increasing levels of tesobono obligations, but they

did not specifically raise the possibility of such a rollover problem. A
Federal Reserve official told us that, in hindsight. Federal Reserve officials

assumed that Mexico would be able to roll over tesobonos completely, but

that they should have considered the possibility that investors would seek

to redeem all the tesobonos. Similarly, a senior Treasxiry official said that

if Treasury officials had focused more on tesobonos, this might have led

them to pay more attention to the potential roUover problem and the

possibility of default.

Moreover, U.S. officials pointed out that the differential between interest

rates on Mexican and U.S. government secimties indicated that financial

markets perceived a low Ukehhood of a Mexican devaluation or default

during much of 1994.^ As previously discussed, a Federal Reserve analysis

ofAugust 19, 1994, evaluated differentials between interest rates on

®The interest rate carried by a sovereign government debt security reflects different kinds of risk that

the purchaser of the debt bears, including the risks that the country will (1) devalue its currency, often

called ithe "foreign exchange risk"; and (2) default on the debt, usually called the "transfer" or "default

risk." Comparing the differential between Mexican and U.S. government debt securities overtime in

1994 can indicate whether investors' perception of the risk of a peso devaluation or Mexican

government default on these obligations was increasing or decreasing.
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Mexican cetes and U.S. Treasury bills to estimate how financial markets

were calculating the impUed probability of a peso devaluation. The

analysis concluded that because the differential was fairly small, financial

markets perceived only about a 6-percent chance of a 20-percent

devaluation during the next 3 months and a 15-percent chance during the

next year. The analysis also estimated financial markets' perceptions of a

Mexican government default on its tesobono obligations that would cost

investors about 20 percent of the value of their tesobonos.^^ The analysis

estimated financial markets' perceptions of a default on tesobonos to be

about 4 percent over the next 3 months and 16 percent over the next year.

Further, as figure 3,2 shows, from August to the end of October, the

differential between cete and U.S. Treasury bill interest rates, and between

tesobono and U.S. Treasury bill interest rates, narrowed. This implies that

financial markets' perceptions of a Mexican government devaluation or

default on its dollar-linked tesobono obligations were diminishing.

^^he analysis assumed that were the Mexican government to devalue the peso by 20 percent and then

suspend the indexation of tesobonos to the peso-dollar exchange rate or the convertiblity of tesobonos

into their equivalent value in dollars, this would be equivalent to an act of default that would cause

investors to lose about 20 percent of the value of their tesobonos.
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Figure 3.2: Yields on IVIexican Cetes,

Tesobonos, and U.S. Treasury Bills,

1994 Percent
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Mexican Tesobonos U.S. Treasury Bills Mexican Cetes

Note: Tesobono and cetes data are end-of-month data. U.S. Treasury bil! data are monthly

averages.

Sources: Bank of Mexico, U.S. Treasury Department.

Other Reasons for Not A Senior Treasury official has testified before Congress that because

Providing Stronger Advice Mexico is a sovereign country, the United States cannot force policy

choices upon Mexican officials. In addition, our review of Treasury, State

Department, and Federal Reserve documents and interviews with agency

officials indicated that U.S. officials did not foresee that the Mexican

devaluation would lead to a sudden, virtual abandonment of Mexico by

foreign investors and a threat ofimminent default by Mexico on its

nonpeso-denominated debts. For example, a senior Treasury official told

us that as 1994 progressed, Treasury saw a growing risk that the markets

would force a devaluation of the peso. However, he said, if a devaluation

occurred, he did not believe that Mexico would experience the kind of

crisis that would bring it to the brink of default, like the Mexico crisis of

1982. Another Treasury official told us that by mid-December Treasuiy
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expected that a modest devaluation would occur and that if Mexican

interest rates were high enough, the situation would stabilize. The official

said that he thought that the adjustment needed to stabilize Mexican

financial markets was considerably less than the 15-percent devaluation

implemented by Mexico on December 20. Similarly, a Federal Reserve

official told us that he was "very surprised" that the 15-percent devaluation

of December 20 did not hold, because he believed that only a 10-percent

devaluation was necessary to stabilize financial markets.

Also, U.S. officials did not anticipate that Mexican authorities would

mismanage the December 20 devaluation and thus exacerbate the

devaluation's effect on investor confidence in Mexico. In March 10, 1995,

testimony before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs, a senior Treasury official attributed the December 1994 financial

crisis in part to Mexican authorities' "mishandling" of the devaluation.

Some observers have also argued that administration officials should have

publicly aired their concerns during 1994 over Mexico's economic

situation and poUcy course. They assert that the administration had an

obligation to provide the public with its assessment of whether the peso

was overvalued and what actions Mexico should have taken to correct its

financial situation—especially in light of the fact that Mexican authorities

had chosen not to a(^ust their pohcies despite administration counsel to

do so. A principal reason why U.S. officials did not pubUcly discuss their

misgivings about Mexico's financial situation was out of concern that such

statements could cause investors to suddenly withdraw funds fi*om

Mexico, triggering financial difficulty for Mexico. Also, it is not clear that

the U.S. government possessed any information in 1994 on Mexico's

financial situation that private financial markets did not have or were not

capable of piecing together firom their own sources.

A senior Treasury official told us that he did not believe that the Treasury

had important, substantive information that financial markets did not

have. The official said that data on Mexico's current account, interest

rates, and overall amounts of tesobonos outstanding were pubUc. It was a

littie hard to know what the markets knew about Mexico's foreign

exchange reserves on a moment-to-moment basis, he said, but the markets

seemed to be aware of broad trends in Mexico's reserve levels. According

to the official, Treasury's assessment of Mexico's situation differed from

that of financial markets, but markets have their own way of processing

information and are capable of drawing different conclusions. The official

said that he did not think it would be appropriate for Treasury to take a
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public position about whether or not a foreign currency was overvalued.

At the same time, he said that emerging market countries need to disclose

publicly more financial information and do so more frequently, so that

market participants can make their own judgments.

IMF AdviCG to Mexico completed a mgjor review of Mexico*s foreign exchange policy and

economic policies in February 1994. The review did not indicate a need to

change the policy. Further, Treasury and IMF officials told us that IMF eased

off its surveillance of Mexico during the second half of 1994 when the

foreign exchange reserves appeared to have stabilized after the sharp drop

in the spring, did not foresee the crisis, and did not see a compelling case

for Mexico to alter its exchange rate policy before the December 20, 1994,

devaluation.

February 1994 IMF Article imf typically holds consultations every year with each of its members to

IV Consultation obtain information on whether the member country is acting responsibly

and openly in setting the conditions under which its currency is bought

and sold by governments and private citizens of other countries, as weU as

information on the country's overall economic position. This process is

referred to as an "article IV consultation," since it is related to article IV of

the IMF Articles ofAgreement.

As part ofthe process, a team of imf staff members is to travel to the

country's capital and spend several weeks gathering information and
holding discussions with government officials about the country's

economic policies. The process includes discussions Avith high-ranking

government ofiBcials to find out how effective their economic policies

have been during the previous year and what changes might be anticipated

during the coming year. They also are to inquire about what progress the

country has made in eliminating whatever restrictions it has on the

exchange of its currency. When these meetings are over, the team is to

return to headquarters in Washington, D.C., to prepare a detailed staff

report for discussion by the imf executive board. The IMF Executive

Director of the coimtry under review is to take part in the discussion,

clarifying points about the country's economy and listening to the

evaluation by other executive directors. A summary of the discussion,

often containing suggestions about how to strengthen areas of economic

weakness, is later to be transmitted to the member's government.
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During February 1994, IMF executive directors met to discuss Mexico's

article IV consultation. According to IMF, the consultation took place

against a background, during 1993, of a continued surplus in pubUc

jfinances, a reduction in inflation, and further progress in structural reform,

as well as a decline in the external current account deficit by more than

1 percentage point, to 57 percent of gdp.^^ imf noted that Mexico's current

account deficit was more than covered by capital inflows. During the

discussion, the executive directors expressed satisfaction with Mexico's

narrowing of the external current account deficit in 1993, which was

attributed in part to Mexico's economic slowdown and the unwinding of

the consumption boom of the past few years, as well as to a rapid growth

in nonoil exports. Executive directors stressed Mexico's need to lower the

deficit further with the aid of poUcies designed to strengthen private

savings and to maintain high levels of pubhc savings. According to imf,

some directors expressed concern about the outiook for Mexico's

competitive position, but it was generally noted that notwithstanding the

real appreciation of the peso in recent years, Mexico's manufacturing

exports continued to register strong gains. However, since further real

appreciation of the peso could pose risks to the continued export

expansion, directors emphasized the importance of Mexico's lowering

inflation, restraining wages, and continuing structural steps to ensure

export market competitiveness and labor market flexibility.

According to a Treasury Department official, during the article IV

consultation in February 1994, the United States expressed concern about

the size of Mexico's current account deficit and gdp growth. The official

said that imf staff acknowledged concerns about Mexico's lack of growth

but argued that Mexico's peso valuation was acceptable. Although some

economists were arguing that the peso was overvalued, the official said,

most economists and imf staff believed that Mexico's rising level of

exports meant that the peso was competitive. IMF staff noted that Mexico

had balanced its budget, had gotten inflation under control, and had begun

to restructure its economy by liberalizing trade and privatizing its

industries. In addition, staff indicated that capital inflows showed

investors were confident about Mexico.

IMF Did Not Foresee According to a senior IMF official that we interviewed, IMF staff did not

Mexico's Crisis closely monitor Mexican developments during the latter half of 1994 and,

like other informed observers, did not predict the crisis. The official said

"1994 International Monetary Fund Annual Report, IMF (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 30, 1994).
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that IMF had done a post-crisis study to determine why it had missed the

crisis. Among reasons cited by the official were the following:

• IMF was not monitoring countries on a "real-time" basis. For example, staff

were not tracking real-time data on Mexican tesobonos during 1994.^^

• IMF had become too tolerant of a fall off in the quality and timeUness of

data provided by member countries that were no longer in an
IMF-supported adjustment program. Mexico had not had a program with

IMF since May 1993.

• Mexico had a very well-respected economic team, including its Finance
Minister, imf staff tended to give Mexico the benefit of the doubt.

A Treasury official that we interviewed cited several reasons why IMF

failed to foresee Mexico's exchange rate crisis.

• The IMF article IV consultation occurred before the crisis developed.

Mexico's 1994 consultation took place early in the year, weU before the

December crisis. Although some other discussions were held between IMF

staff and Mexican officials during the year, there clearly was a need for

more monitoring.

• Timely reporting of some data by Mexico was lacking. This was a problem
with many member countries, imf staff did not aggressively seek
information; they waited for member countries to provide it.

• IMF staff were not paying enough attention to external market borrowing
by countries. IMF country evaluations focused too much on examining
whether the fiscal account was balanced and did not focus enough on
private markets.

• IMF staff doing financial market analysis were working independently from
IMF country teams.

According to the Treasury official, although IMF failed to predict the crisis,

it was not alone. According to the official, msgor investment firms were
advising clients to invest in Mexico as late as November 1994, saying that

the government of Mexico was committed to not devaluing the peso. In

addition, the official said, reasons offered by the Mexican government for

not devaluing the peso were plausible throughout the year.

According to the Treasury official, the most important event that IMF staff

and Mexican officials missed in their analyses during the year was the rise

in U.S. interest rates and how that affected investment in Mexico. U.S.

interest rate increases coincided with important political shocks that

^^According to the official, IMF is making progress in developing a real-time surveillance capability.
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occiirred in Mexico during the year. According to the official, analysts

attributed the decline in financial flows into Mexico primarily to the

political events. But, the official said, rising U.S.interest rates changed the

investment calculation for most investments.

We found that Treasury, State Department, and Federal Reserve officials

had some concerns about Mexico's ability to sustain the peso's valuation

in early 1994 due to Mexico's large current account deficit and the real

appreciation of the peso relative to the doUar during the preceding several

years. However, at that time, Mexico was attracting large flows of foreign

capital and had sizable foreign currency reserves. Concerns increased

following the Colosio assassination as large amounts of Mexican reserves

were drawn down. However, the U.S. officials thought the peso exchange

rate was still sustainable and made swap facilities available to help Mexico

maintain orderly exchange rate markets. In July, the United States and bis,

backed by other countries' central banks, organized a large contingency

swap facility designed in part to help get Mexico through its August

election. U.S. officials were sufficiently concerned by that time to secure

an oral understanding from Mexico that if pressure on the peso continued

beyond the election, Mexico would make some adjustments.

Substantial pressure on the peso did not resume following the election;

however, capital inflows also did not resume, as had been expected by

Mexican officials. During October and November 1994, U.S. officials

advised Mexican officials that they believed the peso probably was

overvalued and that it was a risky strategy to try to maintain the existing

exchange rate policy. However, Mexican officials chose not to adjust the

exchange rate policy at that time. Immediately following the renewed

attack on the peso and substantial drawdown of Mexican foreign currency

reserves during the third week of November, U.S. officials indicated that

they thought Mexico did not have much alternative to a(ijusting its

exchange rate and had discussions with Mexican officials about Mexico's

policy options. By mid-December, U.S. officials were expecting that

Mexico would be forced to devalue its currency in the near future, but not

necessarily before the end of the year.

U.S. officials had several reasons for not having given stronger advice to

Mexico to devalue the peso in 1994. The evidence that the peso was

overvalued and had to be devalued was not sufficiently compelling to be

persuasive to Mexican authorities. Also, U.S. officials have publicly stated

that they were sensitive to the fact that a decision to devalue the peso
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ultimately rested with Mexico and had confidence in the competence of

Mexican economic management Finally, documents indicate that U.S.

officials did not foresee that a devaluation would lead to a financial crisis

for Mexico and a multibillion-dollar assistance package fi"om the United
States.
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After it appeared that an initial proposed package of $40 billion in U.S.

guarantees would fail to gain needed congressional support, a multilateral

response to the Mexican crisis, primarily with United States and

International Monetary Fund (imf) participation, was created. The main

aim of this assistance was to help Mexico avoid financial collapse and to

limit any spread of the crisis to other emerging market economies. The

U.S. portion of the package uses esf funds and Federal Reserve funds

backed by esf. Treasury has the requisite authority to use esf to provide

assistance to Mexico. In exchange for the assistance, Mexico agreed to

abide by terms and conditions specified in the U.S. and IMF assistance

packages, including paying interest and fees, providing additional

repayment assurance to the United States through a mechanism allowing

set-off against revenues from the export of Mexican oil, implementing a

comprehensive and stringent economic plan, and providing economic

information on a timely basis.

On January 12, 1995, the President announced a proposed $40-billion loari

guarantee package for Mexico and began seeking congressional approval.

According to statements by the Secretary of the Treasury, the U.S.

government would guarantee payment of up to $40 billion in new private

sector loans to the Mexican government. Mexico was to use these loans to

reduce its short-term obhgations. In exchange for these guarantees,

Mexico would pay a guarantee fee to the United States. The package also

provided that Mexico would pay a supplemental interest rate on any

guaranteed borrowing above market rates. This higher rate was to

encourage Mexico to limit the use of guarantees and return to private

capital markets as soon as possible. As with the subsequent package, this

$40 billion of assistance would have been contingent on Mexico's making

changes in its economic policies.

On January 31, 1995, after it appeared that the package would not attain

sufficient congressional support, the administration announced in its place

a $48.8-billion multilateral assistance package to respond to the Mexican

financial crisis. The U.S. portion of this package included up to $20 billion

in currency swaps and securities guarantees from Treasury's esf, which

the Treasury Secretary may use for certain authorized operations without

a congressional appropriation.^ On the same day, IMF announced an

^The short-term swaps include up to $6 billion that may be provided by the Federal Reserve Bank of

New York acting at the direction of the Federal Reserve's FOMC. The Treasury Department has agreed

to provide backing for these swaps by assuring repayment of any drawings under the $6-billion swap

arrangement

The Initial U.S.

Assistance Package

The U.S. and IMF
Assistance Package
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18-month, $17.8-billion standby credit arrangement for Mexico. The
multilateral assistance package also included $10 billion from other

industrial countries through bis and $1 bilUon from Canada.^ It was also

originally said to include frmds from two Latin American countries and
additional loans from commercial banks.^

Objectives of the U.S.

and IMF Assistance

Packages

The primary purpose of this assistance was to help Mexico overcome its

short-term liquidity crisis and thereby prevent Mexico's financial collapse.

Treasury, Federal Reserve, and IMF officials believed that providing

immediate assistance would limit the effects of Mexico's crisis from
spreading to the economies of other emerging market nations and beyond.
For the United States, an additional concern was to limit the negative

effects of the crisis in the areas of trade, employment, and immigration.

U.S. officials judged that Mexico's imminent financial coUapse could be
prevented, and investor confidence in Mexico restored, by making
available large amounts ofmoney to allow for the refinancing of a large

portion of Mexico's maturing short-term habilities. Specifically, they

beUeved that the package would allow Mexico to redeem debt that was
immediately coming due, and refinance debt that would be coming due in

the near fiiture, with debt of longer maturity. Further, U.S. officials

beheved that these actions would prevent Mexico's hquidity crisis from
becoming a solvency crisis. The assistance package also allowed the

government of Mexico to help Mexican banks meet their dollar

obligations. Several Mexican banks had large amounts of

dollar-denominated certificates of deposit that were coming due, and the

assistance package would facilitate their redemption and avert further

deterioration of Mexico's dollar reserves.

Both the United States and IMF were concerned that the loss of confidence

in Mexico's economy would spread to other emerging market countries

and would disrupt capital flows to these countries. Early in the crisis,

financial markets in Brazil and Argentina, among other emerging market
countries, were affected by Mexico's problems as investors began to limit

capital flows to these countries. According to the Secretary of the

^In early January, BIS announced a $5 billion facility, which was later increased to $10 billion. BIS
funds were short term and have not been drawn upon by Mexico. The Bank of Canada established a
swap facility with the Bank of Mexico as part of an April 1994 trilateral swap facility. By the end of
Januaiy 1995, the Bank of Canada had already activated its short-term swap arrangement with the
Bank of Mexico.

^Initial commitments from Argentina and Brazil for $1 billion to participate in the assistance package
were withdrawn when these countries experienced a reaction from Mexico's crisis, and capital fled.

There was also an announcement of efforts to raise funds from a group of international commercial
banks and a group of investment banks.
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Treasury, as well as government and industry analysts, Mexico has been a

paradigm for countries that are striving to put inward-looking,

state-controlled models of economic development behind them and move

to free market models. The Secretary also noted that new prosperity,

based on open markets, encouraging investment, and privatization of

state-controlled industries, is beginning to be realized in these emerging

market countries. Other U.S. government officials stated that they believed

a spread of Mexico's financial difficulties to other emerging markets could

have halted or even reversed the global trend toward market-oriented

reform and democratization. Senior Federal Reserve officials also stressed

that an objective of the package was to halt the erosion in Mexico's

financing capabilities. Stock market indexes for emerging markets,

compiled by the International Finance Corporation (IFC)^ showed that

markets in Argentina and Brazil in particular suffered heavy trading losses

immediately after the Mexican crisis (see figs. 4.1 and 4,2). Table 4.1 charts

the issuance of new equities in selected emerging markets in the period

surrounding the Mexican financial crisis.

^IFC is a member of the World Bank Group and is a large source of finandng for private enterprise in

emerging economies. IFC also compiles the Emerging Markets Data Base, a statistical resoiirce

tracking market information in developing coimtries.
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Figure 4.1: Argentina's Stock Marl<et

Index, August 1993 - August 1995
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Source: IPC Emerging Markets Data Base—Investable index series.
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Figure 4.2: Brazil's Stock Market Index,

August 1993 - August 1995
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Source: IPC Emerging Markets Data Base—investable Index series.

Analysis of stock market trends summarized in table 4. 1 shows that there

were virtually no new issues of international equities in Brazilian,

Argentine, and other emerging markets in the first quarter of 1995.

Table 4.1 : International Equity Issues i^^HHH^BIi
in Selected Emerging Markets, 1 994-95 U.S. dollars in millions

Country 1994Q2 1994Q3 1994Q4 1995Q1 1995Q2

Argentina $643.2 $75.2 $153.0 0 $146.1

Brazil 138.0 857.4 179.7 0 110.0

Chile 319.0 198.1 195.3 0 0

China 530.6 782.8 832.5 0 496.9

Indonesia 171.9 1,183.2 1144 0 0

Mexico 898.2 63.2 260.3 0 0

Sources: Euromoney Bondware and World Bank data.
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In addition to the U.S. and IMF objectives outlined previously, the United

States had other objectives that addressed U.S.-specific interests.

According to the Secretary of State and other U.S. government officials,

the United States has a fundamental national interest in making sure that

financial confidence in Mexico is restored. Due to growth in the Mexican
economy—^particularly over the last decade—and the economic

interdependence between the United States and Mexico, the United States

has both strategic and economic interests in the Mexican economy.

The United States also has an interest in protecting trade with Mexico and
thereby limiting U.S. job losses stemming from the crisis. Mexico is the

third-largest market for U.S. exports and the third-largest source of U.S.

imports. According to the Secretary of State, if the United States had failed

to act, U.S. exports to Mexico—^now valued at $40 billion a year—^would

have been severely affected. Many ofthe 700,000jobs those exports

support could have beenjeopardized in that event.

Based on their belief that immigration from Mexico is inversely related to

Mexican economic growth, U.S. officials were also concerned that turmoil

in the Mexican economy could be a catalyst for a surge in iQegal

immigration to the United States. According to the Secretary of State,

economic distress and political instability in the wake of the crisis would
have added to the pressure that had already pushed thousands of illegal

immigrants across the 2,000-mile U.S.-Mexican border. According to one

Treasury Department estimate, Mexican illegal immigration to the United

States could have increased by as much as 30 percent per year as a result

of economic difficulties stemming from a financial colls^se in Mexico.

Treasury Secretary

Had Requisite

Authority to Use ESF
Funds

Under the terms of the assistance package, the Secretary of the Treasury

committed esf to lend Mexico up to $20 billion through the following three

mechanisms: (1) short-term currency swaps through which Mexico may
borrow U.S. dollars in exchange for Mexican pesos at a specified rate of

interest; (2) medium-term currency swaps for up to 5 years; and

(3) guarantees for up to 10 years under which Treasury, utilizing esf funds,

would guarantee the payment of all or part of the principal of and interest

on securities to be issued by the Mexican government. ESF mechanisms are

available in conjunction with the assistance that Mexico has received from

other sources, including imp assistance of up to $17.8 billion. The stated

purpose of the U.S. assistance package is "to assist Mexico in stabilizing its

exchange and financial markets by providing resources to be used in such
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manner as to facilitate the redemption, refinancing or restructuring of

Mexico's short-term debt obligations

In connection with the use of esf funds, the Treasury Secretary received

two legal opinions discussing his authority to use esf. The Treasury

Department General Counsel and Department of Justice opinions both
concluded that the Secretary of the Treasury had the requisite authority to

use ESF to provide assistance to Mexico as contained in the U.S. assistance

package.^ We have no basis to disagree based on the following analysis.

Use of ESF Congress estabUshed esf in 1934 pursuant to section 10 of the Gold
Reserve Act of 1934 "for the purpose of stabilizing the exchange value of

the dollar."'^ Since its passage, the statute has been amended to broaden its

purpose from the stabilization of the dollar to include the promotion of

orderly exchange arrangements and a stable system of exchange rates.® In

the past, ESF has been used to buy and sell foreign currencies, extend
short-term swaps to foreign coxmtries, and guarantee obligations of

foreign governments.

As amended, the provision governing the use of ESF provides the following:

"Consistent with the obligations of the Government in the International Monetary Fund on
orderly exchange arrangements and a stable system of exchange rates, the Secretary or an
agency designated by the Secretary, with the approval of the President, may deal in gold,

foreign exchange, and other instruments of credit and securities the Secretary considers

necessary. However, a loan or credit to a foreign entity or government of a foreign country

may be made for more than 6 months in any 12-month period only if the President gives

Congress a written statement that unique or emergency circumstances require the loan or

credit be for more than 6 months." 31 U.S.C. § 5302(b).

As set forth in the previous paragraph, section 5302(b) provides broad
authority for the Secretary to provide loans and credits, as well as deal in

"other instruments of credit and securities." We concur with Treasury's

^See section I of the U.S.-Mexico Framework Agreement for Mexican Stabilization, dated Februaiy 21,

1995 (framework agreement).

^See letter from Edward S. Knight, General Counsel of the Department of the Treasuiy, to Robert E.

Rubin, Secretaiy of the Treasury, Februaiy 21, 1995; and memorandum from Walter Bellinger,

Assistant Attorney General of the U.S. Department ofJustice, to Edward S. Knight, General Coimsel of
the Department of the Treasury, March 2, 1995,

^This section was codified at 31 U.S.C. § 5302 as part of the permanent codification of title 31 in 1982.

*rhis change responded to the countiy's move away frt)m the gold standard and a fixed exchange rate.

See House Report No. 94-1284, 94th Cong. 2d Sess., 13-14 (1976).
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conclusion that the swaps and guarantees fall within this broad authority.

The United States has lent money to Mexico through short-term swaps

(maturity of not more than 6 months) five times since 1982 and through a

medium-term swap (maturity of up to 1 year) once in 1982. In the past 15

years, esf has extended guarantees three times. Treasury used esf to

provide guarantees to assist Brazil during a financial crisis in 1982 and

Yugoslavia in 1983. Later, in 1994, Treasury used esf to extend a guarantee

to assist Macedonia in paying off arrears to the World Bank,

Loan and Guarantee

Maturities Permitted

Under the Statute

In the Mexican assistance package, the medium-term swaps may have

maturities of up to 5 years and the guarantees may remain outstanding for

a period of up to 10 years, maturities that exceed all past esf loans and

guarantees. While these maturities are unprecedented, the statute does

specifically allow the lengthening of maturities if unique or emergency

circumstances exist. In this instance, the Secretary of the Treasury and the

President determined that such circumstances existed to warrant the

longer maturities. If an esf loan or credit exceeds 6 months, the statute

requires that the President provide Congress with a written statement that

unique or emergency circumstances exist. The President provided

Congress with this statement on March 9, 1995.

Treasury Secretary

Concluded That the

Assistance Package Was
Consistent With IMF
Obligations of the United

States

The statute affords the Treasury Secretary, with the approval of the

President, the complete discretion to decide when the use of esf is

consistent with imf obligations of the United States and states specifically

that ESF is under the Secretary's exclusive control. The statute further

provides that in this regard the "[d]ecisions of the Secretary are final and

may not be reviewed by another officer or employee of the Government"

(31 U.S.C. § 5302(a)(2)). In deciding to implement the assistance package,

the Secretary appropriately exercised the discretion afforded him under

the statute.

As required by the statute, the Secretary determined that the assistance

package was consistent with IMF obUgations of the United States on

orderly exchange arrangements and a stable exchange system. These

obligations are contained in article IV of imf's Articles ofAgreement, which

is its governing document. Article IV, entitled "Obligations Regarding

Exchange Arrangements," sets out the monetary policies that imf members

are to follow that affect rates of exchange between domestic and foreign

currencies. Under article IV, members agree "to collaborate with the [imf]

and other members to assure orderly exchange arrangements and to
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promote a stable system of exchange rates." Particularly, members agree

to "seek to promote stability by fostering orderly underlying economic and

financial conditions and a monetary system that does not tend to produce

erratic disruptions." The Secretary, consistent with the discretion afforded

him under the statute, decided that the assistance package was consistent

with these purposes because the Mexican financial crisis had a

destabilizing effect on the peso's exchange rate and negative

repercussions for the overall exchange rate system. In addition, imf

announced its own assistance package that served the same primary

objectives as the U.S. assistance package.

Assured Source of

Repayment
Although the statute does not require it, Treasury's policy has been that

ESF loans to foreign countries provide a means to assure repayment of any

funds lent. This policy helps protect esf against loss and avoid using esf as

an alternative source of foreign aid.^ In an effort to assure repayment of

any funds lent under the assistance package were Mexico unable to make
timely payments on the amounts due, Mexico has established a payments

facility through which the proceeds firom regular Mexican oil exports

could be set off against to repay xmpaid obligations owed to the United

States. Treasury and the Federal Reserve have used this type of oil

proceeds facility in the past to provide an assured source of repayment in

connection with earlier swap arrangements with Mexico. With regard to

the current oil facility, which has some features not present in earlier

facilities, Treasury concluded that this facility provides a high degree of

assurance that the United States will be reimbursed in the event that

Mexico were to default on its repayment. This issue is discussed in more
detail later in this chapter.

Criticisms of U.S.

Assistance to Mexico

Some observers contended that the United States should not have

provided financial assistance to Mexico at all. These critics usually based

their objections on one or more of three arguments. First, they contended

that it was inappropriate for the United States to protect investors in

Mexico by preventing a Mexican government default on its short-term

debt. They maintained that those investors—including tesobono

holders—knew or should have known the risks associated with their

investments, and pointed out that, before the crisis, they had been

rewarded for that risk with a high return. Consequentiy, these critics said,

U.S. taxpayer funds should not have been put at risk to prevent those

*In connection with Treasury's consideration of a loan to Poland in 1989, Treasury took the position

that the loan would not be improper or illegal, even if there were no assured source of repayment, if

the Secretary concluded that the loan was consistent with U.S. obligations in IMF and was necessary.
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investors from bearing the consequences of their actions—even if it meant

that Mexico would default on its short-term debts. In fact, it was argued,

protecting certain investors in Mexico from financial losses would create a

"moral hazard" problem, i.e., it would encourage future investors in

Mexico (or even other developing countries) to make riskier investments

than they otherwise would have made because they would expect the U.S.

government to again come to their rescue should another Mexico-like

crisis threaten. Creating this perception on the part of investors, critics

alleged, could make future Mexico-like crises more likely.

Second, some people questioned whether the spread of Mexico's crisis to

other emerging market economies posed a substantial threat to those

countries or to U.S. investors in those countries. Some critics asserted that

the jspread that did occur was a temporary market overcorrection that

would have reversed itself before it seriously harmed U.S. investors or

other emerging market economies. Others contended that the effect of the

spread was an appropriate market correction: financial markets had

underestimated the risks of investing in certain coimtries and thus had

overinvested there in the first place. Finally, some critics of U.S. financial

assistance to Mexico asserted that the threat a Mexican government

default on its short-term debts posed to U.S. trade, employment, and

immigration was not sufficiently great to justify financial assistance from

the U.S. government.

Terms and Conditions

of U.S. Assistance

Package

On February 21, 1995, the United States and Mexico entered into four

financial agreements that woxild provide Mexico with up to

$20 billion—the framework agreement, the oil agreement, the

Medium-Term Exchange Stabilization Agreement (medium-term

agreement), and the Guarantee Agreement, which are collectively referred

to as "the agreements." The agreements provide that ESF resources are to

be made available to Mexico in the form of short-term swaps,

medium-term swaps, and securities guarantees. They are to be used to

assist Mexico in stabilizing its exchange rate and financial markets by

facilitating the redemption, refinancing, and restructuring of Mexico's

short-term debt obligations. Under the agreements, the provision of these

resources is conditioned upon Mexico's satisfaction of certain economic,

monetary, and fiscal conditions, including compliance with the IMF

program that is outlined later in this chapter, as well as reporting

requirements.
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Three Elements of the U.S. The framework agreement provides that the United States wUl enter into

Assistance Package short-term swap transactions, with maturities up to 90 days and in an

aggregate amount up to $9 billion, through either the resources of esf or

the resources of the Federal Reserve (backed by esf) or both. As part of

the assistance package, the Federal Reserve agreed to increase its swap
arrangement with the Bank of Mexico to $6 billion until January 31, 1996.

In exchange, the Treasury has provided the Federal Reserve with

assurances of repayment of any drawings under the increased swap
arrangement outstanding for longer than 12 months. In these short-term

swap transactions (and similarly in the medium-term swap transactions),

the United States and Mexico are to exchange a specified amount of each

other's currencies and then reverse that transaction at a later specified

date. The interest rates appUed to short-term swaps are intended to cover

the cost of funds to Treasury (or the Federal Reserve) and, therefore, are

set at the inception of each swap transaction at the then current 91-day

Treasury biQ rate. Short-term swaps may be roUed over after 90 days for a

new 90-day period, at the new 91-day Treasury bill rate.

Under the medium-term agreement. Treasury and Mexico may enter into

medium-term swap transactions, with maturities of up to 5 years, up to an

amount that when added to the amount of outstanding short-term swaps
and guarantees does not exceed $20 billion. Interest rates, which are

determined at the time of each medium-term swap disbursement, are

intended to cover the cost of funds to Treasury and are set at a rate at least

sufficient to cover the current U.S. government credit risk cost for Mexico.

For each medium-term swap disbursement, the premium is to be the

greater of (1) a rate determined by the U.S. government's Interagency

Country Risk Assessment System (icras)^^ as adequate compensation for

the sovereign risk of Mexico; or (2) a rate based on the amount of U.S.

funds outstanding to Mexico from short-term swaps, medium-term swaps,

and guarantees at the time of disbursement. This rate is between 225 basis

points^^ (if $5 billion or less is outstanding) and 375 basis points (if

$15 billion or more is outstanding). Mexico is required to maintain the

dollar value ofpeso credits to the United States, adjusting the amount of

^''ICRAS seeks to uniformly evaluate for the executive branch the country risk contained in foreign

loans and guarantees. Each year an interagency committee devises uniform country risk interest rate

premiums for other countries. The Office of Management and Budget requires executive branch

agencies to calculate the costs of foreign loans and guarantees using annually updated ICRAS ratings

and country risk interest premiums when foreign loans or guarantees are budgeted, authorized,

disbursed, or modified.

"A basis point is the smallest unit used in quoting yields on bonds, mortgages, and notes. A basis point

is equal to one one-himdredth of one percentage point
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pesos on a quarterly basis, to reflect changes in the peso-dollar exchange

rate.

Finally, ESF fimds may be used to guarantee the payment of all or part of

the principal of and interest on debt securities denominated in U.S. dollars

to be issued by the government of Mexico in an amount that when added

to the amount of outstanding short-term and medium-term swaps does not

exceed $20 billion. No guarantee may be issued with respect to principal

or interest payments due more than 10 years after the date of issuance of

the debt securities. The swaps and guarantees may be disbursed during a

period of 1 year, with an optional 6-month extension, after the effective

date of the framework agreement. Under the guarantee agreement, Mexico

is to pay to the Treasury Department a guarantee fee calculated using a

present value formula. The variables in the formula include the amount to

be guaranteed, the maturity of the debt securities. Treasury's borrowing

rate for the same maturity, Mexico's cost of borrowing with the guarantee,

and an appropriate credit risk premium, which is the greater of the icras

premium, or 225 to 375 basis points, depending on the total amounts of

swaps and guarantees outstanding. As an example, if the United States

were to guarantee $8 billion of debt securities issued by the government of

Mexico, the agreement provides for Mexico to pay the Treasury

Department a guarantee fee of about $1.9 billion.

The Oil Agreement The oil agreement provides a source of repayment for support under the

assistance agreements. It sets forth the rights and responsibilities of

various parties as to the use of proceeds from the export of crude oil and

oil derivatives by pemex. It is to remain in place untU all of Mexico's

payment obligations under the assistance agreements have been fully

satisfied.

I

The Bank of Mexico has estabhshed a special funds account at the Federal
;

Reserve Bank of New York as required under the oil agreement. The

amounts received by pemex into its private bank account in New York, and

credited to the special funds account, are to become the property of the

Bank of Mexico and the government of Mexico. With respect to all exports I

that are not excluded under the agreements, pemex is to irrevocably

'^his example assumes (1) a maturity for Mexican debt securities of 10 years, principal repayment at <

the end of 10 yeais, and interest repayment annually; (2) an interest rate on the debt securities of 6.5

percent per year, comprised of Treasury's cost of borrowing of 6.0 percent, plus a liquidity premium of

50 basis points to reflect the fact that these securities would be less liquid than U.S. Treasury bonds;

and (3) a credit risk premium of 375 basis points, assuming that, with the $8 billion guarantee, Mexico

will have more than $15 billion outstanding imder the program.
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instruct its existing customers, and is required to instruct new customers,

to make all payments to the account of pemex at the New York branch of a
msuor international bank, pemex is to instruct the New York branch of a
mgjor international bank to transfer all payments to the Federal Reserve

Bank ofNew York special funds account within 1 business day of receipt

The Bank of Mexico is to authorize the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York
to use the funds in the special funds account to repay all amounts due and
payable under the assistance agreements. Amounts may be withdrawn by
the Bank of Mexico when there are no amounts due and unpaid. The Bank
of Mexico and the government ofMexico are to authorize the Federal

Reserve Bank ofNew York to debit any account, to liquidate investments,

and to transfer all proceeds to a Treasury account in the event that the

Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York receives a notice from Treasury that

Mexico has failed to make any payment under the assistance agreements.

The oil agreement also requires that pemex not export Mexican crude oil or

oil derivatives other than through a pemex entity and that pemex must
cause any of its subsidiaries that export crude oil or oil derivatives in the

future to become a party to the oil agreement Finally, pemex is required to

maintain adequate insurance for all its businesses and properties.

The oil agreement requires pemex to furnish Treasury with copies of

Securities and Exchange Commission reports, notices of default, quarterly

statements, and projections of crude oil and oil derivatives exports, and
whatever additional information that the Treasury determines to be
reasonably necessary. Furthermore, Mexico agreed to notify and consult

with Treasury in the event that, during any 12-month period ending at the

end of any calendar quarter, the volume of crude oil exports is less than

85 percent and the dollar value of the total amount of crude oil exports

and oil derivatives exports is less than 80 percent of the corresponding

period in 1994. After 5 years, these threshold levels are to be 75 percent

and 75 percent, respectively. The purpose of the consultation is to assure

Treasury that Mexico continues to have the means to repay its loan

obligations from pemex oil and oil derivative export revenues should that

become necessary. If Treasury is not assured, Treasuiy and the Mexican
government need to agree on new terms that provide such assurance. If

Mexico and Treasury do not reach agreement after consultation, Treasury

can enforce mandatory prepayment provisions.

Conditions Placed on The agreements placed several financial and economic conditions on

Mexico Mexico. The agreements provide that no funds may be made available to
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Mexico unless Treasury determines that the resources of Mexico,

including oil proceeds, are adequate to assure repayment. To make this

determination, Treasury may require Mexico to provide confirmation by

independent public accountants that information in quarterly reports as to

export proceeds is consistent with the books and records of pemex and its

subsidiaries. Furthermore, the framework agreement requires Mexico to

provide to Treasury its financial plan, and at least annual updates of the

plan, during the time that esf resources are available. Before each request

for funding, Mexico must submit to Treasury a written description of

Mexico's financial developments, the intended use(s) of the proposed

funds, and how such use(s) are consistent with the financial plan. No
funds may be provided if Treasury determines that Mexico or the Bank of

Mexico has taken actions that are materially inconsistent with the

financial plan, the financial plan is materially inconsistent with prevailing

conditions, the intended use(s) are inconsistent with the financial plan, or

Treasury does not concur with any material changes by Mexico to its

financial plan.

Certain economic policy conditions also apply. For example, the

framework agreement provides that no funds will be provided if the

Treasury determines that Mexico and the Bank of Mexico's economic

policies are not in accordance with those economic policies approved by

IMF as part of its assistance program or if Mexico fails to implement any of

the economic policies announced by Mexico at the time the agreements

were signed.

Acceleration of Payments Under the agreements, Treasury may demand payment of any or all of the

swap obligations of Mexico, and require the defeasances^ or redemption of

the guaranteed debt securities that are subject to redemption, if Treasury

determines that Mexico has failed to comply with certain terms of the

assistance agreements. However, certain notice and grace periods apply to

specified events of noncompliance. For example, Mexico has 7 days to

remedy the nonpayment of principal or interest. If all amoxmts due are

paid and all defaults are remedied, Treasury may rescind its demand or

requirement. In the event of an acceleration of payments, early redemption

of guaranteed debt securities, or defeasance, the Treasury may distribute

the funds received as it deems appropriate.

^Hn general, "defeasance," as contemplated by the guarantee agreement, would Involve the irrevocable

deposit by the Mexican government with the fiscal agent, in trust, or with Treasury or the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York, in trust, of government securities or cash which, together with the

earnings thereon, would be sufficient to pay principal and interest of the guaranteed debt securities

when due.
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Optional and Mandatory Mexico may, at any time, prepay any or all of its obligations under the

Prepayment assistance agreements. Treasury may require Mexico to prepay its swap
obligations, defease the guaranteed debt securities, or redeem debt

securities upon its determination that Mexico has "well-established access

to funds on reasonable market terms." Mexico is to provide to Treasury all

the information that Treasury reasonably requests to make its

determinations.

Analysis of Terms and
Conditions

In justifying the U.S. support package, Treasury officials stated that the

United States would be sufficiently compensated for any risk associated

with the financial assistance provided Mexico. The specific interest rates

applied to the short-term swaps are intended to cover the cost of funds to

Treasury and therefore are set at the inception of each swap transaction

based on the then current 91-day U.S. Treasury bill interest rate. This is the

same rate that the Federal Reserve and Treasury charge other countries

for short-term currency swaqps. As ofAugust 1, 1995, the annual rate,

a(ijusted quarterly, for short-term swaps was 5,45 percent.

Mexico is to be charged a higher interest rate for medium-term assistance

at least sufficient to cover the U.S. government's assessment of its credit

rating. Interest charges, which are determined at the time of disbursement

on the medium-term swaps, are designed to cover the costs of funds to

Treasury plus a premium for the risk associated with the extension of

funds. For each medium-term swap disbursement, the premixmi is to be
the greater of (1) a rate determined by the U.S. government's icras to be
adequate compensation for the sovereign risk of Mexico or (2) a rate

based on the amount of U.S. funds outstanding to Mexico firom short- and
medium-term swaps and securities guarantees at the time of disbursement,

which rate is between 225 basis points (if $5 billion or less is outstanding)

and 375 basis points (if $15 billion or more is outstanding). The rates for

medium-term swaps were 7.8 percent for funds disbursed in March 1995,

10. 16 percent for funds disbursed in April and May, and 9.2 percent for

funds disbursed in July.

A senior Treasury official told us that for two reasons the actual risk to the

United States may be less than the icras premium. First, the oil proceeds

Our Analysis of Rates and
Fees
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facility allows the United States to take proceeds from the sale of exported

PEMEX oil if Mexico defaidts. According to the official, the oU proceeds

facility provides a strong incentive for Mexican officials to take actions to

avoid a defaiilt, since it would be a politically sensitive issue if a point

were reached where the United States could start taking proceeds passing

through the facility. The official further noted that there has been a history

of successful loans to Mexico that made use of oil proceeds facility

arrangements. Second, in the official's analyticaljudgment there is a

reasonable expectation that Mexico's economic package will be

successful. This is important because a successful economic program is

needed if Mexico is to be capable of repaying the loans.

In circumstances such as the Mexican financial crisis, in which financial

markets essentially ceased to function in terms of Mexico's access,^^

markets cannot be relied on to provide an accurate measure of the risk.

We believe that the use of the icras rate as a starting point, followed by

a^ustments, was a reasonable sqpproach to determine risk premiums.

The oil agreement has been executed to help ensure that if Mexico

defaults on its obligations, the United States will be repaid both principal

and interest from oil export proceeds that pemex earns. Proceeds firom

PEMEx's sale of oil to customers are to be deposited into an account at the

New York branch of a large international bank and transferred to a special

account at the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York under the terms of an

irrevocable, acknowledged instruction. The Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, acting on behalf of Treasury, has a right of set-off against these

deposits if Mexico fails to make interest and principal payments to the

United States under the swaps or the United States makes a guarantee

payment In Treasury's view, the oil proceeds payment mechanism, while

not ironclad, does provide the United States with a high degree of

repayment assurance and represents an improvement over oil export

facilities that had been provided as assured sources of repayment for

previous swaps with Mexico.

An oil agreement has been an integral part ofprevious U.S. financial

assistance packages for Mexico. The United States has never had to draw

on oil proceeds in five previous agreements. For each of these agreements,

Mexico fully repaid all principal and interest due. Treasury officials told us

that the current oil agreement is an improvement over previous oil

^^According to Bank of Mexico data, for three successive weekly auctions between December 27, 1994,

and Januaiy 10, 1995, the number of bids fell far short of the amount of tesobonos offered at auctions

for all maturities.

Our Analysis of the Oil

Agreement
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agreements in that the agreement, among other things, requires the flow of

oil payments proceeds through the account at the outset of the

agreement;^^ allows Treasury to require mandatory prepayment of U.S.

loans if export volumes and proceeds fall significantly below 1994 levels;

includes irrevocable payment instructions acknowledged by pemex
customers; includes oil derivatives; and includes pemex's exporting

subsidiaries.

Another Treasury official told us that it would be difficult for pemex to

circumvent the oil proceeds facihty. For example, he said it would be
difficult for pemex to order its customers to send their oil payments
elsewhere if the United States called for accelerated prepayment.

According to the official, pemex customers sent legal notices to the Federal

Reserve Bank ofNew York acknowledging the irrevocable nature of the

pemex deposit instructions. Thus, he said, there would be legal barriers to

the customers not doing what they had agreed to do. If pemex were to cut

off the customers who had agreed to deposit their payments in the facility

and instead sold the oil on the spot market without having those proceeds
transferred to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York account, pemex
would be in violation of the oil agreement. This he said, would be a mgjor
blow to U.S.-Mexico relations. Also, doing this would risk ruining pemex's

existing relationships with regular customers, and pemex had gone to great

trouble to create these relationships.

Finally, Treasury officials have pointed out that the coverage provided by
the funds flowing through the account over time is far greater than

Mexico's outstanding obligations under the agreements. Treasury's

assessment is based on 1995 oil export revenues (estimated at $8 billion),

market expectations of future export revenues, and conservative U.S.

interagency projections for future Mexican oU and oil derivative export

revenues. In addition, Treasury officials noted that the oil export threshold

mechanism as described above provides an extra measure of protection

against rapid changes in oil prices or export volumes. In Treasury's view,

while such changes may affect the time needed to pay off outstanding

obligations. Treasury would be compensated through the application of

late charges.

Whether the oil proceeds payment mechanism provides a high degree of

repayment assurance is difficult to assess because the facility depends on
future payments. The oil agreement amounts more to a call on future

payment flows rather than collateral in the traditional legal sense. The oil

^^In the previous agreements, funds did not flow into the account unless Mexico defaulted.
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agreement does not require a minimum balance and, absent a default,

proceeds are to regularly flow to an account of the Bank of Mexico. The

United States can stop disbursement of additional loan payments to

Mexico or can demand prepayment if Mexico stops paying on its loans.

Since the initiation of the agreement. Treasury reports show that for each

business day, approximately $25 million to $30 miUion has flowed into the

account Treasury officials told us that about $6.8 billion flowed through

the account as of December 29, 1995. Under the terms of the agreement,

money may be transferred out of the account several times each day at the

request of the Bank of Mexico, and at most, a single day of proceeds is

likely to be in the account. Consequenfly, funds on deposit would not be

sufficient to cover a major nonpayment by Mexico. However, the account

could be used over time to pay off a default provided that pemex continued

to produce and export oil to the customers covered by the agreement.

Changes in the world price of crude oil and petroleum products could

affect the size of the deposits made and thus the time that would be

needed to pay off any m^jor nonpayment. Because of these uncertainties,

in our view, the oil agreement by itself cannot be considered as providing

a high degree of assurance that the United States will be repaid if Mexico

defaults on its loans or guarantees, but considered in the context of the

agreements implementing the assistance package, it does enhance the

likelihood of repayment.

Other Terms of the

Agreements Increase the

Likelihood of Repayment

In assessing the value of the oil g^reement and the likelihood of repayment

by Mexico, the other terms and conditions of the framework agreement

must be considered. Under the framework agreement, Mexico is to take

actions to increase the likelihood that the United States will be repaid for

the swaps and securities guarantees. In the framework agreement, Mexico

agreed to meet stringent economic and monetary policy conditions in

return for U.S. and IMF assistance. These economic conditions provide the

United States and IMF with a degree of influence over Mexican economic

poUcy that did not exist before the onset of the financial crisis in

December 1994. The agreements are to ensure that the U.S. and imf will

not lend if economic and monetary targets are not being met, that the

United States can caU for prepayment in certain cases of policy failure,

and that the United States will be alerted to policy changes. For example,

as a result of the stringent conditions and other factors^^, Mexico's trade

balance was transformed from a large deficit into a surplus during the first

^^Other factors responsible for the trade balance reversal include real depreciation, reduction in

spending due to balance sheet problems, and reduced access to international credit i

1
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6 months after the framework agreement was signed. This rapid turnabout
has positive impUcations for Mexico's ability to meet its debts.

The framework agreement also allows Treasury substantial discretion in

determining compliance by the government of Mexico. For example,
Treasury can determine whether Mexico has adequate resources to assure
repayment of funds drawn and whether Mexico has implemented
economic policies consistent with imp's program. Furthermore, Treasury
may require Mexico to prepay, defease, or redeem its obUgations upon
Treasury's determination that Mexico has well-estabUshed access to funds
on reasonable market terms. These broad provisions require close
monitoring, frequent consultation, and timely information-sharing between
Treasury and Mexico.

The Secretary of the Treasury and other U.S. government officials have
acknowledged a negative aspect of the package, in that it entails

government intervention in the functioning of financial markets. They
have concluded, however, that the risks associated with not acting on
behalf of Mexico would have been greater than those associated with the
assistance package, given the interdependence of the Mexican and U.S.

economies and the possible adverse impacts of the Mexican crisis on
international financial markets generally. Also, no orderly work-out
solution appeared feasible because of the difficulty of working with many
creditors.

The second largest component of the assistance package for Mexico
comes firom imp. imp assistance was designed to restructure Mexican debt
and was contingent upon several things, including Mexico's reducing its

current account deficit and its inflation rate. On February 1, 1995, imp

announced an 18-month standby credit of $17.8 billion for Mexico.^^ imp
made $7.8 billion available immediately after the annoimcement. imp
agreed to provide the remaining $10 billion to the extent that a proposed
package from a group of unspecified non-G-io countries falls short of its

$10-billion target. In this event, the remaining $10 billion in imp resources
would be made available to be drawn through mid-1996. According to an
imp official, repayment of funds under the imp assistance package must be
made within 3 to 5 years.

^^IMF actually approved assistance for Mexico for up to special drawing rights (SDR) 12.07 billion.

SDR is a unit of account IMF uses to denominate all its transactions. Its value comprises a weighted
average of the value of a basket of five currencies, of which the U.S. dollar has the largest share.

IMF Assistance

Package
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An IMF official told us that this is the largest loan standby arrangement IMF

has ever extended to one country, and the largest standby arrangement

that IMF has ever extended as a percentage of a country's imf quota, the

subscription that member countries pay to imf. Current rules permit an IMF

member to borrow an amoimt equal to 100 percent of its quota per year,

with a cumulative limit of 300 percent, unless exceptional circumstances

exist Mexico's imf quota is about $2.6 billion. IMF's current potential

lending to Mexico under the assistance package is equivalent to about

688 percent of its quota over an 18-month period, or 459 percent of its

quota on an annual basis. This is substantially higher than the limit of

100 percent of quota on an annual basis, which is the usual maximum.

According to an imf official, Mexico had no outstanding borrowing

arrangements in place with imf at the end ofJanuaiy 1995. Its last credit

facility was negotiated in May 1989. Drawings under that agreement were

completed on May 25, 1993. At the time of the current Mexican crisis,

Mexico stiU owed about $3.8 billion from the 1989 imf loan arrangement

but was fully up to date in its repayments.

IMF approved an 18-month standby credit arrangement for Mexico of up to

$17.8 billion. Of the total, about $7.8 billion was made available

immediately. The remaining $10 billion is to be provided by IMF to the

extent that Mexico seeks to draw more than the initial $7.8 billion and to

the extent that contributions of governments and central banks fall short

of the targeted amount of $10 billion. The IMF standby credit arrangement

is intended to complement other external financing for Mexico.

An IMF official provided information on both the availability of and

repayment schedule for drawings under the imf's standby credit

arrangement for Mexico. Repayments are to begin 3 years after the date of

each drawing, and repayment of each drawing is to be made in ei^t equal

quarterly instalhnents. Therefore, each drawing is to be paid in full after 5

years, and the standby credit arrangement is to be paid in full 5 years after

the date of the last drawing.

The IMF assistance package imposes a variety of economic policy

performance criteria on Mexico as conditions of lending. Some of these

^^IMF borrowing arrangements are considered completed upon the final drawing of resources by the

borrowing country under the agreement. The borrowing country typically begins repayment

installments before the last drawing and continues to make payments on the remaining amount due

after that time. Thus, payments can still be due even though an IMF arrangement is considered

completed.

Terms and Conditions

of IMF Assistance

Package
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criteria, such as foreign exchange reserves and domestic credit expansion,

are strictly quantified with quarterly review dates; if these quarterly targets

are met, tmf will continue to make funds available to Mexico. Other
measures, such as privatization revenues, have "goals" or benchmarks
with greater flexibility.

According to the IMF official we interviewed, imf does not generally specify

"events of default" in its agreements with borrowers. IMF's usual practice is

to make "pohcyjudgments" regarding potential defaults. An imf director

may ask for imf executive board review of a borrower's situation ifloan
conditions are not being met. If a borrowing country is slightly "off track,"

IMF may grant a waiver of certain loan conditions. If a borrowing country is

severely "off track," imf stops new lending and negotiates corrective policy

actions to bring the borrower back "on track." The borrower's economic
program is to be revised or restructured with imf executive board
approval.

In September 1995, an imf official said that there have been no problems
between imf and Mexico, which he said seems to be ahead of its

agreed-upon economic program. Although Mexico may not need additional

IMF fimds, it still has the right to draw under the standby credit agreement.

We believe that the imf package is especially important because imf is

generally considered the lender of last resort to sovereign countries. If

Mexico fails to meet the terms and conditions of its agreement with imf,

Mexico could find it especially difficult to borrow firom other lenders.

Thus, Mexico has a strong incentive to comply with the terms and
conditions ofthe IMF agreement. Doing so should increase the likelihood

that the United States will be repaid for the financial assistance it has
provided to Mexico.

Interest Rates and Fees in An imf official explained that the imf assistance package to Mexico is

the IMF Assistance priced at an "SDR interest rate" that is a weighted average of interest rates

Package short-term (3-month) government securities of the Group of Five

countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United
states). The weighting corresponds to the weighting of the currencies of

these countries in the sdr. The sdr interest rate is adjusted quarterly and is

applied to all drawings under the standby facility. The sdr interest rate was
about 5 percent per year as ofJuly 1995.
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No liquidity or maturity premium, and no coxmtry-specific risk premium,

are added to the basic sdr interest rate. However, certain ac^ustments are

made to the basic SDR interest rate to cover imp's administrative costs, to

account for "free reserves" (i.e., contributed capital and retained

earnings), and to accumulate reserves for problem credits. According to

the IMF official, the net effect of these ac^justments makes the rate charged

to borrowers virtually equal to the basic sdr interest rate and somewhat

higher than imf's average cost of funds.

IMF is charging Mexico a commitment fee of 0,25 percent on the total

commitment of $17.8 billion, less amounts draAvn. This annual fee is

payable at the beginning of each year, imp is also charging Mexico a usage

fee of 0.5 percent on the amount of each drawing. This fee is payable at the

time of each drawing. The imp official said that these fees, in addition to

the other imp terms and conditions, provide incentives to Mexico to return

to the private capital markets as soon as possible.

IMF Collateral and An imp official confirmed that imp's assistance package to Mexico requires

Creditor Status collateral or security interests; however, he said that, in imp's view, "The

policy conditions provide collateral." imp typically lends on an unsecured

basis because borrowing countries generally have no collateral when they

come to IMF for assistance.

The IMF official said that imp's preferred creditor status is not a legal right

or condition, but rather an international convention and generally

accepted practice, imp, for example, does not reschedule its loans when a

borrowing country restructures its other public and private debt. This

practice reflects its de facto preferred creditor status.

According to the imp official, no documents specify that imp has a preferred

creditor status and, for example, the U.S. assistance agreements with

Mexico do not explicitly recognize imp's preferred creditor status.

Furthermore, he stated that some imp officials expressed concern about

the oil agreement between the United States and Mexico, since imp was

lending Mexico 459 percent of its quota. They believed that the United

States would have a prior claim on a significant portion of Mexico's cash

flow ui any future crisis situation.

Other Information on the Some observers have commented that Mexico might not need to draw

IMF Assistance Package further on imp's assistance package if it can borrow on better terms
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elsewhere. An imf official responded that the comment probably did not

refer to the imf's interest rates and fees, which are lower than the current

rates for Mexico in the private C£q[)ital markets, but rather to other terms
and policy conditions.

The IMF official said that imf has a distinct philosophical approach to its

assistance lending, i.e., "it works with countries when the markets have
failed them." imf does not attempt to compete with private capital markets,

but rather to provide support to stabilize economic and financial

conditions in countries and markets. This approach reflects the basic

purpose of imp since its inception and applies in the case of Mexico. The
IMF official noted that the U.S. government or other international

organizations may have different purposes in providing assistance to

Mexico.

Mexico's Economic Plan After the international assistance package for Mexico was announced, on
March 9, 1995, the government ofMexico released a new economic plan to

address the economic crisis. The plan contains stringent economic policy

adjustments consistent with agreements reached with the United States

and IMF. Its goals, as stated by the Finance ministry, are to restore financial

stability, strengthen public finances and the banking sector, regain

confidence, and reinforce the groundwork for long-term sustainable

growth. Officials from the Finance ministry told us that they recognized

that the plan would result in an economic shock for the country more
severe than had been anticipated in the initial Mexican response of early

January. The hardship includes high interest rates, negative economic
growth, high unemployment, and a significantiy higher inflation rate. The
Finance ministry officials stressed that the government expected this pain
to be short-lived, as Mexico makes the economic a(^justments necessitated

by the economic crisis and incorporated in the March 9 plan.

Under the terms of the U.S. assistance package, Treasury committed esf to

a $20 billion facility composed of three mechanisms. The Secretary of the
Treasury concluded that the assistance package was consistent with the

IMF obhgations of the United States on orderly exchange rates and a stable

exchange rate system. We concur with legal advice that the Treasury

Secretary secured that he had the requisite authority to use esf to provide
such assistance to Mexico. As of December 22, 1995, $13.5 billion had been
disbursed, while $11.8 billion remained outstanding.

Conclusions
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Interest rates applied to short-term swaps are intended to cover the cost of

funds to Treasury and are based on the current 91-day U.S. Treasury bill

interest rate. Interest charges for medium-term swaps are designed to

cover the costs of funds to Treasury plus a premium at least sufficient to

cover the risk associated with the extension of funds over a longer period.

Medium-term funds disbursed in April and May carried an interest rate of

10. 16 percent, which included a risk premium of 3.52 percent when
compared to the average of market bid quotations on actively traded

5-year Treasury securities (i.e., 6.64 percent) during those 2 months.

The risk ofnonpayment to the United States is further mitigated by the oil

proceeds facility, Mexico's agreement with both the United States and IMF

to achieve stringent economic poUcy conditions, and the imf's assistance

package itself. Whether the oil proceeds facility provides a high degree of

repayment assurance is difficult to assess because the facility depends on

future payments. However, the facility may provide an important incentive

for Mexican leaders to take actions to avoid a default, since it would be a

politically sensitive issue in Mexico ifa point were reached where the

United States could start claiming proceeds moving through the facility.

Also, it could be difficult for Mexico to circumvent the facility because

PEMEX customers have acknowledged the irrevocable nature of pemex

deposit instructions, and pemex might be reluctant to jeopardize

established relationships with existing customers.
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Despite suffering a traumatic economic crisis in 1995, Mexico has shown
signs of recovery, with financial assistance from the United States and the

International Monetary Fund (imf). Mexico is using international funds to

help in its efforts to stabilize its economy. Although the country was stiU in

the midst of a severe recession in August 1995, it showed some positive

economic indicators. Notably, the current account deficit for the first half

of 1995 was reduced by 96 percent compared to the same period in 1994.

In addition, Mexico has begun to access international capital markets,

with the successful offering of several large bond issues during the

summer and fall—^an indication that investor confidence may be returning

to Mexico. Nevertheless, the precarious state of the Mexican banking
system, which the government has taken a number of steps to bolster,

remains a concern. Despite the progress to date, Mexico still faces many
difficult challenges before its financial crisis can be resolved.

In January 1995, the government of Mexico began to take action to deal

with the financial crisis. In response to the continued pressure placed on
the Mexican peso after its December 1994 devaluation, the government of

Mexico announced a change in its economic policies on January 3 with the

introduction of a new emergency economic agreement. An extension of

earlier Pactos, the agreement had objectives that included avoiding an
inflationary spiral caused by the devaluation and reestablishing investor

confidence to stabilize access to financial markets. The government
acknowledged that the devaluation would result in painful consequences
for the country, including a temporary inflationary spike, a drop in real

earnings, the postponement of important public spending projects, and a
temporary credit squeeze.

The Mexican government was not able to achieve the agreement's goal of

regaining stability in the financial markets, however. Some of the

government's economic projections incorporated in the agreement, such

as maintaining a current account deficit of $14 bilUon and reducing the

expected rate of gdp growth from 4 percent to 1.5 to 2 percent for 1995,

were not viewed as credible by international investors. As a result, the

government plan did not stem the tide of foreign investors leaving the

Mexican market.

Mexico's Economic January 3, 1995, the government of Mexico; the Bank of Mexico; and
representatives of labor, farm, and business sectors signed the Agreement

-t^lan of Unity to Overcome the Economic Emergency. This economic austerity

Mexico's Initial

Actions in Response
to the Economic
Crisis
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program was presented to imf in Mexico's request for a standby

arrangement. In approving the standby arrangement, imf endorsed the

Mexican government's austerity program.

Mexican officials determined that the January economic package was not

successful, however, because foreign investors continued to withdraw

funds from Mexico. On March 9, 1995, Mexico's Finance ministry

announced a new package of monetary, fiscal, banking, and social

measures that sought to restore financial stability, strengthen pubUc

finances, assist the banking sector, regain confidence, and reinforce the

foundations for long-term sustainable growth. The plan contains stringent

economic policy adjustments consistent with agreements reached with the

United States and imf. The principal goals of Mexico's program, as stated

by the Finance ministry, were the containment of inflation and the

reduction of the current account deficit. However, the March economic

plan was not initially accompanied by a Pacto between the Mexican

government, business, and labor.

Officials from the Finance ministry told us that they recognized that the

plan would result in an economic shock for the country more severe than

had been anticipated in the initial Mexican response of early January. The

economic hardship to date has included high interest rates, negative

economic growth, high unemployment, and a significantly higher inflation

rate. One Finance ministry official stressed that the government expected

this pain to be short-lived, as Mexico made the economic adjustments

necessitated by the economic crisis and incorporated in the March 9 plan.

Elements of the plan are as foUows.

Monetary Policy The March 9 plan stated that through its new monetary policy, Mexico

would attempt to focus on stabilizing the exchange market. As a result,

domestic credit would be severely curtailed through tightened monetary

policy and increased financial regulation on the part of the Bank of

Mexico. The Mexican money supply would be cut 20 percent in real terms. ^

^According to the Federal Reserve, Mexico's monetary program is intended to taiget a particular

growth rate of net domestic assets, which, given flat net international reserves, would produce a

particular growth rate of the nominal monetary base. The extent of real reduction in the monetaiy base

then depends on inflation.
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The Bank of Mexico also established new reserve requirements as well as
limits on bank overdrafts, as a result of the plan.^

Exchange Rate Policy The floating exchange rate policy would be continued. The March plan
projected that the exchange rate would be 6-6.5 pesos to the dollar

through 1995. The government planned to avoid any measures that would
limit currency convertibility. To facilitate the reduction of risk in exchange
market transactions and allow hedging against peso/dollar fluctuations,

(1) qualified domestic banks were to be authorized to conduct futures

transactions in pesos with customers and on an interbank basis and (2) a
parallel futures market at the Mexican Stock Exchange and the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange was to be initiated.

Fiscal Policy The imf program called for the Mexican government to continue to
strengthen its public finances. Selected fiscal poUcy measures were
stipulated as follows:

• The value-added tax rate was to be increased fi-om 10 percent to
15 percent.

• Budgetary outlays were to be reduced by 1.6 percent of gdp for fiscal year
1995.

• Taxes on gasoline and diesel fuel were to be increased by 48.5 percent and
electricity prices increased by 20 percent immediately and 0.8 percent per
month for the rest of 1995.

• The fiscal surplus was to be increased by 2. 1 percent of gdp.

Banking Policy Measures to deal with the banking crisis were also announced on March 9,

1995. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World
Bank), the Inter-American Development Bank, and other sources agreed to
provide resources of up to $3 bUhon to strengthen Mexico's commercial
banks. To ease growing domestic debt burdens under Mexico's high
inflation rates, financial authorities and the Mexican Bankers Association
put into place a loan restructuring program with inflation-indexed units of
account for small- and medium-sized firms. In addition, Mexico's deposit
protection agency provided temporary capital to banks with short-term
capital needs.

^According to the Federal Reserve, there is still no reserve requirement on bank deposits. The Bank of
Mexico has replaced a system in which overdrafts had to be cleared on a daily basis with a system in
which commercial banks are required to hold a zero cumulative reserve position with the Bank over a
month-long period.
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Incomes and Social Policy Mexico also made changes in incomes and social policy. Mexico increased

the minimum wage by 10 percent, in addition to a previously announced

7-percent increase in wages. Because the two increases were well below

the projected inflation rate of 42 percent, the March 9 plan projected that

there would be a decline in real wages. Health benefits for unemployed

workers were extended from 2 to 6 months, and a rural employment

program was instituted.

Improved Transparency The plan also included apromise by Mexico that information on foreign

currency reserves and domestic credit conditions would be announced on

a weekly basis.

The government of Mexico has drawn on the international assistance

offered by both the United States and IMF. According to the Treasury

December report, as of December 22, 1995, $13.5 biUion in U.S. funds had

been disbursed to Mexico under the U.S. assistance program. Of this

amount, $11.8 billion remained outstanding: $1.3 billion in short-term

swaps and $10.5 billion in medium-term swaps. As of December 31, the

United States had not extended any securities guarantees to Mexico.

Through the end of 1995, Mexico had not missed any interest payments or

required principal repayments under any of the swaps. As of December 31,

ESF had received $447.4 million in interest payments from Mexico for

short-and medium-term swaps, and the Federal Reserve had received

$46 million in interest on its short-term swaps with Mexico. On January 2,

1996, $242.4 million in interest was due to Treasxuy on the medium-term

swaps; a Treasuiy official confirmed that that interest payment had been

received. In early October, Mexico prepaid $700 million ofthe $2 billion in

swaps coming due October 30, anticipating the proceeds from a German

mark-denominated bond issue. Mexico had also drawn $13 billion from imp

by the end of December 1995, none ofwhich had fallen due or been repaid.

In the first 3 quarters of 1995, Mexico had exhibited some positive

economic indicators that suggested the government's economic strategy

was meeting its initial objectives. The governments strategy relies on a

combination of unilateral economic adjustments combined with poUcies

that have been mutually agreed upon between the government and IMF. As

such, it is difficult to evaluate the direct effect of the international

assistance package on the Mexican economy. Nevertheless, some of the

initial indicators showed promise for reaching the government's

objectives. For example,

Initial Economic
Indicators Showed
Promise for Mexico
Despite Continuing

Hardship
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• during the first half of 1995 the current account deficit was $620 million, a
reduction of 96 percent in comparison with same period in 1994 when the

current account deficit was $13.8 billion;

• at the end of August, the peso was trading at 6.3 to the dollar, about

20 percent above the March 9 low of 7.45 to the dollar;

• foreign currency reserves grew to $13.4 billion by August 18, up from a low
of less than $4 biUion in January, based in part on the capital flows from
the international assistance package;

• interest rates on short-term government securities (cetes) came down
from peak of 83 percent in March to 34 percent in August;

• the inflation rate declined from a peak of 8 percent for the month of April

to 1.7 percent for August; and
• 90 percent of tesobonos outstanding at the end of 1994 were retired by the

government by the end ofAugust 1995. (See fig. 5.1.)

Figure 5.1: Outstanding Tesobonos, November 1994 - February 1996
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Source: Government of Mexico.
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However, more recent indicators demonstrate the difficulty Mexico faces

in making its economic adjustments. For example, Mexico's gdp for the

third quarter of 1995 was 9.6 percent lower than the third quarter of 1994,

indicating a deeper recession than the official Mexican government

forecast of 2-percent negative growth for 1995. In addition, the value of the

peso slid against the dollar in October and November, closing at a low of

8.14 to the dollar on November 9, 1995. The peso has since regained some

value, closing December 8, 1995, at 7.75 to the dollar. In response to peso

volatility, the government tightened credit, and interest rates on cetes rose

to as high as 60 percent in mid-November. Rates fell to 49. 1 percent in the

December 18, 1995, auction. (See fig. 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Peso/Dollar Exchange Rate, ^H
December 1, 1994 - November 16, 1995

Peso/Dollar

Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.

1994 1995

Source: Federal Reserve Board.

Finance ministry officials told us that at the end of 1994, the Mexican

people had very positive expectations about their future, so that when the
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economic crisis hit, many were shocked and felt deceived. Many did not

understand why, after so much reform had taken place, they would again

have to face such hardship.

The government of Mexico has responded to the impact of the crisis by
taking measures such as allowing the minimum wage to increase and
raising producers' subsidies for bread, tortillas, and milk. In addition,

Finance ministry officials told us that the government plans to implement
programs to assist in worker training and to provide rural relief.

Nevertheless, real spending on social services such as education, health,

and potable water projects has declined, according to a U.S. Treasuiy
report.^

Mexico's middle class, which had greatly benefited from Mexico's recent

economic reforms, has also been seriously affected by the devaluation, in

large part due to its accumulation of debt that is either dollar denominated
or that has floating interest rates, according to U.S. embassy officials, A
number of debtor relief organizations have sprung up, putting pressure on
the government to respond. At the end of August, the government of

Mexico announced a new program to provide some rehef to Mexican
borrowers. The Debtor's Aid Agreement set ceiling interest rates for

debtors carrying relatively low outstanding balances on their loans. For
example, credit card holders will pay 38.5 percent on the first $800 dollars

they owe, with market interest rates applying to balances higher than that

level. Similarly, limits were also established for corporate and personal

loans. Borrowers who have been keeping up with their payments are

automatically eligible for the program, while others are to have a grace

period to renegotiate their loans.

Initial Financial

Indicators Were
Positive

The cornerstone of Mexico's economic recovery may well be Mexico's

ability to reestablish the confidence of international investors. In

particular, Mexico must be able to reenter world capital markets to help

finance Mexico's recovery. Several financial indicators to date suggest that

investor confidence may be improving.

^The report notes that real spending for these categories has declined less than for other government
discretionaiy programs. See Secretary of the Treasury, Monthly Report Pursuant to the Mexican Debt
Disclosure Act of 1995

,
(Washington, D.C: June 30, 1995.)
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Mexico Has Started to

Regain Access to

International Capital

Markets

Mexico has been able to return to the international capital markets to

restructure its short-term debt into longer-term obligations, a positive sign

that the government's strategy for financial recovery may be accepted by

international investors. On April 24, one of Mexico's government

development banks, Nafinsa, reentered the capital markets by borrowing

$170 million from a European bank at an interest rate equal to the London

Interbank Offered Rate (ubor)'* plus 600 basis points, according to Nafinsa

officials. They explained that this was an important gesture because it

showed that Mexico was back in the market, and it might create some

momentum. Both Nafinsa and Bancomext, another Mexican development

bank, have since been able to access international capital markets.

The next significant step in returning to the international capital markets

for Mexico was the issuance of medium-term sovereign debt by the

government in July. The government of Mexico offered $500 million in

floating rate, doUar-denominated notes with 2-year maturities. The offering

was oversubscribed, and the issued amount was increased to $1 billion.

The offering was led by Citibank, Credit Suisse, and the Bank of Tokyo

and the principal and accrued interest of these notes may be converted

into new capital in a newly formed or existing Mexican bank or tendered

as payment for shares in any Mexican privatization. In August, Mexico did

a second international offering of 3-year, yen-denominated notes with a

face value of about $1.1 billion. (See table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Mexican Public Sector Bond
Issuances, May-November 1995

issuer Type issue date

Amount
(U.S.$M) Maturity interest rate

Bancomext Euro FRN May 23 $30.0 1 year LIBOR +
5.80%

Euro FRN May 31 $75.0 1 year LIBOR +
5.44%

Euro FRN
144A^

June 23 $300.0 2 years LIBOR +
5.51%

Eurobond Oct. 2 ¥20 billion

(approx.

$200.0)

2 years 3% coupon

Nafinsa Euro FRN May 4 $110.3 1 year LIBOR +
3.50%

Euro FRN May 4 $73.7 7 montlis LIBOR +
2.25%

Euro FRN May 9 $50,0 1 year LIBOR +

6.00%

(continued)

^LJBOR is a key interest rate at which major banks in London are willing to lend to each other. It is

often used as a benchniark rate in international financial transactions.
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Amount
Issuer Type Issue date (U,S,$M) Maturity Interest rate

Euro FRN May 15 $28.0 1 year LIBOR +
8.00%

Euro FRN May 24 $10.0 1 year LIBOR +

5.60%

Eurobond Aug. 17 DM250
(approx.

$170.0)

3 years 10% coupon

Eurobond Sept. 29 SwFr150
(approx.

$122.0)

3 years 7.50%
coupon

United Mexican Euro FRN
States 144A^

Jul. 20 $1,000.0 2 years LIBOR +

. 5.375%

Euro MTN Aug. 17 ¥100 billion

(approx.

$1,100.0)

3 years 5% coupon

Eurobond Oct. 5 (to

settle

Nov. 2)

DM 1 billion

(approx.

$700.0)

5 years 9.375%
coupon

Euro MTN Nov. 30
(to settle

Dec. 5)

$1,500 1 year Cetes - 6%
or LIBOR

Eurobond Nov. 30
(to settle

Dec. 12)

¥30 billion

($293.6)

15 months 2.85%
coupon

Eurobond Nov. 30 (to settle

Dec. 12)

2 years 3% coupon

^Section 144A bond issues are private placements and not subject to traditional disclosure

requirements of other Initial public offerings.

Legend

DM = Deutschemarks

FRN = Floating rate note

LIBOR = London Interbank Offered Rate

MTN = Medium-term note

SwFr = Swiss Francs

¥ = Yen

Source: U.S. Department of the Treasury.

The Mexican Bolsa Has
Struggled After Initial

Collapse

The peso devaluation and the subsequent loss of confidence by investors

had an extremely adverse impact on the Bolsa, as discussed in chapter 2.

After it reached a new low of 1,448 on February 27, 1995, the Bolsa

demonstrated a significant recovery through August 1995. It had gained
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36 percent in dollar terms by mid-June, on the strength of the international

assistance package and an improved economic outlook for the Mexican
economy as a whole. Further, the Bolsa climbed through July and August,

as the Federal Reserve lowered U.S. interest rates. By September 8, after

President Zedillo's State of the Nation address, the Bolsa index stood at

2,622. It has since fluctuated, shding to 2,246 on October 27, 1995, then

climbing back to 2,655 on December 8, 1995.

In an effort to provide a more efficient market, Mexico is taking steps to

introduce new financial instruments that would modernize Mexican
financial markets. First, the Bolsa and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
are developing distinct peso and interest futures contracts to create a
North American standard for futures trading for pesos and Mexican
Treasury interest rates.^A Bank of Mexico official explained to us that the

level of volatility in the peso exchange rate is expected to decline with the

addition of the peso futures contract, so that international investors can
hedge against exchange-rate risk. An official from the Bolsa told us that

Mexico may gradually introduce other derivative^ financial instruments,

such as warrants'^ on individual Mexican securities and options^ on
individual Mexican stocks.

Other Financial Indicators other financial indicators show that Mexico has made progress in meeting

Also Show Progress 1995 financial objectives. For example, the market for Mexican Brady^

bonds collateralized by U.S. Treasury bonds has improved. Interest rate

spreads^^ of these Mexican bonds over U.S. Treasury bonds declined firom

1,937 basis points in mid-March to 902 basis points by August 24, a
decrease of 10.37 percent. According to the November 30, 1995, Treasury

^Peso futures contracts have been trading on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange since April 1995.

^e market value of a derivatives contract is derived from a reference rate, index, or the value of an
underlying asset. The underlying assets, rates, and indexes that determine the value of derivatives

include stocks, bonds, commodities, interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates, and indexes that

reflect the collective value of underlying financial products. See Financial Derivatives: Actions Needed
to Protect the Financial System (GAO/GGD-94-133, May 18, 1995J

^Warrants are certificates giving the owner the right to buy financial instruments or commodities at a
stated price for a stated period or at any time in the future.

^Options are contracts giving their owner the right to purchase or sell assets during a specified period
at an agreed-upon price.

^Brady bonds, named after a former U.S. Treasuiy Secretary who promoted their use, are long-term
dollar-denominated bonds converting international bank loans. Brady bonds are collateralized by
30-year, zero-coupon Treasury bonds for bond principal value and a reserve fund for interest

payments.

"A spread is the difference between yields of securities of the same maturity but of different quality.
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report, interest rate spreads closed November 1995 at 1,081 basis points. In

addition, secondary market^^ tesobono interest rates dropped from

30 percent in late March to 8.5 percent by the end of August, a sign that

investors were assigning less country risk for Mexican investments.

The Financial Crisis

Has Added Stress to

the Mexican Banking
System

The government of Mexico's decision to devalue the peso in

December 1994 placed additional stress on the Mexican banking system,

which had already been facing problems following privatization. Mexican

banks were privatized during 1991 through 1992, with the proceeds

exceeding $12 billion. However, Treasury reported that the buyers of the

banks paid on average over three times book value for their

acquisitions—^a comparatively high price for the banks justified at the time

by their reputed strong profitability and high margins but presumably

requiring continued energetic performance. The buyers also inherited loan

portfolio problems that had accrued during the period of government

ownership, causing the percentage of overdue loans in Mexican banks to

climb weU before the December 1994 currency devaluation.

After the devaluation, Mexican banks came under pressure in several

ways. First, many banks faced an immediate dollar liquidity problem in

January, because pesos continued to be converted to dollars and foreign

lenders were reluctant to roU over their doUar claims on Mexican banks in

significant volume, according to Treasury. Second, the banks'

capitalization levels were negatively affected by their dollar-based

obligations as the peso continued to decline against the dollar. Third,

banks* asset quality suffered as the percentage of nonperforming loans

continued to rise, reaching an estimated 11.9 percent of total loans by the

end of June in the face of dramatically rising Mexican interest rates.

Mexico Has Taken Steps to

Help Solve Problems in the

Banking Sector

Efforts to Improve Bank
Liquidity

The government of Mexico has taken a number of steps designed to help

the banking sector deal with the problems associated with Mexico's

financial difficulties. Several of these measures were initiated unilaterally

by the government of Mexico; others, designed to assist the banking

sector, were undertaken with the direct support of the international

financial community.

The Bank of Mexico, responding to the initial liquidity crisis among banks

in January, created a currency credit program through Mexico's deposit

^ ^Secondary markets are exchanges and over-the-counter markets where securities are bought and

sold after the original issuance. Proceeds of secondary market sales accrue to the selling dealers and

investors, not to the entity that originally issued the securities.
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insxirance agency (fobaproa), to provide collateralized dollar loans for

banks that needed dollars to meet maturing obligations. This fobaproa

credit window was intended as a lender of last resort and therefore

charged an interest rate designed to reflect the high dollar cost of these

funds—25-percent interest. Nevertheless, Mexican banks used the credit

window extensively in the early months of 1995, and total drawings

reached a peak in mid-April of $3.6 billion. The drawings then declined to

about $1.5 billion toward the end of June as market conditions improved

and have generally been repaid since then.

Bank Capitalization Program The government of Mexico has taken several measures to bolster the

capitalization of the Mexican banking system. In February 1995, it

launched the temporary capitalization program (procapte). procapte is a

voluntary program designed to assist banks that have capitalization levels

that fall below the internationally accepted standard of 8 percent of

risk-weighted assets. Officials from Mexico's National Banking and
Securities Commission explained that procapte is intended for use by

viable banks that are facing short-term capital needs, rather than by
problem banks that may require intervention. Banks in the procapte

program issue subordinated debt,^^ purchased by the Bank of Mexico, in

an amount sufficient to raise their capitalization level to 9 percent. The
debt must be repaid within 5 years, or the Bank of Mexico will convert the

debt to equity and sell the equity in the private market. In March 1995, six

banks entered into the procapte program and issued approximately

$1 bUlion in subordinated debt. No additional banks had joined the

program through the end of September, although Banca Serfin, Mexico's

third-largest bank, was sufficiently recapitalized to be able to leave the

program at the end of June.

The government of Mexico undertook another measure to increase the

capitalization of Mexican banks by changing rules regarding foreign

ownership of Mexican banks. The United States and Canada negotiated

the opening of the Mexican banking system via nafta which, beginning in

1994, allowed foreign banks to own up to 8 percent of the net capital of the

Mexican banking system. After the onset of the financial crisis, Mexico

amended its banking law to permit the aggregate market share of foreign

institutions to increase to 25 percent. As a result of these and other

reforms, all but the three largest Mexican banks—Banamex, Bancomer,

and Banca Serfin—can be acquired by foreign interests. In late spring, the

Mexican bank Probursa and the Spanish bank Banco Bilbao-Vizcaya

^^Subordinated debt is repayable in a bankruptcy only after more senior debt has been repaid.
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reached an agreement that the latter would increase its ownership share in

Probursa from 20 to 70 percent by a new capital infusion of $350 million.

Efforts to Address Asset The government of Mexico undertook a series of measures throughout

Quality Problems 1995 to address the increase in nonperforming loans resulting from the

peso's devaluation and the subsequent financial turmoil. Recognizing the

need to deal with the deterioration of asset quality in the banking system

at the onset of the financial crisis, Mexican bank regulators implemented a

more stringent system for maintaining adequate loan loss reserves^^ in

early 1995. Banks were required to maintain either reserves for

nonperforming loans of at least 60 percent, or reserves equal to 4 percent

of the total loan portfoUo, whichever is larger. Officials from Mexico's

National Banking and Securities Commission told us that they are

receiving technical assistance from several sources, including the World

Bank, to help strengthen their supervisory capability. In addition, they said

they have received a $1.7-billion loan to recapitalize the deposit insurance

fund of FOBAPROA, wMch will aUow fobaproa to purchase assets and

resolve failing institutions more effectively.

The government of Mexico also created a new program to help banks

restructure portions of their loan portfolios to increase the likelihood that

loans wiU continue to perform in the face of high inflation and interest

rates. This program, the loan restructuring program (UDi), essentially

allows loan repayments to be stretched out and weighted more heavily

toward the end of the loan by denominating loans in a UDi instrument that

is linked to the consumer price index. The borrowers repay a real rate of

interest, while the real value of the principal is preserved and amortized

over an extended maturity. According to Mexican officials, the program

got off to a slow start since its implementation in April due to the need to

train both bank personnel and borrowers on its operation and benefits.

Challenges to Mexico's Notwithstanding the efforts of the government of Mexico to improve bank

Efforts to Recover Remain hquidity, bolster the capitalization of the Mexican banking system, and

institute the loan restructuring program for banks, the state of the Mexican

banking system remains a concern. According to a U.S. Treasury report

issued at the end of December 1995, Mexico's banking sector remains

^^Reserves are financial assets that banks must keep in the form of cash and other liquid assets.

^*rhe previous system gave Mexican banks discretion in classifying their loan portfolios in five

categories. Under this system, banks created loan loss reserves based on requirements for each level

of classification. In December 1994, provisioning, or reserves, for past due loans across all categories

averaged 47.9 percent.
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strained, with nonperforming loans still a drag on the banking system.

According to the Treasury report, delinquent loans as reported by Mexico

rose from a 1994 rate of 9 percent of all bank loans to about 17 percent of

all bank loans by the end of September 1995. However, Mexican banks

define nonperforming loans differently from U.S. banks. According to a

World Bank official, the 17 percent reported by Mexico would equate to

about 27 percent using U.S. generally accepted accounting principles to

calculate nonperforming loans.

Despite the progress to date, Mexico still faces many difficult challenges

before its financial crisis can be resolved. Interest rates continue to be

high. For example, the real interest rate on 28-day cetes in mid-November

was about 20 percent. In addition, the peso continues to be volatile,

closing at a low of 8.14 pesos to the doUar on November 9 before

strengthening to 7.55 pesos to the doUar on November 30. Economic

growth for 1995, which was forecast at the start of the year by the Mexican

government to show a decline of 2 percent for the year, has been much
worse. After declining substantially in the first half of 1995, economic

output in the third quarter contracted by 9.6 percent from the same period

a year ago. Thus, it remains to be seen whether Mexico wiU be able to

maintain economic policies that will aUow the economy to recover from

the crisis.
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U.S. monetary authorities may use two sources of funds to stabilize

international currency markets: (1) esf, which can provide loans, credits,

guarantees, and reciprocal currency arrangements (swaps); and (2) the

Federal Reserve swap network. Drawings on esf and the Federal Reserve

swap lines generally involve short-term exchanges of currencies through

mutual purchases (i.e., swaps) with agreed-upon buying prices, reselling

prices, maturities, and interest rates for the transactions, esf swaps may
be of longer duration. The purpose and use of these resources have

evolved since their inception due to changes in the international monetary

system. The Federal Reserve's foreign currency directive states that

"system operations in foreign currencies shall generally be directed at countering

disorderly market conditions Transactions shall be conducted ... in a manner

consistent with the obligations of the United States in the International Monetaiy

Fund. .

.

The current statutory purpose of esf is to promote a stable system of

exchange rates, consistent with U.S. obligations in the International

Monetary Fund (imp). U.S. monetary authorities have a history of using

these resources to assist Mexico, with the understanding that it is

ultimately in the U.S. interest to promote an orderly exchange rate system.

History and
Operations of ESF

esf was established by section 20 of the Gold Reserve Act of January 30,

1934, (48 Stat. 337, 341) with a $2-billion appropriation. Its resources were

subsequently augmented by sdr allocations by IMF and through its net

income over the years. Income for esf since then has come from interest

on short-term investments and loans, and net gains on foreign currencies.

ESF engages in monetary transactions in which one asset is exchanged for

another, such as foreign currencies for doUars, and could also be used to

provide direct loans and guarantees to other countries, esf operations are

under the control of the Secretary ofthe Treasury, subject to the approval

of the President

ESF operations include providing resources for exchange market

intervention, esf has also been used to provide short-term swaps and

guarantees to foreign countries needing financial assistance for short-term

currency stabilization. The short-term nature of these transactions has

been emphasized by amendments to the esf statute requiring the President

to notify Congress ifa loan or credit is made to a country for over 6

months in any 12-month period.
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Purpose of ESF esf provides flexibility to respond quickly to unexpected circumstances in

international financial markets. Its purpose was changed in light of

developments in the international monetary system during the 1970s.

When the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates was ended in

1973, IMF no longer required member countries to maintain fixed values for

their currencies. To conform to this change in IMF, the purpose of esf was

altered firom stabilizing the exchange rate of the dollar to other pxirposes

consistent with U.S. obhgations in IMF regarding an orderly and stable

system of exchange rates.

ESF Resources No funds have been appropriated to esf since its creation in 1934 but, by

law, special drawing rights (sdr) received by the United States from IMF

have been allocated to esf. esf generates income firom interest on

short-term investments and loans, esf invests the great bulk of its funds in

highly Uquid, high-quality U.S. and foreign government securities and

receives interest and fees from loans to foreign countries, esf has also had

very substantial net gains firom activity in foreign exchange markets.

As of February 1995, total esf resources available for lending were

approximately $25 billion equivalent esf dollar balances could be

enlarged, if necessary, through monetizing or selling special drawing right

certificates in the amount of sdr 1.5 billion and swapping some or all of its

yen and deutschmark balances. As of the end of January 1995, yen

balances were valued at $11.9 billion, and deutschmark balances were

valued at $7.4 billion.

Operating as the U.S. central bank, the Federal Reserve participates

directly in international financial markets by undertaking foreign

exchange operations, most often direct operations in foreign exchange

markets. An additional component of these operations is the reciprocal

currency arrangement network, also known as the "Federal Reserve swap

network." The Federal Reserve established its first swap arrangement with

the Bank of France in 1962. It has subsequentiy made similar arrangements

with 13 other central banks and the Bank for International Settlements

(BIS).

Like Treasury's esf, the purpose of Federal Reserve foreign currency

operations has evolved in response to changes in the international

monetary system. After the transition from the Bretton Woods system of

Background of

Federal Reserve

Swap Network

Purpose of Federal

Reserve Swaps
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fixed currency exchange rates to the present system of flexible currency

exchange rates, the aim of the Federal Reserve's foreign currency

operations has been to counter disorderly conditions in the exchange

market through the purchase or sale of foreign currencies consistent with

U.S. obligations in imp.

Federal Reserve At the end of November 1995, the Federal Reserve had standing swap

Swap Resources arrangements with the central banks of 14 nations and bis. Resources

available in the Federal Reserve swap network with these countries at that

time equaled $35.4 billion. $3 billion of this $35.4 billion is part of a

$6 biUion swap arrangement with the Bank of Mexico that is available

through January 31, 1996.

Past U.S. Financial

Assistance for Mexico

The United States, through both esf and Federal Reserve swaps, has a

history of assistance to Mexico dating back to the late 1940s. Mexico is the

only emerging market country that is part of the Federal Reserve swap

network. Mexico's inclusion reflects both the close economic ties that the

United States has with Mexico and the importance of Mexico's economy
for the United States. Until implementation of the current assistance

package, which made available long-term esf swaps, both esf and Federal

Reserve transactions with Mexican authorities had been in the form of

short-term currency swaps, i.e., with an ultimate maturity of 12 months or

fewer.

ESF Assistance Mexico's original standing swap hne with Treasury was established in

1941. Mexico drew on this hne in the late 1940s and in 1965. In 1965, a

$75-million reciprocal currency swap arrangement was estabhshed

between esf and Mexico. Between 1980 and 1994, Mexico drew on esf six

times, for amounts ranging from $273 million to $1 biUion. Only one of

these drawings was made on the standing swap hne—all the rest were

made under ad hoc swap arrangements. Except for a $600-million drawing

in 1982, which was repaid in 11 months, all drawings were repaid within 6

months.

History of Assistance
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Federal Reserve Assistance The first frs swap line with Mexico, initially valued at $130 million, was

established in 1967. The size of this facility has grown over the years. The

original swap line was raised in 1973 to $180 million, in 1975 to

$360 milUon, and in 1979 to $700 million. Then, in 1994, the amount was

increased to $3 bilMon. This standing $3-billion swap line became part of

the North American Framework Agreement

—

sl trilateral swap facility

between the United States, Canada, and Mexico—^in April of 1994. The frs

swap line with Mexico is Uke the Federal Reserve swap arrangement with

other central banks in that it is reviewed and renewed annually. In

addition to the standing swap line with Mexico, there have been three ad

hoc or "temporary" FRS swap lines made available to Mexico to address

additional emergency needs since 1982. The most recent one was a

$1.5-biUion temporary swap Une, subsequentiy increased to $3 biUion on

February 1, 1995. The temporaiy swap lines generally are not renewed.

Mexico has drawn on frs swap hues to meet its temporary end-of-month

liquidity needs and to cover temporary shortfalls in its reserves, while it

was awaiting other assistance from IMF and the World Bank. All frs swap

drawings by Mexico have been repaid in full by their maturity dates and, in

some cases, before their maturity dates.

According to U.S. government documents, Mexico drew on U.S. swap lines

in 1974 to alleviate a shortage of doUar reserves. Drawings in the following

2 years were needed to counter financial market pressure on the peso,

which eventually led to a 40-percent devaluation of the currency in

August 1976. After Mexico sought assistance from IMF, the United States

provided additional drawings as "bridge" facilities pending Mexico's

receipt of imf funding. Rumors surrounding the economic poUcies of the

Mexican President later that year led to continued pressure on the peso

and subsequent drawings on esf and frs swaps. All of these drawings were

repaid on time.

The heaviest drawing activity by Mexico on United States swap lines was

in the early 1980s, surrounding the debt crisis of that period. An untenable

external debt burden led to new pressure on the peso and another

40-percent devaluation in 1982. During the 1980s, Mexico had five

drawings on U.S. swap Unes, three of which were part of multilateral

facilities with other countries.

U.S. Assistance for Mexico
Always Had Similar

Rationales
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Currency Swap Operations in a swap transaction, two countries simultaneously agree to exchange an

amount of each other's currencies and to reverse that transaction at a later

date at a specified exchange rate. The initiating country takes the currency

it obtains, e.g., dollars, and uses it to finance transactions to support its

own currency. The country later acquires dollars on the open market,

which are used to "reverse the swap** by paying back dollars to the United

States. In a U.S. dollar swap transaction, an initiating country agrees to pay

interest on the U.S.'s foreign currency holdings based on the 91-day

Treasury bill rate. Likewise, the United States pays a comparable rate on
the foreign country's dollar counterpart when it makes a drawing if these

dollars are invested in Treasury securities. Given the esf's current

investment practices, there is no exchange rate risk to either party in a

currency swap, since the exchange rate at which the currency is bought

and sold is predetermined in the agreement. There is no opportunity cost^

or loss of income associated with swap transactions.

In considering a request to initiate a swap, the United States seeks

assurance that the drawing country has a reasonable prospect ofprompt
fulfillment of the swap arrangement terms. Such assurance could include

considering the foreign currency reserve levels of the initiating country, or

taking into account the prospective proceeds or borrowings fi-om

international financial institutions such as IMF or the World Bank.

^opportunity cost is the cost of pursuing one course of action in tenns of the foregone return offered

by the most attractive alternative with the same risk.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

December 21, 1995

WASHINGTON, D.C.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Dr» Allan !• Meridelowitz
Managing Director.
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W. - Room 4488
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Mendelowitz:

The Treasury Department appreciates the opportunity you gave us
to comment on the draft report, Mexico's Financial Crisis.

Had we written the report, our treatment of certain subjects and
conclusions on others would have been different. However, apart
from this, we found the report to be a good, comprehensive
summary of Mexico's financial crisis and the United states'
response. We have no general comments that we wish to convey to
you at this time* We do have a number of specific comments that
we have already conveyed to you separately.

If there are any other ways in which Treasury can assist GAO in
the preparation of the final report, please let me know*

Sincerely,

Jeffrey R. Shafer
Assistant Secretary
(International Affairs)
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, . C. 20S5t

BOARO DF GOVERNORS
OF TMC

Aooness official conMeawNpeNce
TO THE BOAflO

December 4, 1995

Mr. Allan I. Mendelowitz

Managing Director

International Trade, Finance,

and Competitiveness

U.S. General Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Mendelowitz:

Thank you for providing the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System with the opportunity to review and comment on the General Accounting

Officers draft report entitled Mexico's Financial Crisis - Origins. Awareness.

Assistance, and Efforts to Recover. The draft report presents on the whole a

balanced and comprehensive appraisal of the origins and response to the Mexican

fmancial crisis of 1994-95. We have no substantive disagreement on the thrust of

the draft report's principal fmdings, recognizing that assessing the complex set of

events associated with die Mexican crisis involves matters of judgment in which

there is room for differences of view or emphasis.

The Board*s staff have read die draft report with care, and tiiey will be

providing technical comments under separate cover.

Very truly yours,

William W. Wiles

Secretary of die Board
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Glossary

Basis Points The smallest unit in quoting yields on bonds, mortgages, and notes, equal

to one one-hundredth of one percentage point.

Brady Bonds In the case of Mexico, bonds issued in seven different currencies as part of

a 1989-92 financing package for Mexico. Mexico's Brady bonds consist of

collateralized bonds with a U.S. dollar equivalent value of approximately

$30 billion maturing in December 2019. The bonds are named after the

former Secretary of the Treasury—Nicholas Brady. Brady bonds are also

issued by a number of other countries.

Bridge Loans Short-term credit extended in anticipation of longer-term financing, most

often arranged in conjunction with imf and World Bank programs.

Cetes Short-term, peso-denominated Mexican treasury certificates.

Country Risk Country risk is the risk that economic or political changes in a foreign

country—^for example, lack of foreign exchange reserves—^will cause

delays in payments to creditors, the imposition of exchange controls, or

even the repudiation of debt. Country risk is broader in scope than

sovereign risk in that it takes into account the probability of debt

repayment by private borrowers as well as central governments.

Credit Risk Risk that a borrower wiQ not pay an obligation as called for in an

agreement and that the borrower may eventually default on the obligation.

Currency Swap An agreement to simultaneously exchange, buy for spot and sell for future

delivery, one currency for another at agreed-upon exchange and interest

rates, with the currencies being returned to their original owners at a

specified future date.

Current Account This is the broadest measure of a country's international trade in goods

and services. Its primary component is the balance of trade, which is the

difference between merchandise exports and imports.
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Glossary

Exchange Rate Policy A government's policies concerning the price at which its currency can be

converted into another.

Exchange Stabilization Currency reserve fund of the U.S. government employed to stabilize the

Pund dollar and foreign exchange markets, esf is managed by the Treasury. The

Federal Reserve Bank of New York acts as fiscal agent for Treasury, esf

holds special drawing rights allocated to the United States by imp.

Exchange Rate Risk The possibility that the value of a foreign currency will be diminished due

to vinforeseen changes in foreign currency exchange rates.

Eurobonds Corporate or government bonds issued outside the coimtry of the issuer

and denominated in a currency other than the currency of the country in

which the bonds are issued. Eurobonds are issued in bearer

form—^payable to the holder. Various regulations may apply. For example,

if a bond is to be listed on an exchange, it must meet the requirements of

the exchange. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission has

regulations that must be complied with if an offshore offering is to be
exempt from registration. Borrowing in the Eurobond market often makes
it possible to obtain financing at lower interest rates.

Foreign Currency Risk See Exchange Rate Risk.

Foreign Direct Investment Foreign direct investment occurs when citizens of one nation purchase

assets in some other nation that give them managerial control of economic

activities related to those assets.

Foreign Portfolio The purchase by one country's private citizens or their agents of

Investment marketable noncontrolling positions in foreign equity and debt securities

issues by another country's private citizens, corporations, banks, and

governments.

Foreign Exchange Foreign exchange is currency used in the settiement of international

finance and trade between countries.
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Glossary

Foreign Exchange Market The foreign exchange market is an interbank or over-the-counter market

in foreign exchange that is a network of commercial banks, central banks,

brokers, and customers.

Foreign Exchange The stock of official assets denominated in foreign currencies held by the

Reserves monetary authorities (finance ministry or central bank). Reserves enable

the monetary authorities to intervene in foreign exchange markets to

affect the exchange value of their domestic cxirrency in the market

Reserves are typically part of the balance sheet of the central bank and are

managed by the central bank. Reserves are generally invested in low-risk

and liquid assets—often in foreign government securities.

Foreign Exchange Risk See Exchange Rate Risk.

Forward Market A market where dealers agree to deliver currency, financial instruments,

or commodities at a fixed price at a specified future date.

Futures Market A market where futures contracts are traded. Futures contracts are

negotiable contracts to make or take delivery at an agreed-upon price of a

standardized amount of a commodity or financial instrument during a

specified month.

Group of Ten a group of ll major industrial countries, members of IMF, that participate

in iMF*s General Arrangements to Borrow and that consult on general

economic and financial matters in various forums. The 11 are Belgium,

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Sweden,

Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

London Interbank Offer Key interest rates at which the msgor banks in the London interbank

Rates market are willing to borrow funds from each other at various maturities

and for different currencies. It has become the most important floating

rate pricing benchmark for loans and debt instruments in the global

financial markets. These rates are published daily by the Bank of England

and are based on a sampling from a group of reference banks that are

active in the Eurocurrency market, but agreements that use libor do not

necessarily rely on quotes published by the Bank of England.
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Glossary

Market Risk The risk that a financial instrument will vary in price as market conditions

change.

Macroeconomic Policy Macroeconomic policy concerns a nation's economy as a whole including,

among other things, price levels, unemployment, inflation, and industrial

production.

Opportunity Cost The cost ofpursuing one course of action in terms of the foregone return

offered by the most attractive alternative of equivalent risk.

Portfolio Investment Investment in marketable debt and equity securities. Unlike direct

investment, it does not seek managerial control.

Set"Off Clause Set-off clauses give a bank a right to seize deposits at that bank that are

owned by a depositor or debtor for nonpayment of an obUgation to that

bank.

Sovereign Debt The debt instruments of the central government of a country. Debt
instruments are typically bonds evidencing amounts owed and payable on
specified dates or on demand. Sovereign debt is not secured by specific

collateral but by penalties that creditors may impose on the

government—such as reduced access to financial credits, world capital

markets, or attachment of government assets.

Sovereign Risk Sovereign risk is the risk of default by a foreign central government or an
agency backed by the full faith and credit of the government

Standby Credit A letter of credit that represents an obligation by the issuing organization

to the beneficiary and that is contingent on the ability of the beneficiary to

perform under the terms of a contract.

Subordinated Debt Debt that is repayable only after other debt with a higher claim has been
satisfied.
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Glossary

Swap See Currency Swap.

Systemic Risk Systemic risk is the possibility that faQure of one or more financial

organizations or countries wiQ trigger a chain reaction and cause the

collapse of other financial organizations or countries. Systemic risk is the

risk that a disturbance could severely impair the workings of the financial

system and, at the extreme, cause a complete breakdown. A breakdown in

capital markets could disrupt the process of savings and investment,

undermine the long-term confidence of private investors, and cause

turmoil in the normal course of economic transactions.

Discounted, or zero-coupon, dollar-indexed, short-term obligations of the

Mexican government that are payable in pesos and, since late March 1995,

in dollars. They were auctioned on a weekly basis and issued with

maturities in multiples of 7 days—typically 28, 91, 182, and 364 days. They

have a face value of $1,000 U.S. dollars and are book entry securities—that

is, they are not available to investors as certificates. They were issued at a

discount, but the government of Mexico could choose to make periodic

interest payments. Banks can contract with their customers to provide

settiement in dollars at the times they are repaid, but the authorities are

under no obligation to supply needed dollars to the banks. They are repaid

on the date of maturity to banks acting as brokers for their customers

based on average prices quoted by various foreign exchange dealers.

Transfer Risk The possibility that a foreign government may tax or restrict the

repatriation of earnings, capital, or foreign exchange. It is the possibility

that the value of an investment denominated in a foreign currency will be

diminished due to government-imposed regulations restricting the ability

to repatriate all or some earnings.

I

Tesobonos (Bonos de La
Tesoreria de La
Federacion)
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